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I. INTRODUCTION 
Considerations of aggregative resource use in the storage of grain 
have revolved about two basic questions: (l) what is the optimum level of 
interseasonal grain storage stocks? (2) what is the optimum intertemporal 
location of grain storage stocks? Scholarly interest in these problems 
has increased in recent years as a result of the direct participation of 
the federal government in the marketing of grain, the accumulation of 
intertemporal stocks of grain which have been carried for increasing peri­
ods of time beyond the initial marketing year, the concentration of carry­
over stocks of grain in certain parts of the country and the continual 
and rapid expansion of off-farm commercial-type grain storage facilities. 
Relatively little research of a quantitative nature has been con­
ducted to determine the optimum location of storage stocks of grain or to 
determine the efficiency with which the grain storage activity is per­
formed in the aggregate by the institutions which comprise the commercial 
grain marketing system. Such quantitative research as has been done 
relative to the optimum location of grain storage stocks has been directed 
towards specifying where carryover stocks should be located over some 
rather long-run period of time when it is possible for new storage facili­
ties to be erected to replace or supplement existing facilities. However, 
in the short run when plant location and storage capacity are fixed grain 
finds its way into existing storage facilities. At a given point in time 
total plant storage capacity may exceed total grain storage requirements 
in a particular region of the country or in the country as a whole. To 
the extent that plant storage facilities differ with respect to size, 
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type, condition and location the efficiency with which the grain storage 
function can be performed may differ between plants in a given geographic 
area or between geographic areas. Under conditions where allocative 
efficiency in resource use is an accepted objective of society the fore­
going circumstances indicate areas of economic choice. 
The paucity of quantitative research relating to the location of 
grain storage stocks may be attributed to two factors. First, relevant 
data have not been available to permit measurement of the numerous deter­
minants of the location problem. The last comprehensive study of the 
characteristics of the grain marketing system of the Uhited States was 
conducted by the Federal Trade Commission in 1920.^  While the inventory 
of data pertaining to grain marketing in the Uhited States is presently 
larger than in 1920, the fragmentary nature of some of the data makes it 
difficult to acquire the integrated body of information required for 
empirical solution of the location problem. 
A second factor contributing to the paucity of quantitative research 
in the area under discussion has been the lack of an operationally feasi­
ble tool of analysis. Since the time the English economist, David 
Ricardo, outlined a simple theory to explain the pattern of trade, the 
construction of a general location theory has been a stimulating challenge 
to economists. Recent contributions of Leontief, Koopnans, Samuels on, 
Beckman, Baumol, Enke, Fax, and Fax and Taeuber have suggested new tech-
*U. S. Federal Trade Commission. Report on the grain trade. Wash­
ington, D. C., U. S. Govt. Print. Off. 1920. 
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niques for handling a general theory of a location and space economy. 
These approaches have been couched in terms of linear programming theory. 
Judge, Snodgrass and French have demonstrated that this type of model is 
valuable because it is operational and the computational procedure is 
2 
manageable. The ensuing analysis demonstrates the applicability of the 
linear programming technique to the problem of determining the optimum 
location of commercial grain storage stocks. 
A. Statement of the Problem 
The North Central Uhited States is the major cash grain producing 
area of the United States. In 1954, ten of the North Central states 
accounted for approximately two-thirds of the combined total volume of 
W. W. Leontief. Studies in the structure of the American economy. 
Oxford University Press. New York. 1952; T. K. Koopmans. Activity 
analysis of production and allocation. John Wiley and Sons. New York. 
1951. j P. A. Samuels on. Spatial price equilibrium and linear programming. 
American Economic Review. 42: 282-303. 1952. j M. Beckman. A continuous 
model of transportation. Cowles Commission Discussion Paper. Economics 
No. 2022. 1951.; W. J. Baumol. Spatial equilibrium with supply points 
separated from markets with supplies predetermined. (Dittoed). U. S. 
Dept. Agriculture. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 1952.; S. Enke. 
Equilibrium among spatially separated markets : solution by electric anal­
ogue. Econometrica. 19: 40-48. 1951.; Karl A. Fox. A spatial equilibrium 
model of the livestock-feed economy in the Uhited States. Econometrica. 
21: 54-7-566. 1953.; Karl A. Fax and Richard C. Taeuber. Spatial equilib­
rium models of the livestock-feed economy. American Economic Review. 65: 
584-608. 1955. 
2 George G. Judge. Competitive position of the Connecticut poultry 
industry. Conn. (Storrs) Agricultural Exp. Sta. Bui. 318. 1956.; Milton 
M. Snodgrass and Charles E. French. Simplified presentation of trans­
portât ion-problem procedure in linear programming. Journal of Farm Eco­
nomics . 39; 40-51. 1957. 
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wheat, com, oats, barley, grain sorghum and soybeans sold from farms in 
the United States. In the same year farm sales in the ten state area 
represented 53, 83, 67, 34» 23 and 88 percent of the wheat, com, oats, 
barley, grain sorghum and soybeans, respectively, sold from farms in the 
United States.^  Within this surplus area there existed 9,558 country 
elevator, terminal elevator, sub-terminal elevator and wholesale grain 
processing plants in 1954 performing numerous grain marketing activities 
2 
such as the receiving, merchandising, storage and shipping of grain. The 
2 
total storage capacity of these plants in 1954 was 1,330,376,000 bushels. 
In addition to these facilities thousands of government owned grain stor­
age facilities were located in the same ten state area with a total bulk 
2 
grain storage capacity of 799,479,000 bushels in 1954. The total average 
monthly storage volume of the 9,558 commercial marketing facilities in 
2 
1954 was 840,901,000 bushels made up of ten types of grain and oilseeds. 
Grain was shipped from these institutions to virtually every other state 
in the country and into foreign markets in 1954. 
* 
The North Central Uhited States includes the states of Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North 
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin. The ten states referred to 
above include all the states listed above with the exception of Michigan 
and Wisconsin. 
*U. S. Agricultural Marketing Service. Field and seed crops, by 
states, 1949-1954. U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Stat. Bui. No. 208. May 
1957. pp. 2-41. 
2 
Kenneth R. Farrell. Grain marketing statistics for the North Cen­
tral States. [To be published as Missouri (Columbia) Agricultural Exp. 
Sta. Bui. (c&. 1958)]. 
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In absolute terms the marketing costs associated with the receiving, 
merchandising, storage and shipment of grain would be very large even if 
the marketing functions were performed at the lowest possible total cost. 
Many of the marketing plants were erected in the distant past. Many of 
these plants may be technologically inefficient in comparison to more 
modern structures embodying the technological innovations which have been 
developed in recent years. Some plants are no longer efficiently located 
in terms of the current movement patterns of grain. The increase in the 
volume of grain produced and marketed in the North Central Uhited States 
in recent years has encouraged the erection of large scale storage facil­
ities . In many cases the scale of the grain storage operation in older 
plants is considerably less than that required for reasonable economic 
efficiency in the storage of grain. 
Because grain is produced seasonally but is consumed continuously 
over time and because points of grain production and consumption are often 
widely separated geographically, storage of grain is necessary to satisfy 
consumer demand for grain with respect to time and place. Whether storage 
is provided by public agencies or by private firms societal interests are 
involved in the efficiency with which the storage function is performed. 
For any given level of storage stocks and with limited resources, the 
economic welfare of society will presumably be enhanced by expenditure of 
the smallest amount of resources possible in the storage of grain. For 
reasons stated above, the magnitude of society's interest in the location 
of storage stocks and in the utilization of storage facilities within and 
among various geographic regions of the country may be high. 
6 
B. Objectives 
The basic objectives of this study can best be made evident by posing 
the following question: what distribution of grain storage stocks between 
certain specified geographic regions and between storage facilities within 
regions would result in minimum total transfer costs (storage plus trans­
portation costs) of moving a given supply of grain into consumption during 
seme specified period of time? The achievement of this basic objective 
will require (a) the determination and description of the institutional 
and economic characteristics of the grain marketing system of the North 
Central United States as they pertain to the commercial storage of grain, 
(b) the construction of an operationally feasible model for empirical 
analysis of grain shipping-starage relationships, and (c) the application 
of available data to the analytical model. 
The specific objectives of the study are: 
1. To determine the location and capacity of commercial grain stor­
age facilities in the North Central United States in 1954. 
2. To determine the commercial shipping-storage pattern of the 
principal types of grain produced in the North Central Uhited States dur­
ing 1954. 
3. To determine storage costs by type of storage facility and to 
determine transportation costs associated with the interregional movement 
of grain. 
4. To determine the least-cost shipping-storage pattern for grain 
produced in the North Central States within the limits of the restrictions 
imposed by location and capacity of commercial grain storage facilities. 
7 
5. To compare the shipping-storage pattern for North Central United 
States grain which existed in 1954- to the derived least cost pattern and 
to provide hypotheses relating to the cause and consequence of any ob­
served deviations frcm the least cost shipping-storage pattern. 
It is hoped that the methodology involved in the study will consti­
tute a modest contribution in the application of mathematical programming 
to agricultural marketing problems. Finally, it is hoped that the analy­
sis will provide an indication of the type and volume of data needed for 
additional research in grain marketing. 
C. Scope of Analysis 
The ensuing analysis is predicated upon short-run considerations 
relating to commercial grain storage in the North Central Uhited States. 
A major part of the data collected frcm field interviews relate to the 
year 1954. The quantitative analysis of these data is restricted to a 
self-contained time period in which it is assumed that the determinants of 
the optimum location of storage stocks within this period of time are 
independent of events in previous or succeeding periods of time. The 
analysis does not attempt to specify the optimum location of storage 
stocks over several such periods of time. The location of storage facili­
ties is considered as predetermined as opposed to a longer-run situation 
where it would be possible to erect new storage facilities. 
Observation of variables relating to commercial grain storage was 
confined to ten North Central states and to specific types of commercial 
grain storage facilities within these states to conform to research budget 
8 
restrictions. While grain is produced in areas other than the North Cen­
tral United States and therefore may enter into interregional trade, it 
was not feasible to observe the characteristics of grain marketing insti­
tutions in these exogenous areas or to determine the interregional flow 
of grain produced in areas other than the North Central United States. No 
information was collected regarding cn-farm storage of grain nor was the 
government owned storage facility sector of the marketing system studied 
in the same detail as other commercial grain storage institutions. 
The problem of determining the optimum size of interregional storage 
stocks is beyond the scope of this analysis. Grain which is available in 
the commercial grain marketing system at the beginning of the defined 
self-contained time period or which enters the system during the time 
period under consideration is required to be stored in available facili­
ties. Carryover stocks of grain are regarded as the difference between 
the total supply of grain available in the commercial marketing system and 
total requirements of grain during the self-contained time period in 
question. 
D. Definitions and Sources of Data 
Much of the data upon which the succeeding analysis is based was ob­
tained as part of a cooperative North Central regional research project 
designated as N.C.M.-10. This project involved research personnel of land 
grant colleges in ten participating states of the North Central Uhited 
« 
States and the United States Department of Agriculture. Data obtained 
"Participating states included Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, and South Dakota. 
9 
during the course of this project were from both primary and secondary 
sources. Primary data were obtained from plant interviews conducted con­
currently in each participating state during 1954- and 1955. Secondary 
data were obtained from a number of sources each of which is appropriately 
indicated as such data are introduced in the ensuing presentation and 
analysis. In view of the significance of the primary data in the ensuing 
analysis, definitions of terms used and the methods of enumeration used in 
obtaining the data are included. 
Commercial grain storage facilities were defined as those bulk grain 
storage facilities of grain marketing plants and firms engaged in the mar­
keting of bulk raw grain after such grain had left the farm. No attempt 
was made to observe the marketing of processed grain products. 
Four principal types of commercial grain marketing plants were 
studied: country elevators, terminal and sub-terminal elevators, whole­
sale grain processing plants and government owned grain storage facili­
ties. The grain marketing activities of the first three types of plants 
were examined in much greater detail than in the case of the last men­
tioned facilities. 
Country elevators were defined to include all grain marketing plants 
with an annual bulk grain handling volume of at least 10,000 bushels of 
which over 50 percent was received directly from farmers. In order to 
qualify as a country elevator the plant also had to comply with the 
requirement that at least 50 percent of the grain sold by the plant during 
the year was in the form of bulk raw grain as opposed to grain products or 
prepared mixed feed. Farmers or merchants who merchandised grain but 
owned no physical plant facilities were excluded from the universe. 
10 
Terminal and sub-terminal elevators were defined to include all grain 
marketing plants which handle and store bulk raw grain of which 50 percent 
or more is originated by other elevators or handlers rather than directly 
ty farmers and whose total bulk grain storage capacity was at least 
100,000 bushels, 
Wholesale grain processing plants were defined to include commercial 
raw grain processing plants whose processed products are sold primarily to 
wholesalers, retailers or other commercial outlets rather than directly to 
ultimate consigners. Only those plants with a daily processing capacity of 
at least 50 tons of product output or with at least 100,000 bushels bulk 
grain storage capacity were included in the universe. 
The universe of each type of plant in each of the ten participating 
states was tentatively established fjpcm trade association directories, 
county tax records, state and federal lists of licensed grain warehouses 
and frcm consultation with personnel active in the grain trade. As plant 
interviews were conducted the tentatively established list of plants were 
revised where necessary to include all known qualifying plants on the 
basis of plant officials personal knowledge of the surrounding trade area. 
Identical field schedules and sampling techniques were used in all 
participating states. In the case of country elevator plants, a strati­
fied random sample of elevators was taken and observations were made on 
the selected plants only.^  In view of the limited number of qualifying 
terminal and sub-terminal elevators and wholesale grain processing plants 
"4"or a detailed discussion of sampling design and choice of estima­
tors see Farrell, op. cit. 
11 
and the known heterogeneity among these plants with respect to the char­
acteristics to be observed, a census of this universe was taken rather 
than a sample of the plants. 
12 
II. ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK 
Storage of any commodity is a form of production in that it involves 
the coordinating and combining of resources in the creation of some 
valuable good or service. Viewed in this manner, grain storage has no 
singular characteristic which should cause it to be set aside for unique 
consideration in economic analysis. As in other areas of production, 
economic problems are encountered in the storage of grain in that scarce 
resources must be allocated between competing productive alternatives to 
satisfy some predetermined norm. The determinants of an efficient eco­
nomic use of resources in the storage of grain are basically the same set 
of determinants which apply to the use of resources in any other fora of 
production. The purpose of this chapter is to develop an economic frame­
work of analysis in keeping with the principles of production economics 
ty which the empirical observations obtained during the study may be 
quantitatively analyzed. 
A. The Economic Model 
The satisfaction of consumer demand for grain with respect to time, 
place and form requires not only the storage of grain but the transporta­
tion of grain between spatially separated points of production and con­
sumption. This joint activity of storage and transportation of grain 
shall be referred to as the transfer activity - a production activity 
spanning both time and space. The purpose of this section is to construct 
an economic model upon which the ensuing empirical analysis will be based. 
Because the transfer activity is a form of economic production, the eco-
13 
aomic model springs frcm the conventional theory of production economics. 
Certain simplifying assumptions will be made in order to demonstrate the 
logic of the model. 
The basic nature of the problem has been delimited in Chapter I. In 
brief, the empirical analysis was undertaken to determine that arrangement 
of grain storage stocks between certain geographic regions and between 
storage facilities which would have resulted in the lowest total shipping-
storage costs for the system of regions and storage facilities as a whole 
subject to restrictions imposed by plant storage capacity, supply and 
requirements of grain in each of the regions in 1954• The conceptual 
framework used to demonstrate the mechanism which generates the geographic 
flows of commodities among regions and among economic entities within and 
between regions is the abstract, perfectly competitive market in space and 
time. The spatial equilibrium arrangements resulting from the analyses 
based upon this framework constitute a norm against which the actual 
shipping-storage patterns of 1954 can be evaluated. In order to exhibit 
the various elements of the economic model, certain simplifications of the 
problematic situation are now made. 
Assume that the Uhited States consists of a number of specified, geo­
graphically contiguous regions each of which produces and/or consumes a 
homogeneous product called grain. The total supply of grain in the coun­
try available for consumption during sane specified time period consists 
of the sum of that quantity of grain carried over from the preceding time 
period plus the quantity of grain introduced into the system from produc­
tion during the current time period in each of the regions. For exposi-
tional purposes assume that the total supply in each region simultaneously 
u 
becomes available for consumption at one point in time, T0, the beginning 
of the self-contained time period. Assume also that grain is simultane­
ously required in each of the regions at some future point in time, T^ , 
the end of the self-contained time period. Total grain supply and total 
grain requirements in each region and for the country as a whole are pre­
determined variables. The total supply of grain is equal to the total 
requirements of grain plus carryover into the succeeding time period for 
the country as a whole but not necessarily in each region. 
Let there be two types of storage facilities available in the country 
known as country elevator and terminal elevator facilities, respectively. 
A particular region may possess one or both of the two types of facilities 
or it may possess no storage facilities. The technical storage capacity 
of each type of facility is known in each region. The total capacity of 
these elevators for the country as a whole is equal to or greater than the 
total supply of grain at time T0. Plant capacity varies between types of 
plants within a region and between regions for a given type of storage 
plant. The total storage capacity of each plant in each region is avail­
able for storing grain during the defined time period. It will further­
more be assumed that storage facilities, if any, in each region are 
located at a common geographic point in the region and that the total 
supply of grain available and total requirements of grain during the time 
period in question are at this same common point in each region. 
The common point in each region is connected to the common point in 
every other region by a transportation network. Grain is free to flow 
between each pair of regions over this transportation network. Costs of 
transporting grain between any two regions are known. 
15 
The objective is to derive a shipping-storage pattern subject to the 
expressed limitations of total grain supply, total grain requirements and 
capacity of storage facilities which will minimize the total costs of the 
transfer activity for the country as a whole. Grain is to be stored dur­
ing the interval of time TQ to T^ j each region's requirements for grain at 
time T^  are to be exactly satisfied; carryover of grain is to be accom­
modated in storage during the specified time period subject to restric­
tions in storage capacity. 
The requirements of grain with respect to time and place in a partic­
ular region can be physically satisfied by shipments of grain from grain 
in the latter regions. From the standpoint of a particular facility in a 
given region, the act of transferring grain in time and space to each 
other region represents a potential production activity of the plant. The 
costs of each transfer activity in a particular plant include costs asso­
ciated with storage of grain during the specified time interval and the 
costs of transporting the grain to the relevant destination. Given the 
objective of profit maximization in each of the participating firms and 
under conditions of the perfect mart et in space and time, spatial equi­
librium among the firms in the various regions will be achieved when each 
firm equates marginal expenditures among each production activity subject 
« 
to limitations in the supply and requirements of grain. Equilibrium for 
the system as a whole will be achieved when the marginal expenditure is 
equal for each transfer activity between facilities within and between 
regions. 
# 
The profits of each firm will be at a maximum only when it has simul­
taneously achieved the best production combination and is of optimum size. 
16 
The logic for transforming the maximization problem expressed above 
into one involving a system of simultaneous equations and inequalities is 
described by Baumol^ * as follows J 
. . . our problem involves the simultaneous maximization of 
profits by a number of entrepreneurs, but under the assumption 
of entrepreneurial price myopia it can be transformed into a 
single maximization problem. We may visualize a low calibre 
"mastermind" who is in control of all sources of supply and 
tries to maximize his total profits but does not realize his 
decisions affect prices. In that case he will direct his man­
ager at every supply source to ship to those markets and only 
those markets yielding the greatest per unit profit. 
The resulting minimum total cost arrangement is the one which would 
also be determined under the conditions of a perfect market. 
As illustrated, the principles of production economics provide the 
conceptual framework of analysis of the problem to which this thesis is 
addressed. However, to be useful in an operational sense these relation­
ships must be susceptible to empirical observation and determination. In 
keeping with available empirical data an operationally feasible framework 
for analysis is now presented. 
The requirement that grain is to be stored in existing facilities 
means that only variable transfer costs are relevant to the allocation 
problem at hand. Furthermore, if it is assumed that the total transfer 
cost function of each production activity in each plant is linear (or can 
be approximated t*y a linear function) with respect to storage volume, no 
distinction need be made between average variable and marginal costs of 
the transfer activity for any given storage facility. While this assump­
tion may initially appear to be somewhat unrealistic, empirical data 
, ojDj_citp. 6. 
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presented in a later chapter indicate that average variable and marginal 
transfer costs decline only very slowly over large ranges of utilization 
of plant storage facilities and can be reasonably approximated by linear, 
horizontal cost functions in these ranges of utilization of plant capac­
ity. Under this set of assumptions the following examples will serve to 
illustrate the nature of the allocative problem. 
For oppositional purposes assume that all grain is produced in one 
locality and all grain is consumed in another locality and that costs of 
transporting grain between the two regions are greater than zero. The 
least cost location of storage stocks between existing types of storage 
facilities would be at one of the storage facilities in either the produc­
ing or the consuming area if the capacity of any one facility is large 
enough to accommodate the volume to be stored. Under these conditions 
that facility with the lowest average variable storage cost would provide 
the least cost location of storage stocks. If the capacity of the eleva­
tor with the lowest average variable cost is insufficient to accommodate 
the total volume of grain to be stored, the remainder would be optimally 
stored in that remaining facility with the lowest average total cost. 
Where grain is produced and consumed in both localities, the costs of 
"backhauling" grain must be considered as well as the costs of storing 
grain. For expositional purposes, the two localities being considered 
will be referred to as area "A" and area "BM. For all storage to take 
place in A, the unit cost of storage in A must be less than the unit cost 
of storage in B less the unit transportation cost between the two regions. 
For example, let the average cost of storing a bushel of grain at A be 12 
cents over the time period considered, and the average cost of storage in 
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B be 20 cents per bushel. All storage of grain would take place at A if 
the average total transportation cost of moving grain from B to A and back 
again was less than eight cents per bushel. This would be the least cost 
location of storage stocks if storage capacity in area A was sufficient to 
accommodate the entire volume of grain to be stored. Where storage capac­
ity in A was less than adequate to accommodate the total volume, some grain 
would necessarily have to be stored in area B. Similarly it could be 
shown that if two types of facilities were available in each area, all 
storage would take place in area A if the average variable cost of storage 
in each facility was lower than the average variable storage cost in 
either of the facilities in area B by an amount greater than two times the 
average transportation cost between the two areas. This assumes that the 
total storage capacity in area A is equal to or greater than the volume of 
grain to be stored. Similar conditions could be outlined to specify the 
situation at which all grain would be stored in area B. If the difference 
in the average total storage costs between facilities in the two areas is 
less than two times the average transportation cost, storage will take 
place in both areas even if the total capacity in one of the areas is 
greater than the total volume of grain to be stored in the two areas 
Under the conditions outlined above it is not possible to equate the 
marginal cost of the transfer activity between plants since the marginal 
I^n the sense that decisions relative to the grain transfer activity 
are made in the present, the future cost of transfer should be discounted 
to reflect present cost. Empirically, this matter does not seem impor­
tant in the ensuing analysis. The matter is discussed tjy George Tolley. 
Minimizing grain storage costs. Journal of Farm Economics. 25:530-543. 
1953. 
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costs are constant in each plant. Plant marginal cost functions parallel 
each other and hence can not be equated. In the terminology of linear 
programming there exists a series of production activities defined by a 
series of simultaneous linear equations subject to linear inequalities. 
Under such conditions the facility with the lowest marginal cost function 
will be used to capacity, ceterus paribus. Other facilities will come 
into use only when capacity of the first plant is insufficient to meet the 
total volume of grain to be stored. 
B. Application of Mathematical Programming 
In recent years mathematicians have worked out a number of new proce­
dures which make it possible to solve a wide variety of problems in re­
source allocation when certain technical production conditions exist. 
These procedures have been commonly referred to as "linear programming 
techniques* or activity analysis. Technically, linear programming as it 
has been applied in agricultural economic research describes only one 
group of procedures ; mathematical programming is a more suitable generic 
name. The present section discusses the applicability of a special pro­
gramming technique to the problem towards which this study is oriented. 
This technique is formally known as the "transportation model" procedure. 
Special computing routines are available for problems which meet the 
requirements of this sub-class of mathematical programming techniques. 
These computational techniques are more efficient for their purpose than 
the more commonly used "simplex" methods of linear programming. 
The transportation model is a linear programming model with more 
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restrictive assumptions than the general class of problems approached by 
the "simplex" method of programming. The more restrictive nature of the 
transportation model means that while any transportation model problem can 
be handled by the "simplex" method only a sub-group of "simplex" problems 
can be handled by the transportation model method. Whether or not a prob­
lem can be handled by the transportation model method depends on how well 
the problem fulfills the formal requirements of the model. 
The important requirements of the transportation model are: 
1. Resources and products are homogeneous. That is, the supply or 
product of any one region or origin serves equally well to satisfy the 
requirements of any destination or consuming center. 
2. The supplies of resources or products available at the various 
origins and the requirements of the various destinations are known; total 
requirements are equal to total supply. In practice, it is possible to 
equate requirements and supply by including a dummy origin or destination 
which is similar to the disposal activities of the "simplex" method. The 
dummy cells also can be used to represent surpluses which move into inven­
tories or storage. 
3. The cost (or profit) of (or from) converting resources to prod­
ucts, or moving the commodity from origins to destinations is known and is 
independent of the number of units converted or moved. In particular, the 
cost of interregional transfers must be constant for the particular model 
being illustrated, regardless of the amount of product flowing between 
regions. 
4. There is an objective to be maximized or minimized. Usually the 
attempt is made to minimize financial costs. However, the method can be 
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used for maximization problems, and costs may be expressed in terms other 
than money. 
5. Transportation from origins to destinations, or transformation 
from resources to products, can be carried on only at non-negative levels. 
This last assumption corresponds closely to the "simplex" assumption that 
activities cannot be produced in negative amounts. 
It is the first assumption (that the commodity being transferred is 
homogeneous) that represents the most striking difference between the 
transportation model and the problems solved by the "simplex" method. In 
"simplex" models, resources and activities may be diverse, provided only 
that the activities contribute to the profit equation. In the transporta­
tion model problem, the sources and destinations have to fulfill the homo­
geneity assumption. Assumptions 3, U and 5 are analagous with the main 
assumptions of the general programming models solved by the "simplex" 
method. 
Modification of the model can be made such that problems can be han­
dled by the transportation model method even though the first three of the 
I 
above assumptions are not true. 
The above literary assumptions can also be expressed in algebraic 
foim. As in the "simplex* method, the objective is to maximize (or mini­
mize) a linear function subject to certain linear restraints. The func­
tion to be minimized and the side conditions can be expressed as: 
m n 
(1) minimize z0 = 21 ZZ cnxi-î 
i=l j=l J J 
(2) m 
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(3) n 
Fi Xij = bi 
U) n m 
3=1 
(5) x ? 0 
Xij-
where Cjj is the cost of transferring a unit of product from origin i to 
destination j and x^ . is the amount of product transferred from origin i 
to destination j. 
The first equation indicates that the objective is to minimize a 
function of z; namely, to minimize the sum of products formed by multiply­
ing the costs of transferring each unit of product between regions by the 
amount of product transferred between the same regions. Equation (2) 
states that the sum of quantities flowing from the various regions to the 
m 
j-th destination, must equal total requirements or consumption, 
i=l J 
yj, of the j-th region. Equation (3) states that the sum of quantities, 
transferred from the i-th region or origin to the several destinations 
must equal the supply of product b^ , available at the i-th origin. 
Equation (4.) follows from (2) and (3) but it also states explicitly 
that the total quantity demanded (that is the sum of the requirements of 
n 
the different destinations), 2_y^, must be equal to the total quantity 
j=l 3 
supplied (that is, the sum of the supplies at the separate origins), 
m 
%>%bi. Equation (5) is the non-negativity condition, specifying that the 
1=1 
flows between regions cannot be carried on at negative levels. 
As indicated above it is sometimes possible to adapt particular allo­
cation problems that do not strictly meet the formal requirements of the 
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transportation model in such a way that the conditions of the model are 
formally met even though in actual fact the requirements are violated. An 
important adaptation that is sometimes made is in the case of decreasing 
returns to variable factors of production. In such cases the average 
variable costs are not linear and constant as formally required in the 
transportation model but increase as volume of output is increased. Under 
such conditions it may be possible to approximate the cost function by 
partitioning the function into several linear segments in order to meet 
the formal requirements of the transportation model. However, linear 
mathematical programming cannot be applied under conditions of increasing 
returns to the variable factor of production where average variable and 
marginal costs decrease as volume of output is expanded. 
The applicability of the transportation model to the problem of 
determining the least cost shipping-storage pattern for grain can be seen 
from the foregoing discussion of the requirements of the transportation 
model and from the economic model formulated in section A of this chapter. 
Provided that average variable and marginal transfer costs can be 
approximated by linear horizontal functions, the remaining requirements of 
the transportation model can be fulfilled. As indicated in section A, 
total supply of grain will equal total requirements of grain plus carry­
over of grain into the succeeding time period in the system of regions as 
a whole. This condition fulfills the second requirement of the transpor­
tation model. While there are several types of grain stored in plant 
facilities and to this extent the homogeneity requirement of the model is 
not strictly met, it is possible to circumvent this difficulty by attach­
ing seme system of priority to each type of grain which competes for given 
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storagespace. In addition to the restrictions imposed by supply and 
requirements of grain, the particular transportation model required for 
the problem posed in this study will include restrictions relating to 
interregional plant storage capacity. 
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III. DISTRIBUTION, SUPPLY AND REQUIREMENTS OF GRAIN 
In keeping with the framework of economic analysis developed in Chap­
ter II, information regarding the distribution, supply and requirements of 
grain in each of 23 selected regions is presented in this chapter. While 
the primary purpose of this chapter is to develop and present empirical 
information to be used in the ensuing programming analyses, the chapter 
will also serve to indicate some of the important characteristics of and 
relationships among the various grain marketing institutions included in 
the study. 
A. Selection of Regions for Study 
The demarcation of a territory into meaningful regions is a complex 
problem in itself and is generally subject to some degree of arbitrariness. 
It is clear that the objective of stratifying a territory should be to 
demarcate a number of regions which are homogeneous with respect to certain 
selected characteristics. For purposes of economic study it is seldom 
possible to demarcate completely homogeneous aggregates on a geographical 
basis. A given territory must frequently be stratified on the basis of a 
mmber of criteria which are not completely complementary in the delinea­
tion of homogeneous regions. 
The demarcation of regions for purposes of this study was based upon 
several considerations. The fundamental objective was to delineate a 
sufficient number of regions to obtain maximum within-stratum homogeneity 
with respect to measurable variables important to this study. Limitation 
in research resources available for computational purposes as well as the 
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limitations imposed by available data constituted the primary restrictions 
in the selection of regions for study. While demarcation of regions in 
addition to those indicated below might possibly increase realism of the 
analytical model, the marginal computational burden increases very rapidly 
as additional regions are delineated for study. 
Examination of the production and marketing patterns of grain in the 
North Central United States and the important characteristics of commer­
cial grain marketing institutions observed in these states revealed that 
regions could be adequately demarcated on the basis of state boundaries. 
While some overlapping of state boundaries exists with respect to produc­
tion and marketing patterns of grain in the North Central United States, 
no other method of boundary delineation appeared more advantageous. Al­
though data collected in this study from field survey would have permitted 
delineation of regions on the basis of crop reporting districts, certain 
types of secondary information important to the empirical analysis were 
available only on a state basis. Selection of state boundaries as the 
basis of delineating regions also provides greater comparability between 
data presented in this study and other published data relating to the mar­
keting of grain in the United States. 
As indicated in Figure 1, the United States was divided into 23 re­
gions . Bach of the ten states participating in this study was delineated 
as a region as were each of five important primary grain markets in the 
North Central United States. The remainder of the country was divided 
into eight regions as shown in Figure 1. 
The use of each of the ten states participating in this study as a 
separate region was feasible for the reasons mentioned above and possible 
Figure 1. Selected grain shipping and receiving regions of the United States 
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from the standpoint that adequate data were collected to permit the 
planned empirical analysis. The five primary grain markets composed of 
Chicago, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Omaha-Council Bluffs and St. Louis were 
each designated as a region for study in view of their importance in the 
commercial grain marketing system of the country. Not only does the stor­
age capacity of these five markets constitute approximately U5 percent of 
the total storage capacity of all terminal elevator and wholesale grain 
processing plants included in this study, but these markets occupy a 
rather unique position in the grain marketing system of the country. Many 
of the rail freight rates for grain are based upon considerations re­
volving about the position of these markets in the commercial grain sys­
tem. The location of grain storage facilities at the confluence of trans­
portation media located in these markets makes these markets important 
intermediaries in the movement of grain from points of initial marketing 
to ultimate consumption. 
The division of that part of the country other than- the North Central 
United States into eight regions is in accordance with the standardized 
area! breakdown based upon type of farming areas designated by the Agri­
cultural Research Service of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
Use of these designated regions appeared advantageous in that it afforded 
maximum comparability between the data presented in this study and that 
available from other sources. 
Location of selected grain receiving and shipping points in each of 
18 regions delimited for study is indicated in Figure 1. Interregional 
freight rates used in this study are those rates in effect between each 
pair of selected receiving and shipping points. The selection of points 
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in the approximate geographic center of each region provides a means of 
approximating the actual transportation costs of grain moved to a given 
region from different shipping points in the former region. Precedent 
for the selection of points at the geographic center of selected regions 
for purposes of obtaining approximations of the comparative transportation 
costs between geographic regions canes from the studies of Fox"'" and 
2 
Judge. 
B. Distribution of Grain 
Movement of grain within and from the North Central United States is 
generated by consumer demand for grain with respect to time, place and 
farm. Intermarket exchange or movement of grain is facilitated by an ex­
tensive but integrated price and market mechanism through which consumer 
demand or anticipated consumer demand far grain is expressed. The inte­
grated system of markets extending downward from the primary or terminal 
market to the local or country buying points is made possible by the rapid 
and convenient communication and transportation networks which serve these 
markets. Under conditions of a frictionless or perfect market and given a 
profit-maximizing objective of grain bigrers and sellers, the entire system 
of markets would resolve itself into spatial price equilibrium under which 
condition price differentials between markets would be equal to the trans­
port costs between markets. Under the conditions of market imperfections 
which eocist in the business world, spatial price equilibrium becomes a 
F^ox, op, cit., p. 548. 
2 Judge, op. cit.. p. 11. 
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moving "will-o-the-wisp" continuously approached but never fully attained. 
This is the economic environment frcm which the following data were de­
rived. 
The data to be presently introduced refer to the calendar year 1954-• 
To the extent that the level and/or the slope of the regional supply and 
demand functions for grain change over time or to the extent that changes 
in intermarket transportation costs exert a differential intermarket ef­
fect, the interregional pattern of grain distribution and movement to be 
presented will never be fully reattained. Furthennore, the data refer 
only to a partial system of national grain markets in that only the move­
ments of grain among and from the ten participating states of the North 
Central Region were observed and considered in this analysis. 
Movement of commercial grain from production points to points of 
ultimate grain consumption is usually a multi-stage movement. In the 
North Central United States the first "leg" of this movement of grain into 
commercial marketing channels is frcm the point of production to the local 
grain buying points or country elevators. To some extent, and particu­
larly in the central corn belt states, the country elevator is circum­
vented by the direct movement of feed grain and soybeans from production 
points to local grain processing plants. However, as indicated in Tables 
1 through 6, country elevator plants received a very high proportion of 
the total volume of grain sold by farmers in 1954-
Data included in Tables 1 through 6 reveal two significant facts. 
First, receipts of grain frcm farmers constitute a very high proportion of 
the total grain received at country elevator plants in 1954- in each of the 
ten participating states with the exception of Missouri. The comparatively 
Table 1. Production, farm sales and receipts of wheat at country elevator, terminal elevator and 
wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States* 
Total production*" Total farm sales'*" 
Estimated 1954 receipts at 
country elevators from: 
Region 1953 1954 1953 1954 Farmers Other handlers 
Illinois 59,416 47,760 55,692 44,954 35,545 
Indiana 46,144 40,199 40,874 35,568 34,816 234 
Iowa 2,791 2,135 2,299 1,771 1,709 
Kansas 144,662 176,208 133,805 166,847 177,845 220 
Minnesota 16,171 10,399 14,126 8,931 10,699 
Missouri 41,028 41,190 35,354 35,003 27,425 
Nebraska 85,980 60,093 80,857 55,815 68,928 349 
North Dakota 97,304 69,155 88,742 61,533 85,174 68 
Ohio 67,944 46,980 55,885 38,595 57,768 184 
South Dakota 32,717 27,108 28,509 23,907 30,383 
North Central 
Region 594,157 521,237 536,1A3 472,924 530,292 1,055 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
•^ Source: U . S. Agricultural Marketing Service, on. cit.. BD. 8-12. 
Table 2. Production, farm sales and receipts of com at country elevator, terminal elevator and 
wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States® 
Total production"*" Total farm sales^  
Estimated 1954 receipts at-
country elevators from: 
Region 1953 1954 1953 1954 Farmers Other handlers 
Illinois 505,332 467,832 257,637 232,829 187,448 213 
Indiana 241,690 268,287 89,278 106,152 79,454 2,052 
Iowa 592,540 569,688 206,274 185,559 121,224 10,944 
Kansas 50,869 41,640 17,172 14,569 17,501 5,406 
Minnesota 266,112 274,450 86,813 88,701 70,613 484 
Missouri 136,412 83,880 30,934 20,548 19,263 32,488 
Nebraska 207,234 198,940 92,147 86,670 107,218 277 
North Dakota 24,360 24,920 2,048 2,270 409 
Ohio 194,205 226,188 64,642 90,439 93,773 2,395 
South Dakota 135,206 117,073 54,435 39,584 83,263 772 
North Central 
Region 2,353,960 2,272,898 901,380 867,321 780,166 55,031 
aIn bushels with thousands omitted. 
S^ource: U, . S. Agricultural Marketing Service, OD. Cit.. DTD. 2-7. 
Table 3. Production, farm sales and receipts of soybeans at country elevator, terminal elevator 
and wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States8 
Estimated 1954 receipts at 
Total production Total farm sales-*- country elevators frcm: 
Region 1953 1954 1953 1954 Farmers Other handlers 
Illinois 78,843 89,074 75,696 85,805 62,648 
Indiana 37,968 46,536 36,269 44,656 36,935 
Iowa 35,626 56,418 33,807 54,327 40,369 
Kansas 3,388 2,037 3,120 1,838 3,207 36 
Minnesota 27,696 42,118 26,301 40,167 32,517 17 
Missouri 25,960 26,492 24,950 25,447 21,680 
Nebraska 1,942 4,042 1,785 3,860 2,955 
North Dakota 322 750 298 682 57 
Ohio 20,644 28,050 19,263 26,660 25,003 50 
South Dakota 1,653 3,042 1,549 2,861 4,796 
North Central 
Region 234,042 298,559 223,038 286,303 230,167 103 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
S^ource: U. S. Agricultural Marketing Service, op. cit.. pp. 38-41. 
Table 4* Production, faim sales and receipts of oats at countiy elevator, terminal, elevator and 
wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States6 
 ^ _ Estimated 1954- receipts at 
Total production Total farm sales country elevators from: 
Region 1953 1954 1953 1954 Farmers Other handlers 
Illinois 115,070 133,906 41,425 48,206 35,827 2,162 
Indiana 43,106 53,210 9,483 13,835 9,610 1,195 
Iowa 147,033 226,500 30,877 48,698 32,225 1,120 
Kansas 21,264 35,640 4,678 8,197 4,834 2,373 
Minnesota 161,910 179,090 38,858 46,563 40,395 346 
Missouri 28,458 51,075 5,407 9,194 6,663 9,882 
Nebraska 41,292 63,112 9,497 15,147 10,840 1,539 
North Dakota 54,473 49,938 19,610 16,480 24,295 
Ohio 43,848 50,824 11,400 14,231 16,415 2,002 
South Dakota 94,248 107,784 32,044 37,724 43,252 125 
North Central 
Region 750,702 951,079 203,279 258,275 224,356 20,744 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
S^ource: U. S, Agricultural Marketing Service, op. cit., pp. 13-18. 
Table 5. Production, farm sales and receipts of barley at country elevator, terminal elevator 
and wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States6 
Estimated 1954 receipts at 
Total production Total farm sales1 country elevators from: 
Region 1953 1954 1953 1954 Farmers Other handlers 
Illinois 845 2,310 372 647 
Indiana 742 2,035 89 366 101 
Iowa 161 667 24 140 590 
Kansas 1,568 10,328 470 3,615 2,621 155 
Minnesota 25,500 28,815 18,890 21,611 20,268 
Missouri 3,193 9,860 958 2,169 1,975 5,286 
Nebraska 3,306 3,955 1,157 1,345 1,414 12 
North Dakota 48,967 67,295 36,236 50,471 49,154 
Ohio 1,188 3,431 143. 583 18 
South Dakota 7,870 9,010 4,092 4,956 5,903 10 
North Central 
Region 93,340 137,706 62,431 85,903 82,044 5,463 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
"^Source; U. S. Agricultural Marketing Service, op, cit.. pp. 19-24. 
Table 6. Production, faim sales and receipts of grain sorghum at country elevator, terminal eleva­
tor and wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States® 
Total production^  Total farm sales'*" 
Estimated 1954 receipts at 
country elevators from: 
Region 1953 1954 1953 1954 Farmers Other handlers 
Indiana 56 66 20 26 
Iowa 240 120 148 
Kansas 32,1U 51,722 18,965 33,102 35,008 1,616 
Missouri 510 1,170 178 433 578 4,814 
Nebraska 2,992 14,580 1,676 9,331 7,097 
South Dakota 540 858 324 463 366 
North Central 
Region 36,242 68,636 21,163 43,475 43,197 6,430 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
S^ource: U. S. Agricultural Marketing Service, op, cit.. pp. 33-35. 
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high proportion of feed grains received at country elevators in Missouri 
frcm other grain handlers is the result of the deficit feed grain position 
which that state traditionally occupies. The second fact revealed by 
Tables 1 through 6 is that a very high proportion of the grain sold from 
farms moves directly to country elevator plants. The data included in the 
fifth column of Tables 1 through 6 indicating estimated receipts of grain 
frcm fanners are not strictly comparable to the data relating to produc­
tion and sales of grain in either of the single years 1953 and 1954 be­
cause of the seasonal nature of grain sales from farms and time lags in 
the movement of grain into commercial grain marketing channels following 
production. However, the data do clearly signify the importance of coun­
try elevator plants in the initial movement of grain from farms. 
Receipts of grain at terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing 
plants are largely from other grain handlers such as country elevator 
shippers, other terminal elevator, sub-terminal elevator and wholesale 
grain processing plants. As contrasted to movements of grain into country 
elevator plants, grain received at terminal elevator and wholesale grain 
processing plants travels over relatively great distances.^  
The distribution of grain shipped from country elevator, terminal 
elevator and wholesale grain processing plants in 1954 in each of the ten 
participating states and in the five selected primary grain markets is 
indicated in Tables 7 through 12. 
Data included in Tables 7 through 12 reveal several facts which are 
of significance to the intended analysis. First, a relatively high 
, OP. cit. 
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Table 7. Estimated shipments of -wheat from country elevator> terminal elevator and wholesale grain pro 
De 
Origin 
Plant 
typeb 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. 
Chi­
cago 
Kems. 
City 
1 978 1536 189 100 4489 
Illinois 2 9501 1282 450 327 233 2328 
Total 10479 2818 450 516 333 6817 
1 96 6112 2595 146 
Indiana 2 221 13981 9659 8468 
Total 317 20093 12254 8614 
1 296 1268 42 35 1377 215 
Iowa 2 385 144 
Total 296 1653 42 179 1377 215 
1 110 201 21539 6799 241 103 6874 
Kansas 2 108123 3039 1909 48982 
Total 110 201 129662 9838 2150 103 55856 
1 1518 30 3793 
Minnesota 2 2342 
Total 1518 30 6135 
1 676 1633 486 4530 209 1881 105 
Missouri 2 817 1759 20342 
Total 1493 1633 486 6289 209 1881 20447 
1 956 2106 161 6 513 659 
Nebraska 2 481 1047 1340 7905 32783 
Total 956 2587 1208 6 1853 8564 32783 
1 520 69 
North Dakota 2 32775 3009 
Total 33295 3078 
1 368 17880 
Ohio 2 34154 
Total 368 52034 
1 4 
South Dakota 2 1683 1503 
Total 1683 1507 
Chicago 2 1870 1477 61 203 3074 
Kansas City 2 1440 62 463 14006 19457 539 372 
Minneapolis 2 1464 1227 843 107 189 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 2 6488 626 3992 826 4372 50 443 384 
St. Louis 2 7051 16 2070 12 
®Tn bushels with thousands omitted. 
^Coded as follows: Type 1 (terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants); type 2 (count: 
^Includes exports. 
a 
grain processing plants, North Central United States, 1954 
Destination 
Kans. 
City 
Minne­
apolis 
Omaha-
Council 
Bluffs 
St. 
Louis 
North 
Bast 
South 
East 
Appa­
lachian Lake Delta 
South­
ern 
Plains 
Moun­
tain Other Total 
3291 786 12 221 687 80 12,369 
18212 1354 278 1489 24 35,478 
21503 2140 290 1710 687 104 47,847 
50 513 20 1991 288 11,811 
618 2939 5804 228 189 42,107 
668 3452 20 7795 516 189 53,918 
215 80 19 321 173 3,826 
614 554 255 1,952 
215 694 573 321 428 5,778 
6874 6745 158 8 146 161 14373 481 57,939 
48982 1331 1285 438 165,107 
55856 1331 6745 158 8 146 161 15658 481 438 223,046 
2280 651 7865 25101C 41,238 
8447 10,789 
10727 651 7865 25101 52,027 
105 1007 3274 1026 430 1020 22 16,299 
20342 182 52 1480 182 650 28 1105 398 241 27, 236 
20447 182 52 2487 3456 650 1054 1535 1418 22 241 43,535 
236 1476 336 303 30 748 427 7,957 
32783 5 22560 2465 68,586 
32783 241 24036 336 303 30 748 2892 76,543 
261 850 
44092 2 79,378 
44353 2 30,728 
11179 1932 4599 300 2489° 38,747 
10933 143 168 94 9 45,501 
22112 2075 4767 394 2498 84,248 
99 103 
20503 1219 24,908 
20602 1219 25,011 
12841 1576 1280 939 215 34 23,570 
2046 5213 12454 4999 4037 34 65,120 
643 143 125 4,741 
384 3056 544 301 435 182 21,699 
50 8603 13420 19718 3091 49 54,080 
2 (country elevators). 
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Table 8. Estimated shipments of corn from country elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing 
Destina 
Origin 
Plant 
typeb 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. 
Chi­
cago 
Kans. 
City 
Minne­
apolis 
Illinois 
1 
2 
Total 
11230 
78585 
89815 
511 
4431 
4942 
2504 
4612 
7116 
853 
4378 
5231 
164 
116 
280 
35642 
20628 
56270 
Indiana 
1 
2 
Total 
972 
795 
1767 
11182 
23930 
35112 
4261 
11203 
15464 
20 
27768 
27788 
Iowa 
1 
2 
Total 
1089 
4520 
5609 
2983 
28629 
31612 
164 
272 
436 
104 
47 
151 
599 
9444 
10043 
321 
51 
372 
5299 
11567 
16866 
1209 
3382 
4591 
Kansas 
1 
2 
Total 
361 
1279 
1640 
16 
2559 
2575 
40 
896 
936 
Minnesota 
1 
2 
Total 
371 
1386 
1757 
320 
12005 
12325 
4719 
8901 
13620 
3624 
3624 
677 
677 
314 
2752 
3066 
3826 
24169 
27995 
Missouri 
1 
2 
Total 
411 
411 
22 
49 
71 
189 
189 
3666 
4410 
8076 
21 
1203 
1224 
Nebraska 
1 
2 
Total 
162 
162 
447 
1788 
2235 
771 
923 
1694 
1791 
5336 
7127 
12149 
12149 
North Dakota 
1 
2 
Total 
29 
29 
99 
99 
59 
344 
403 
Ohio 
1 
2 
Total 
15584 
43222 
58806 
South Dakota 2 
Total 
31998 
31998 
324 
324 
1999 
1999 
3320 
3320 
1947 
1947 
331 
331 
8864 
8864 
Chicago 
Kansas City 
2 
2 
3476 
407 
8239 
40 1933 
1551 
5408 100 21 
3306 
Minneapolis 2 40 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 2 
St. Louis 2 2005 
301 
1605 1039 
591 
565 
15 
2434 
1234 
1385 
664 
*In bushels with thousands omitted. 
t>Coded as follows: Type 1 (terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants); type 2 (country elera 
ciucludes exports. 
lin processing plants, North Central XJniteà States, 1954* 
Destination 
Kans. 
City 
Minne­
apolis 
Omaha-
Council 
Bluffs 
St. 
Louis 
North 
East 
South 
East 
Appa­
lachian Lake Delta 
South­
ern 
Plains 
Moun­
tain 
Pa­
cific Other Total 
3001 1101 99 3928 57 7510 66,600 
37 19886 1572 4970 9628 5218 2191 436 472 157,160 
37 22887 2673 5069 13556 5275 9701 436 472 223,760 
230 6312 214 4828 51 28,070 
5518 3894 13782 293 18 357 1123 88,681 
230 11830 4108 18610 344 18 357 1123 116,751 
1209 1103 6022 28 271 557 977 683 5517 26,926 
3382 4660 2101 21 153 642 1653 2081 1688 70,911 
4591 5763 8123 21 181 913 2210 3058 683 5517 1688 97,837 
40 1 1760 121 2,299 
896 698 174 5151 130 907 11,794 
936 698 175 6911 251 907 14,093 
3826 3374 3444 16,368 
24169 1131 2784 284 811 58,524 
27995 1131 6158 284 4255 74,892 
21 6 21 550 975 51 25 5,937 
1203 775 952 168 1886 157 459 10,059 
1224 775 958 189 2436 1132 51 25 459 15,996 
712 12 1A69 1736 2131 9,069 
12149 15606 12625 5635 17596 101 71,921 
12149 16318 12 12625 7104 19332 2232 80,990 
59 143 330 
344 344 
403 143 674 
22295 2718 846 256 1130° 42,829 
7939 1456 5694 58,311 
30234 4174 6540 256 1130 101,140 
331 8864 4917 2201 186 1385 80 1746 57,552 
331 8864 4917 2201 186 1385 80 1746 57,552 
13127 661 14297 1459 12733 58,849 
20 367 147 2067 1085 220 385 12,200 
1385 229 1,218 
192 1975 1461 3221 14,541 
1759 12672 17780 35,450 
(country elevators). 
AO 
Table 9. Estimated shipments of soybeans from country elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain process 
Destinât 
Origin 
Plant 
type* 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. 
Chi­
cago 
Kans. 
City 
Minne­
apolis 
Illinois 
1 
2 
Total 
8523 
51891 
60414 
22 
987 
1009 
2202 
2202 
65 
65 
4 
57 
61 
1576 
4395 
5971 
Indiana 
1 
2 
Total 
1353 
8774 
10127 
2283 
19412 
21695 
142 
142 
324 
5037 
5361 
117 
6426 
6543 
Iowa 
1 
2 
Total 
75 
1425 
1500 
21 
21 
2959 
28119 
31,078 
7 
25 
32 
17 
1473 
1490 
12 
12 
266 
5289 
5555 
66 
1142 
1208 
Kansas 
1 
2 
Total 
103 
1660 
1763 
6 
280 
286 
41 
1073 
1114 
Minnesota 
1 
2 
Total 
2 
3 
5 
1898 
4618 
6516 
544 
12148 
12692 
1100 
1065 
2165 
29 
29 
1185 
13042 
14227 
Missouri 
1 
2 
Total 
72 
8727 
8799 
43 
393 
436 
50 
590 
640 
1466 
2938 
4404 
535 
535 
4060 
4060 
Nebraska 
1 
2 
Total 
666 
666 
40 
1047 
1087 
96 
96 
North Dakota 
1 
2 
Total 
50 
50 
58 
58 
Ohio 
1 
2 
Total 
310 
2234 
2544 
6915 
16451 
23366 
South Dakota 2 
Total 
1750 
1750 
40 
40 
42 
42 
42 
42 
40 
40 
605 
605 
Chicago 
Kansas City 
Minneapolis 
Omahar-Couneil 
Bluffe 
St. Louie 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
945 
19 
3 
3220 
2249 
54 
88 
21 
180 
585 
10 
68 
701 
12 
132 
70 
28 
186 
*Tn bushels with thousands omitted. 
bCoded as follows: Type 1 (terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants); type 2 (country elev 
°Includes exports. 
n prooeseing planta, North Central United States, 1954 
Destination 
Minne­
apolis 
Omaha-
Council 
Bluffs 
St. 
Louis 
North 
East 
South 
East 
Appa­
lachian Lake Delta 
South­
ern 
Plains 
Moun­
tain 
Pa­
cific Other Total 
473 623 510 11,796 
1504 347 385 247 62,015 
1977 347 1008 757 73,811 
433 99 172 4,781 
6088 1929 47,808 
433 99 6260 1929 52,589 
101 28 3,519 
1478 563 39,547 
1579 591 43,066 
150 
3,013 
3,163 
1185 61 4,790 
13042 255 3 206 31,369 
14227 255 61 3 206 36,159 
28 28 1190 12 121 3,010 
1376 422 220 1313 275 659 21,506 
1376 450 248 2503 287 780 24,518 
30 70 
831 97 2,737 
831 30 97 2,807 
50 
58 58 
58 108 
736 1390° 9,351 
1382 8 20,075 
736 1382 1398 29,426 
605 912 3,431 
605 912 3,431 
2983 102 6,465 
135 135 477 100 2,310 
16 106 
40 
946 1698 1760 8,000 
ntry elevators). 
a 
Table 10. Estimated shipments of oats from country elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing 
Origin 
Plant 
type* • 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. 
Chi­
cago 
Kans. 
City 
Minne­
apolis 
Illinois 
1 
2 
Total ' 
600 
8557 
9157 
204 
3722 
3926 
99 
2492 
2591 
68 
82 
150 
1633 
136 
1769 
1983 
7701 
9684 
Indiana 
1 
2 
Total 
385 
1153 
1538 
572 
2163 
2735 
1544 
1544 
Iowa 
1 
2 
Total 
98 
17 
115 
611 
7575 
8186 
219 
255 
474 
465 
1486 
1951 
79 
424 
503 
282 
1325 
1607 
1056 
329 
1385 
Kansas 
1 
2 
Total 
54 
66 
120 
11 
197 
208 
3 
298 
301 
Minnesota 
1 
2 
Total 
170 
3275 
3445 
1042 
2125 
3167 
170 
170 
50 
58 
106 
886 
19764 
20650 
Missouri 
1 
2 
Total 
20 
147 
167 
192 
192 
16 
17 
33 
503 
676 
1179 
4 
4 
202 
202 
Nebraska 
1 
2 
Total 
218 
218 
146 
146 
ISO 
180 
130 
270 
400 
110 
34 
144 
North Dakota 
1 
2 
Total 
53 
3861 
3914 
6 
548 
554 
221 
14518 
14739 
Ohio 
1 
2 
Total 
78 
78 
5072 
6561 
11633 
South Dakota 
1 
2 
Total 
8 
16389 
16397 
2480 
2480 
1504 
1504 
971 
971 
26 
26 
113 
113 
28 
12803 
12831 
Chicago 
Kansas City 
Minneapolis 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 
St. Louis 2 445 1473 
2 347 1801 70 76 5934 
2 862 320 
2 IB 2 356 7 87 87 7 
2 362 395 60 905 410 665 
*In bushels with thousands omitted. 
tiCoded as follows : Type 1 (terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants); type 2 (country elex 
cIncludes exports. 
processing plants, North Central United States, 1954* 
Destination 
Minne­
apolis 
Omaha-
Council 
Bluffs 
St. North 
Louis East 
South 
East 
Appa­
lachian Lake Delta 
South­
ern Moua-
Plains tain 
Pa­
cific Other Total 
1409 1008 73 87 53 53 7,270 
3820 68 441 848 67 609 28,542 
5229 1076 441 921 154 662 53 35,812 
512 24 1,493 
317 199 228 196 5,800 
829 199 252 196 7,293 
1259 31 4,100 
1120 197 145 335 59 13,267 
2379 228 145 335 59 17,367 
2 70 
17 14 592 
17 14 2 662 
886 3716 474° 6,338 
19764 442 55 720 35 63 26,707 
20650 442 3771 720 35 537 33,045 
20 109 14 878 
24 74 159 492 1,791 
24 94 268 506 2,669 
130 550 
2509 485 3,662 
2639 485 4,212 
221 280 
14518 18,927 
14739 19,207 
2165 594 41 230 8,180 
74 27 40 6,702 
2239 27 634 41 230 14,882 
28 4 40 
12803 2396 90 580 277 2783 40,412 
12831 2400 90 580 277 2783 40,452 
2481 520 2290 423 1033 124 15,099 
250 1,432 
200 22 106 10 3 4 909 
50 746 28 19 3,440 
1226 6881 741 334 11,100 
ountry elevators). 
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Table 11. Estimated shipments of barley from country elevator, terminal slevator and wholesale grain processing 
Origin 
Plant 
type* 
Destination 
111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. 
( 
Chi- Kans. Minne- ( 
cago City apolis I 
Illinois 
Indiana 
1 
2 
Total 
1 
2 
Total 
26 
26 
100 
41 
141 
84 
84 
Iowa 
1 
2 
Total 
139 
24 
163 
37 
37 
14 
14 
Kansas 
1 
2 
Total 
72 
118 
190 
104 
104 
781 
781 
Minnesota 
1 
2 
Total 
220 
220 
170 
3275 
3445 
7 
7 
220 
326 
546 
203 
203 
360 
17547 
17907 
Missouri 
1 
2 
Total 
56 
56 
Nebraska 2 
Total 
North Dakota 
1 
2 
Total 
99 
6034 
6133 
10 
1609 
1619 
411 
40382 
40793 
Ohio 
1 
2 
Total 
40 
46 
86 
South Dakota 
1 
2 
Total 
2 
895 
897 
34 
34 
6 
51 
57 
99 
99 
518 
518 
32 
3402 
3434 
Chicago 
Kansas City 
Minneapolis 
2 
2 
2 
143 
2852 129 
50 
850 
20 
29 9 
®In bushels with thousands omitted. 
*Coded as follows: Type 1 (terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants); type 2 (country eleva 
processing plants, North Central United States, 1954a 
stination 
Omaha— South— 
Minne- Council St. North South Appa- ern Moun-
apolis Bluffs Louis Bast East lachian Lake Delta Plains tain Other Total 
110 
27 27 
27 137 
100 
41 
141 
190 
24 
214 
29 39 140 
442 22 166 1,633 
442 22 195 39 1,773 
360 5692 6,872 
17547 16 21,164 
17907 5692 16 28,036 
20 20 20 60 
75 131 
20 20 95 191 
154 154 
154 154 
411 520 
40382 48,025 
40793 48,545 
40 
46 
86 
32 40 
3402 135 39 137 356 5,666 
3434 135 39 137 356 5,706 
107 250 
70 
87 9879 13,835 
ntry elevators). 
lô 
Table 12. Estimated shipments of grain sorghm from country elevator, terminal elevator 
Desti 
Origin 
Plant 
type* 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. 
Chi- Kans. M 
Mo. Neb. Ohio S.D. cago City a 
low» 
Kansas 
1 
2 
Total 
1 
2 
Total 
9 
9 
291 
16465 
16756 
94 39 
404 84 
498 123 
146 
146 
64 
2643 
2707 
Missouri 
1 
2 
Total 
25 
25 
60 
60 
693 
20 
713 
192 
192 
Nebraska 2 
Total 
710 959 
710 959 
3627 
3627 
Ohio 2 
Total 
10 
10 
South Dakota 2 
Total 
126 
126 
8 
8 
43 
43 
Kansas City 2 
Omaha—Council 
Bluffs 2 
St. Louis 2 
300 148 
76 
314 35 
370 
176 
2665 
78 
1900 75 
100 
®In bushels with thousands omitted. 
*Coded as follows: Type 1 (terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants); ty 
ator and wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States, 1954* 
Destination 
Omaha— South-
Kans. Minne- Council St. South Appa- ern Mouit- Pa-
City apolis Bluffa Louis East lachian Delta Plains tain cific Total 
9 
146 
155 
64 210 79 848 147 145 1,917 
2643 42 615 1583 4760 211 26,807 
2707 42 210 694 2431 4907 356 28,724 
32 10 820 
192 163 375 
192 32 10 163 1,195 
3627 852 20 116 471 6,755 
3627 852 20 116 471 6,755 
10 
10 
35 99 35 346 
35 99 35 346 
670 2532 1760 250 10,670 
20 450 
10 10 369 
ants); type 2 (country elevators). 
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proportion of each type of grain shipped from country elevator, terminal 
elevator and wholesale grain processing plants in each of the regions con­
sists of intraregion shipments. This relationship is particularly evident 
in the case of soybean and feed grain shipments. Intrastate shipments 
generally constitute a higher proportion of total shipments of a given 
type of grain in the corn belt states than in the plains states. The com­
paratively high proportion of total shipments consisting of intrastate 
shipments is basically the result of two factors. First, the scale of 
country elevator plant operations often makes it economically feasible to 
further concentrate grain received by country elevator plants at sub-
terminal markets within a given region for later shipment to distant tei~-
minal or processing markets. The tendency towards such supra-concentra-
tion of country elevator stocks is common in the case of the centralized 
cooperative grain marketing structure in which case grain from spatially 
diverse member country elevator plants is ftinneled into a centralized 
cooperative sub-terminal plant for further conditioning, blending and 
finally re shipment. The volume of intrastate grain movements is undoubt­
edly also influenced by the number, capacity and location of grain 
processing plants and directly or indirectly by the extent of livestock 
feeding operations in the state. For example, in both Illinois and Iowa 
the capacity of grain processing plants is comparatively high. Thus, 
in comparison to the plains states where grain processing capacity is 
relatively smaller, a comparatively high proportion of grain shipped from 
country elevator plants or reshipped from sub-terminal or processing 
"^Farrell, OP. cit. 
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plants in these regions tends to move to demand points in the same region. 
A second fact evident from the data in the immediately preceding 
tables is the considerable volume of grain crosshauled between regions. 
For example, Table 8 indicates a total shipment of 7,116,000 bushels of 
corn from Illinois to Iowa and a total shipment of 5,609,000 bushels of 
com shipped from Iowa to Illinois. There are several possible explana­
tions of such crosshauls, A partial explanation of this seemingly para­
doxical situation may stem from the fact that interstate commerce takes 
place whenever a product or an input can be supplied to firms of a given 
state by another firm in another state at a total transfer cost less than 
the transfer cost of firms within the state. Thus, corn produced in 
western Illinois may move to com processing plants in eastern Iowa to 
the exclusion of com available from country elevator plants in western 
Iowa. In other cases the reverse flow may take place. A second explana­
tion may stem from the fact there may exist considerable variability in 
the level and elasticity of intraseasonal demand and supply functions 
for grain. When these changes are less than perfectly correlated or 
negatively correlated between regions over a given grain marketing season, 
it is conceivable that grain might flow in one direction at one time of 
the season and in the opposite direction during another time of the mar­
keting season. Similarly, uncertainty in the minds of grain buyers and 
sellers with respect to the basic characteristics of regional supply and 
demand functions could lead to the same consequences when expectations 
are not attained. Still other possible explanations of the crosshauling 
phenomena could be cited such as depletion of firm inventories in a given 
region during one part of the season thus necessitating inshipments from 
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another state. Because the year 1954 is to be treated as a single, self-
contained time period, intraseasonal interregional grain movements will 
not be considered in the ensuing analysis. 
A third matter of significance appearing in Tables 7 through 12 
relates to the indicated shipments to and shipments from the five primary 
grain markets delimited for special consideration in this analysis. In 
seme instances, indicated shipments to a particular primary market ftran 
all other regions may be considerably less than indicated total shipments 
of grain from that market. This condition is possible to the extent that 
there exists a net depreciation in storage stocks between the beginning 
and the end of the time period being considered. Shipments from a partic­
ular market may also exceed indicated shipments to that market since 
grain is received at the market from grain supply areas outside the North 
Central region or from institutions within the North Central region not 
included in this study. Data presented in Tables 1 through 6 suggest that 
receipts of grain at primary grain markets from the latter sources would 
be comparatively small. These matters are discussed in further detail in 
the following section. 
Finally, it should be recalled in interpreting the data included in 
Tables 7 through 12 that indicated shipments to or ft cm a particular state 
exclude shipments to or from any of the five designated primary grain 
markets in that state. 
C. Supply of Grain 
As used in this study, the supply of grain in any given region refers 
to a predetermined or fixed quantity of grain available for consumption 
47 
In that region or other regions during the calendar year 1954• This def­
inition of supply is a more restrictive definition of the term than the 
technical economic definition which envisages supply as a series of quan­
tities which would be offered for sale in a given market at a series of 
specified prices during some defined period of time. As indicated in 
Chapter II the supply of grain in a given region consists of the sum of 
the carryover of grain from the preceding time period and that quantity 
of grain introduced into the institutional system during the course of 
the self-contained time period to which the analysis pertains. Specif­
ically, the total primary supply of grain in a given region will refer to 
the January 1, 1954 carryover of grain in that region plus additional 
grain received from within the region during 1954. Furthermore, the 
analysis will be concerned with only a specific "type" of grain - grain 
which originates in the ten participating states of the North Central 
United States. To recapitulate, the primary supply of grain in, say, Ohio 
will consist of the carryover of grain in Ohio as of January 1, 1954 plus 
grain produced in Ohio and introduced into the system of institutions in 
that state included in this study during 1954* The analysis therefore 
relates only to specified portions of grain produced and initially mar­
keted within the ten participating states of the North Central United 
States. The supply of grain in the eight regions exogenous to the 15 re­
gions which comprise the ten states of the North Central region will, by 
definition, be equal to zero. This will necessarily be the case since 
such regions obviously produce no North Central "type" grain nor are grain 
marketing institutions in these regions the initial recipients of grain 
produced in any one of the ten participating North Central states. 
48 
Tables 13 through 18 contain the derived estimates of the primary 
supply of each of six types of grain in each of the ten participating 
states and the five selected primary grain markets. 
The data included in Tables 13 through 18 must be carefully inter­
preted in view of the restrictive definition of terms employed for pur­
poses of this study. The first and second columns contain estimates of 
the volume of grain received from farmers at country elevator and terminal 
elevator and wholesale grain processing plants respectively, in each of 
the ten participating states. These estimated receipts constitute that 
portion of the total supply of grain in each region introduced into the 
system of institutions included in this study during the calendar year 
1954* Additional grain may have entered commercial marketing channels 
through institutions not included in this analysis although data included 
in Tables 1 through 6 suggest that such exogeneous supplies were compara­
tively small. As previously indicated, receipts of grain at country ele­
vators in each of the ten participating states were composed chiefly of 
grain received fran farmers. However, in the case of terminal elevator 
and wholesale grain processing plants the reverse situation prevailed. 
Receipts of grain at those plants fran other grain handlers were dominant. 
This fact is clearly indicated in Tables 13 through 18. Because grain 
received at these plants was largely grain reshipped fran other handlers, 
it was necessary to exclude such reshipments to avoid double counting in 
* 
deriving estimates of grain supplies. For this reason, only receipts 
Receipts fran farmers were derived as follows : Total receipts at 
terminal elevator and wholesale processing plant in a given region less 
indicated shipments from country elevators to terminal elevator and whole-
continued on page 5&) 
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Table 13. Estimated primary supply of wheat by region, North Central 
United States, 1954* 
Country 
elevator 
Terminal 
elevator Commercial Total 
Region 
Receipts from 
farmers 
Receipts from 
farmers 
carryover 
Jan. 1, 1954 
primary 
supply 
Illinois 35,545 11,324 46,869 
Indiana 34,816 4,679 9,259 48,754 
Iowa 1,709 6,734 8,443 
Kansas 177,845 63,449 241,294 
Minnesota 10,699 10,699 
Missouri 27,425 27,425 
Nebraska 68,928 9,990 78,918 
North Dakota 85,174 5,132 20,563 110,869 
Ohio 57,768 22,126 79,894 
South Dakota 30,383 5,413 35,796 
Chicago 15,171 15,171 
Kansas City 39,671 39,671 
Minneapolis 31,240 31,240 
Qnaha-Council 
Bluffs 17,084 17,084 
St. Louis 4,210 4,210 
North Central 
Region 530,292 16,545 249,500 796,337 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
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Table 14. Estimated primary supply of corn by region, North Central 
United States, 1954* 
Country 
elevator 
Terminal 
elevator Commercial Total 
primary 
supply Region 
Receipts from 
farmers 
Receipts from 
farmers 
carryover 
Jan. 1, 1954 
Illinois 187,448 64,323 36,223 287,994 
Indiana 79,454 9,870 89,324 
Iowa 121,224 51,358 172,582 
Kansas 17,501 1,258 18,759 
Minnesota 70,613 994 3,154 74,761 
Missouri 19,263 3,342 22,605 
Nebraska 107,218 5,644 3,979 116,841 
North Dakota 409 339 276 1,024 
Ohio 93,773 8,996 102,769 
South Dakota 83,263 3,166 86,429 
Chicago 5,714 5,714 
Kansas City 2,332 2,332 
Minneapolis 6,561 6,561 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 3,727 3,727 
St. Louis 3,092 3,092 
North Central 
Region 780,166 71,300 143,048 994,514 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
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Table 15. Estimated primary supply of soybeans by region, North Central 
United States, 1954s 
Region 
Country 
elevator 
Receipts fran 
farmers 
Terminal 
elevator 
Receipts from 
farmers 
Commercial 
carryover 
Jan. 1, 1954 
Total 
primary 
supply 
Illinois 62,648 19,677 32,744 115,069 
Indiana 36,935 9,045 45,980 
Iowa 40,369 9,334 20,611 70,314 
Kansas 3,207 1,211 1,685 6,103 
Minnesota 32,517 714 6,035 39,266 
Missouri 21,680 3,456 25,136 
Nebraska 2,955 37 2,992 
North Dakota 57 210 267 
Ohio 25,003 7,976 10,809 43,788 
South Dakota 4,796 4,796 
Chicago 4,285 4,285 
Kansas City 1,290 1,290 
Minneapolis 915 915 
St. Louis 680 680 
North Central 
Region 230,167 39,159 91,555 360,881 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
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Table 16. Estimated primary supply of oats by region, North Central 
United States, 1954* 
Country 
elevator 
Terminal 
elevator Commercial Total 
Region 
Receipts from 
farmers 
Receipts from 
farmers 
carryover 
Jan. 1, 1954 
primary 
supply 
Illinois 35,827 3,074 38,901 
Indiana 9,610 1,456 11,066 
Iowa 32,225 6,173 38,398 
Kansas 4,834 530 5,364 
Minnesota 40,395 4,659 45,054 
Missouri 6,663 969 695 8,327 
Nebraska 10,840 1,070 11,910 
North Dakota 24,295 2,740 27,035 
Ohio 16,415 895 2,384 19,694 
South Dakota 43,252 2,811 46,063 
Chicago 4,404 4,404 
Kansas City 111 111 
Minneapolis 4,514 4,514 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 770 770 
St. Louis 474 474 
North Central 
Region 224,356 1,864 35,865 262,085 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
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Table 17. Estimated primary supply of barley by region, North Central 
United States, 1954* 
Region 
Country 
elevator 
Receipts from 
farmers 
Terminal 
elevator 
Receipts from 
farmers 
Commercial 
carryover 
Jan. 1, 1954 
Total 
primary 
supply 
Illinois 2,514 2,514 
Indiana 101 48 149 
Iowa 590 590 
Kansas 2,621 124 41 2,786 
Minnesota 20,268 689 9,571 30,528 
Missouri 1,975 2,542 4,517 
Nebraska 1,414 116 1,530 
North Dakota 49,154 5,006 54,160 
Ohio 18 18 
South Dakota 5,903 438 6,341 
Chicago 848 848 
Kansas City 20 20 
Minneapolis 3,889 3,889 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 43 43 
St. Louis 57 57 
North Central 
Region 82,044 3,355 22,591 107,990 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
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Table 18. Estimated primary supply of grain sorghum by region, North 
Central United States, 1954* 
Region 
Country 
elevator 
Receipts from 
fanners 
Terminal 
elevator 
Receipts from 
farmers 
Commercial 
carryover 
Jan. 1, 1954 
Total 
primary 
supply 
Indiana 11 11 
Iowa 148 22 170 
Kansas 35,008 21,114 6,736 62,858 
Missouri 578 481 1,059 
Nebraska 7,097 159 236 7,492 
South Dakota 366 366 
Kansas City 728 728 
Omaha-C ouncil 
Bluffs 17 17 
North Central 
Region 43,197 21,273 8,231 72,701 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
frcm farmers are included in Tables 13 through 18. 
Commercial carryover of grain on January 1, 1954 constitutes another 
part of the total supply of grain in each region. These data represent 
the most reliable estimates of the quantity of each type of grain in 
(Continued from page 48) 
sale grain processing plants less shipments between terminal elevator and 
wholesale grain processing plants in each region, less receipts at ter­
minal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants frcm sources outside 
the region. 
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storage on January 1, 1954 in grain marketing plants included in this 
study.^ 
D. Grain Requirements 
Regional requirements of grain refer to that volume of grain utilized 
in a given region during the calendar year 1954. Specifically, the 
requirements of a given region refer to the estimated quantity of grain 
utilized in that region in 1954 which primarily originated in the ten 
state area of the North Central United States and was commercially mar­
keted through the institutions included in this study. Grain utilized on 
farms but which did not enter the defined system of commercial grain mar­
keting institutions are excluded from estimated regional requirements. 
Tables 19 through 25 contain estimates of the requirements of each of six 
types of grain in the 23 specified regions of the country. 
The method followed in obtaining estimates of the regional require­
ments of grain in each of the selected regions is evident from the foot­
notes accompanying Tables 19 through 24. The primary supply of each grain 
in each region was obtained from the relevant tables in section C of this 
chapter. As indicated in that section, the primary supply of grain refers 
to that quantity of grain in storage on January 1, 1954 and that quantity 
*U. S. Agricultural Marketing Service. Stocks of grain, oilseeds and 
hay, farm and off-farm stocks. Crop Reporting Board. U. S. Dept. Agri­
culture. Stat. Bui. No. 203. Jan. 1957. pp. 11-72.; and W. T. Borg, 
U. S. Dept. Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service, Washington, D. C. 
Information on stocks of grain. Private communication. 1958. These data 
include stocks in interior mills, elevators and warehouses, merchant mills 
and processing plants but exclude Commodity Credit Corporation owned grain 
in transit, in bins and other storages under loan. Stocks of grain in the 
five terminal grain markets are excluded from respective state totals. 
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Table 19. Estimated requirements of wheat by region, North Central United 
States, 1954* 
Region 
Primary 
sut>Dlyb 
Secondary 
surrolv0 
Total 
inship-
ments^  
Total 
outship­
ments 
Carry­
over 
1/1/55 
Require­
ments® 
Illinois 46,869 23,003 37,368 7,688 24,816 
Indiana 48,754 5,020 5,367 33,825 8,812 16,504 
Iowa 8,443 4,300 12,327 4,125 3,068 17,877 
Kansas 241,294 15,700 93,384 64,342 99,268 
Minnesota 10,699 61,343 35,012 48,463 12,586 46,005 
Missouri 27,425 38,595 37,246 10,304 18,470 
Nebraska 78,918 15,958 2,948 67,979 6,674 23,171 
North Dakota 110,869 189 77,650 11,816 21,592 
Ohio 79,894 16,488 34,233 20,255 41,894 
South Dakota 35,796 23,504 5,036 7,256 
Chicago 15,171 6,081 18,792 23,570 12,422 4,052 
Kansas City 39,671 109,685 65,120 42,170 42,066 
Minneapolis 31,240 76,799 4,741 35,376 67,922 
Omaha-C ouncil 
Bluffs 17,084 9,773 27,211 21,699 17,076 15,293 
St. Louis 4,210 40,620 32,060 54,080 10,258 12,552 
North Central 
Region 796,337 143,095 414,176 626,987 267,833 458,738 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
bFrcm Table 13, page 49. 
cInshipments from regions other than the ten participating states. 
I^nshipments from other participating states. 
eCalculated as follows: total supply plus total inshipnents less 
total outshipments less carryover. 
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Table 20. Estimated requirements of corn by region, North Central United 
States, 1954a 
Region 
Primary 
supply*» 
Secondary 
supply0 
Total 
inship­
ments^  
Total 
outship­
ments 
Carry­
over 
W55 
Require­
ments® 
Illinois 287,994 65,203 15,472 133,945 14,918 219,806 
Indiana 89,324 13,182 81,639 6,608 14,259 
Iowa 172,582 53,619 66,225 5,543 154,433 
Kansas 18,759 6,156 12,453 598 11,864 
Minnesota 74,761 1,336 67,191 6,576 2,330 
Missouri 22,605 35,808 7,920 4,056 46,437 
Nebraska 116,841 5,880 5,133 73,863 3,746 50,245 
North Dakota 1,024 21 575 415 55 
Ohio 102,769 19,050 42,334 12,749 66,736 
South Dakota 86,429 55,605 2,608 28,216 
Chicago 5,714 103,990 58,849 12,583 38,272 
Kansas City 2,332 7,335 20,616 12,200 2,633 15,450 
Minneapolis 6,561 37,262 1,218 2,265 40,340 
Omaha-C ounc il 
Bluffs 3,727 2,358 28,166 14,541 3,709 16,001 
St. Louis 3,092 12,375 32,015 35,450 3,194 15,226 
North Central 
Region 994,514 93,151 371,826 664,008 82,201 719,670 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
bFrcm Table 14, page 50. 
cInshipments from regions other than the ten participating states. 
I^nshipments frcm other participating states. 
^Calculated as follows: total supply plus total inshipments less 
total outshipments less carryover. 
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Table 21. Estimated requirements of soybeans by region, North Central 
United States, 1954a 
Total Total Carry-
Region 
Primary 
supply" 
Secondary 
supply0 
inship­
ments^  
outship­
ments 
over 
1/1/55 
Require­
ments® 
Illinois 115,069 21,638 24,618 13,397 33,804 114,124 
Indiana 45,980 5,877 30,894 9,650 11,313 
Iowa 70,314 6,652 11,285 12,393 20,489 55,369 
Kansas 6,103 1,282 1,235 1,400 625 6,595 
Minnesota 39,266 708 150 23,467 12,020 4,637 
Missouri 25,136 3,392 20,114 4,623 3,791 
Nebraska 2,992 110 1,720 1,382 
North Dakota 267 108 159 
Ohio 43,788 6,876 5,708 6,060 10,155 40,157 
South Dakota 4,796 3,389 1,407 
Chicago 4,285 3,119 20,811 6,465 2,331 19,419 
Kansas City 1,290 6,547 2,310 182 5,345 
Minneapolis 915 14,890 108 171 15,526 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 3,577 40 1 3,536 
St. Louis 680 13,752 3,944 17,000 520 856 
North Central 
Region 360,881 54,027 102,144 138,865 94,571 283,616 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
bFrom Table 15, page 51. 
cInshipmenfcs from regions other than the ten participating states. 
dlnshipments from other participating states. 
^Calculated as follows: total supply plus total Inshipments less 
total outshipments less carryover. 
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Table 22. Estimated requirements of oats by region, North Central United 
States, 1954* 
Region 
Primary 
supply" 
Secondary 
supply0 
Total 
inship­
ments^  
Total 
outship­
ments 
Carry­
over 
1/1/55 
Require­
ments® 
Illinois 38,901 1,092 26,655 2,882 10,456 
Indiana 11,066 5,807 5,755 2,062 9,056 
Iowa 38,398 23,631 9,181 8,604 44,244 
Kansas 5,364 4,197 542 671 8,348 
Minnesota 45,054 5,061 30,184 2,639 17,292 
Missouri 8,327 967 6,854 1,490 1,357 13,301 
Nebraska 11,910 2,065 3,812 1,829 8,334 
North Dakota 27,035 19,653 2,328 5,054 
Ohio 19,694 929 10,438 3,249 2,670 25,142 
South Dakota 46,063 40,426 4,844 793 
Chicago 4,404 7,906 12,945 15,099 1,712 8,442 
Kansas City 111 2,810 1,432 126 1,363 
Minneapolis 4,514 48,220 909 5,936 45,889 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 770 7,860 3,440 1,289 3,901 
St. Louis 474 8,137 5,253 11,100 213 2,551 
North Central 
Region 262,085 17,939 136,231 172,927 39,162 204,166 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
F^rom Table 16, page 52. 
cinshipments from regions other than the ten participating states. 
I^nshipments from other participating states. 
^Calculated as follows: total supply plus total inshipments less 
total outshipments less carryover. 
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Table 23. Estimated requirements of barley by region, North Central 
United States, 1954* 
Total Total Carry-
Region 
Primary 
supply" 
Secondary 
supply0 
inship­
ments^  
outship­
ments 
over 
1/1/55 
Require­
ments6 
Illinois 2,514 3,301 111 5,704 
Indiana 149 879 72 956 
Iowa 590 862 4,469 51 5,870 
Kansas 2,786 396 91 1,141 280 1,852 
Minnesota 30,528 5,402 7,133 24,045 8,356 10,662 
Missouri 4,517 2,169 153 191 6,648 
Nebraska 1,530 106 99 154 194 1,387 
North Dakota 54,160 42 46,926 7,213 63 
Ohio 18 2,365 9 86 2,306 
South Dakota 6,341 5,188 498 655 
Chicago 848 12,838 287 250 425 13,298 
Kansas City 20 795 70 25 720 
Minneapolis 3,889 62,134 13,835 4,495 47,693 
Qnaha-Council 
Bluffs 43 370 731 8 1,136 
St. Louis 57 110 27 71 123 
North Central 
Region 107,990 25,539 79,229 92,048 21,637 99,073 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
bFrcm Table 17, page 53. 
cInshipments from regions other than the ten participating states. 
I^nshipments from other participating states. 
^Calculated as follows : total supply plus total inshipments less 
total outshipments less carryover. 
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Table 24. Estimated requirements of grain sorghum by region, North 
Central United States, 1954a 
Region 
Primary 
supply" 
Secondary 
supply® 
Total 
inship­
ments^  
Total 
outship­
ments 
Carry­
over 
1/1/55 
Require­
ments6 
Illinois 715 715 
Indiana 11 183 8 186 
Iowa 170 732 146 756 
Kansas 62,858 20,379 2,665 11,968 21,092 52,842 
Minnesota 78 78 
Missouri 1,059 3,208 482 387 3,398 
Nebraska 7,492 206 5,796 1,206 696 
Ohio 290 7 283 
South Dakota 366 303 33 
Chicago 146 146 
Kansas City 728 5,430 6,526 10,670 1,012 1,002 
Minneapolis 35 35 
Qnaha-Council 
Bluffs 17 993 450 15 545 
St. Louis 3,110 47 370 55 2,732 
North Central 
Region 72,701 29,209 15,534 30,185 23,782 63,447 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
bPrcm Table 18, page 54. 
cInshipments frcm regions other than the ten participating states. 
I^nshipments frcm other participating states. 
^Calculated as follows : total supply plus total inshipments less 
total outshipments less carryover. 
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of grain introduced into the marketing plants included in this study frcm 
farmers within a given region. The secondary supply of grain included in 
the second column of Tables 19 through 24 refers to that quantity of grain 
received at terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants from 
sources other than the ten participating states of the North Central 
United States. It was necessary to include the secondary supply of grain 
in the total supply of each region to avoid a downward bias in the esti­
mated grain requirements of many regions. Total outshipnents reported in 
the fourth column of Tables 19 through 24 indicate the total quantity of 
grain shipped frcm country elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain 
processing plants including grain received frcm within and outside the ten 
state area. For example, estimated requirements of wheat at Omaha-Council 
Bluffs would be approximately 6,000,000 bushels had the receipts of grain 
at this market from sources outside the ten state area not been included 
as part of the total supply of the market. Insofar as the ensuing pro­
gramming analysis is concerned, no attempt will be made to derive the re­
gional origins of such secondary supplies. Such supply is to be treated 
as fixed or given in each of the regions indicated in Tables 19 through 
24, However, the programming analysis will encompass the distribution of 
such grain from each of the specified regions. 
Regional carryover of grain on January 1, 1955 as reported in the 
fifth column of Tables 19-24 was obtained from sources indicated on page. 
Because the January 1, 1955 storage inventory of plants included in this 
study was not observed, it was necessary to use these data as estimates 
of the actual carryover in these plants. To the extent that the popula­
tion of plants included in the reporting of these data differed frcm the 
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population of plants included in this analysis, the calculated carryover 
of grain would be expected to differ frcm that reported in the fifth col­
umn of these tables. When carryover was calculated by subtracting total 
requirements frcm total supply of each grain for the region as a whole it 
was found that the total estimated carryover of wheat was 271,632,000 
bushels as compared to 267,883,000 bushels reported in Table 19. Esti­
mated carryover of com was 81,34-6,000 bushels, soybeans 96,208,000 
bushels, oats 42,141*000 bushels, barley 23,818,000 bushels and grain sor­
ghum 31,302,000 bushels as compared to 82,201,000, 94,571,000, 39,162,000, 
21,637,000 and 23,782,000 bushels, respectively, as reported in Tables 20 
through 24. In most cases the differences were less than five percent. 
Estimates of grain requirements in regions other than those consti­
tuting the ten participating states are reported in Table 25. Because 
supply is equal to zero in each of these regions under the restrictive 
definitions applied, in the study, requirements of grain in each of the 
regions consists of the total shipments of grain into each region from the 
ten participating states and the five selected primary grain markets. Re­
sidual, unspecified shipments frcm the ten participating states are also 
reported in Table 25. 
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Table 25. Estimated requirements of six types of grain, in regions other 
than North Central United States, 1954a 
Requirements of: 
Grain 
Region Wheat Corn Soybeans Oats Barley sorghum 
North East 50,908 58,206 4,152 6,825 87 
South East 19,435 17,815 1,977 2,413 20 32 
Appalachian 43,313 66,192 10,833 11,094 20 1,037 
Lake 10,598 14,934 77 4,919 15,610 
Delta 27,589 62,422 14,253 3,726 117 3,399 
Southern Plains 25,272 22,244 387 3,472 275 4,307 
Mountain 3,480 23,526 419 176 5,663 30 
Pacific 12,183 218 23 356 
Other*1 28,467 9,127 4,192 826 16 
aIn bushels with thousands emitted. 
bUnspecified, including export markets. 
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IV. STORAGE CAPACITY AND COSTS 
The purpose of this chapter is threefold: (1) to indicate the total 
storage capacity of commercial grain marketing institutions located in the 
ten states participating in this project; (2) to indicate certain char­
acteristics relating to the storage of grain in these institutions ; (3) to 
present storage cost data to be used in the ensuing empirical analysis. 
A. Location of Storage Facilities 
The locations! problem is one of considerable theoretical complexity. 
It is beyond the scope of this study to make inquiry of the factors which 
have influenced the location of commercial grain marketing institutions. 
However, the capacity of grain storage facilities in the various selected 
regions of the country is a basic determinant of the interregional equi­
librium storage pattern to be determined in the ensuing analysis. 
The universe of country elevators in the ten states participating in 
this study consisted of 9,019 plants. In addition to these plants there 
were 419 terminal, sub-terminal and wholesale grain processing plants 
located in the ten states exclusive of those plants located in the five 
primary grain markets delimited for study. Of the five primary grain mar­
kets, Minneapolis had the largest number of terminal elevator and whole­
sale grain processing plants with 39, followed by Chicago with 25, Kansas 
City with 22, Omaha-Council Bluffs with 18, and St. Louis with 16 plants. 
^See Kenneth R. Fair ell. Economics of grain storage at the terminal 
elevator and wholesale processor level in Iowa. Unpublished M. S. Thesis. 
Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library. 1955. pp. 125-174. 
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The estimated total bulk grain storage capacity of the 9,019 country 
elevator plants was 641,873,000 bushels. Total bulk grain storage capac­
ity of the 420 terminal, sub-terminal and wholesale grain processing 
plants in the ten states exclusive of those plants located in the five 
primary grain markets was 378,123,000 bushels. Of the five primary grain 
markets the 153,310,000 bushel capacity of terminal elevator and wholesale 
grain processing plants at Minneapolis ranked first followed by Chicago 
with 54,750,000 bushels, Kansas City with 51,480,000 bushels, St. Louis 
with 35,530,000 bushels and Omaha-Council Bluffs with 15,310,000 bushels. 
The combined total storage capacity of all plants in the ten states and in 
the five primary grain markets was 1,330,376,000 bushels. 
Interregionally, the combined total storage capacity of country ele­
vator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants was largest 
in Kansas followed by Illinois, Minnesota and Ohio. The 153,310,000 
bushel capacity of terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants 
located in Minneapolis was the largest of any region for such plants and 
followed Illinois in total storage capacity of all types of plants. Kan­
sas had the largest number and storage capacity of country elevators. 
Illinois ranked second in number of country elevators. North Dakota 
ranked second in total storage capacity of country elevators. 
Gross bulk grain storage capacity reported in Table 26 indicates the 
maximum physical capacity of plants included in the study. Effective 
plant storage capacity was less than gross plant capacity to the extent 
that part of that gross capacity must be utilized in the management of 
* 
grain storage stocks. Work space requirements increase as size of 
*Part of the gross plant storage capacity is required for such activ­
ities as the turning and blending of grain while in storage. 
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Table 26. Number and storage capacity of commercial grain marketing 
plants, North Central United States, 1954 
Type of Number of Storage 
State plant* plants capacity^  
1 1,274 71,991 
Illinois 2 82 60,361 
All types 1,356 132,352 
1 818 21,977 
Indiana 2 40 27,350 
All types 858 49,327 
1 1,029 41,861 
Iowa 2 78 45,930 
All types 1,107 87,791 
1 1,438 184,107 
Kansas 2 75 96,340 
All types 1,513 280,447 
1 759 43,630 
Minnesota 2 39 53,982 
All types 79 8 97,612 
1 547 30,139 
Missouri 2 23 20,990 
All types 570 51,129 
1 870 66,018 
Nebraska 2 23 13,190 
All types 893 79,208 
1 902 74,150 
North Dakota 2 7 4,630 
All types 909 78,780 
1 792 41,982 
Ohio 2 47 54,310 
All types 839 96,292 
^Type 1 plants are country elevators; type 2 are terminal elevator 
and wholesale grain processing plants. 
^In bushels with thousands emitted. 
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Table 26 (Continued) 
Type of Number of Storage 
State plant3 plants capacity13 
1 590 66,018 
South Dakota 2 5 1,040 
All types 595 67,058 
Chicago 2 25 54,750 
Kansas City 2 22 51,480 
Minneapolis 2 39 153,310 
Omaha-Council Bluffs 2 18 15,310 
St. Louis 2 16 35,530 
Total all regions 1 9,019 641,873 
2 539 688,503 
All types 9,558 1,330,376 
storage plant increases although at a decreasing rate as indicated by a 
study of wheat storage costs in Kansas ?" It is also probable that work 
space requirements constitute a higher proportion of gross plant capacity 
in those states where elevators handle several types of grain. 
Plant storage capacity varied widely between types of plants and be­
tween plants of a given type in each of the selected regions as indicated 
in Table 27. 
E^ileen M. McDonald and John H. McCoy. Costs of staring reserve 
stocks of wheat at country elevators and on fauns in Kansas. U. S. Dept. 
Agriculture. Agricultural Marketing Service. Marketing Research Report 
No. 324. 1956. pp. 11,25. The authors indicate that work space require­
ments as a percentage of gross plant capacity of plants included in the 
study decrease from 15 percent in plants of 100,000 bushel capacity to 
five percent in plants of over 700,000 bushel gross capacity. 
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Table 27. Selected statistics relating to storage capacity of country 
elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing 
plants, North Central United States, 1954a 
Country elevator plant Terminal elevator and wholesale 
capacity grain processing plant capacity 
Region Median Mean Range Median Mean Range 
Illinois 40 57 0 - 366 240 736 20 - 10,000 
Indiana 15 27 0 - 225 24.0 684 10 - 7,000 
Iowa 37 41 4 - 550 300 589 0 - 10,000 
Kansas 35 128 4 -1330 650 1285 0 - 10,000 
Minnesota 48 57 4 - 263 330 1384 30 - 10,000 
Missouri 14 55 0 -3000 600 913 60 - 2,800 
Nebraska 40 76 7 - 820 240 573 20 - 3,000 
North Dakota 65 82 10 - 245 210 661 100 - 3,250 
Ohio 12 53 0 - 825 650 1156 30 - 6,000 
South Dakota 50 69 4 - 770 210 208 50 - 430 
Chicago 1000 2190 40 - 18,000 
Kansas City 1870 2340 70 - 7,800 
Minneapolis 1250 3931 20 - 82,800 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 480 851 0 — 2,750 
St. Louis 800 2221 30 - 7,500 
aAll data in bushels with thousands emitted. 
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As indicated in Table 27, the median and mean plant storage capacity 
of country elevators was generally largest in the plains states (North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas). The mean plant storage capac­
ity of 114,000 bushels in Kansas was the highest in the region although 
the range in plant capacity was comparatively high in that state. The 
median plant capacity of 55,000 bushels in North Dakota was highest in the 
region and the range in plant capacity was comparatively small in that 
state. In the case of terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing 
plants, the median, mean and range in plant storage capacity were con­
siderably larger than in the case of the country elevators. 
A more detailed description of the characteristics of plant storage 
capacity is contained in Tables 28 and 29. 
Country elevators of less than 20,000 bushel storage capacity were 
common throughout the North Central United States in 1954 although they 
constituted a very small proportion of the total storage capacity in each 
of the states. Country elevators of this size generally perfora other 
grain marketing activities such as feed mixing and grinding. In many 
cases the grain storage activity is merely an adjunct to more Important 
revenue activities of the plants. In general, the grain marketing activ­
ities of these plants are limited to comparatively confined local markets. 
Country elevators with storage capacity of 20,000 to 80,000 bushels, al­
though fewer in number than the above mentioned group, provide from two 
to ten times the total capacity of the latter group. Country elevators 
with over 80,000 bushel capacity were generally less numerous in each of 
the ten states. However, in several states they provided a total storage 
capacity greater than either of the two aforementioned groups of plants. 
Table 28. Selected statistics relating to storage capacity of country elevator plants, North 
Central United States, 1954* 
Region 
Capacity 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. 
Less 
than 20 
Median 
Mean 
Range 
1 
5 
0-18 
2 
4 
0-16 
1 
5 
0-18 
10 
11 
0-19 
14 
12 
3-19 
3 
5 
0-17 
13 
13 
6-19 
18 
16 
10-19 
1 
2 
0-19 
6 
7 
0-19 
Total capacity 4,319 5,274 1,675 7,364 2,181 2,411 3,301 2,224 2,519 3,301 
20-80 
Median 
Mean 
Range 
40 
43 
20-80 
30 
40 
20-80 
40 
42 
20-78 
33 
41 
20-80 
40 
41 
20-80 
30 
34 
20-80 
34 
40 
20-79 
47 
50 
21-80 
40 
40 
20-72 
34 
39 
20-80 
Total capacity 35,276 12,308 12,558 23,934 17,888 3,918 18,485 38,558 5,877 26,407 
Over 80 
Median 
Mean 
Range 
128 
138 
85-340 
140 
140 
110-170 
166 
167 
81-530 
220 
305 
90-1307 
111 
130 
82-220 
135 
450 
95-3000 
130 
188 
90-760 
110 
122 
82-230 
135 
227 
85-725 
110 
150 
85-670 
Total capacity 32,396 4,395 27,628 152,809 23,560 23,810 44,232 33,367 33,586 36,310 
aAll data In bushels with thousands emitted. 
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Table 29. Selected statistics relating to storage capacity of teiminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States, 1954* 
Capacity 111. Ind. Icwa Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. Chicago 
Kansas 
City 
Minne­
apolis Omaha 
St. 
Louis 
Median 60 45 20 35 70 60 40 30 50 45 70 20 10 40 
less Mean 
than 100 
Range 
64 
20-90 
46 
10-90 
31 
0-90 
28 
(MO 
62 
30-80 
60 43 
20-80 
30 50 45 
40-50 
70 20 7 
0-10 
45 
30-70 
Total capacity 1,020 640 830 170 250 60 390 30 50 90 70 20 aa 180 
Median 220 240 320 305 250 170 245 175 250 215 350 340 180 425 400 
100-500 Mean 215 220 282 303 245 184 258 230 277 248 333 343 270 356 350 
Range 150-500 130-350 100-500 100-500 100-400 100-350 120-420 100-400 110-500 130-430 250-400 100-500 100-500 100-500 100-500 
Total capacity 9,250 2,640 7,330 8,490 5,140 1,840 1,550 1,380 5,270 990 1,000 2,060 2,970 2,850 1,400 
Median 1250 1000 1100 1100 1250 1430 1100 3250 1400 1650 2875 2000 1975 1275 
Over 500 Mean 2178 1719 1511 2139 3239 1591 1406 3250 1815 2683 3084 5493 1555 4243 
Range 650-
10,000 
650-
7,000 
550-
10,000 
580-
10,000 
600-
10,000 
600-
2,800 
520-
3,000 
530-
6,000 
650-
18,000 
1,000-
7,800 
650 
82,800 
600-
2,750 
1,100-
7,500 
Total capacity 50,091 24,070 37,770 87,680 48,592 19,090 11,250 3,250 49,010 53,660 49,350 148,320 12,440 33,950 
aAll data in bushels with thousands omitted. 
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In plants with capacity of over 80,000 bushels the storage activity is 
generally of relatively greater importance than in smaller plants. In 
certain instances the large country elevator plants acquire marketing 
functions not unlike the activities performed by sub-terminal and terminal 
elevators in the gathering of grain from other and usually smaller plants. 
Terminal, sub-terminal and wholesale grain processing plants of less 
than 100,000 bushel capacity represented a comparatively small proportion 
of the total number of such plants in each of the ten states and the five 
selected primary grain markets. In general, wholesale grain processing 
plants, particularly feed manufacturing plants, represented a high propor­
tion of the plants included in this group in each of the selected regions. 
Plants with effective storage capacity of 100,000 to 500,000 bushels in­
cluded many of the interior sub-tenninal elevators. Elevators located at 
terminal grain markets constituted a majority of the plants having storage 
capacity in excess of 500,000 bushels. As indicated in Table 29, the 
total capacity of plants with storage capacity in excess of 500,000 
bushels represented a high proportion of the grand total storage capacity 
of all terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants in each of 
the 15 regions. 
B. Length of Storage 
The ensuing empirical analysis treats each type of grain as perfect 
substitutes for plant storage space. A bushel of com substitutes for a 
bushel of wheat in storage in a ratio of one to one. Total costs of stor­
age In any given plant are considered as equal for each type of grain 
n 
stored, ceterus paribus. However, the length of time which grain was 
stored in those plants included in this study varied by type of grain in 
1954* For example, com was stored for a shorter length of time than was 
wheat in areas where both types of grain entered marketing channels. When 
costs of storage are expressed in terms of annual costs per bushel of 
grain, the total cost of maintaining any given average storage inventory 
of grain is higher for those grains which are stored for short periods of 
time than for grain stored for longer periods of time so long as there are 
additional costs associated with moving grain into and out of storage. 
For example, an average monthly storage inventory of 1,000 bushels in a 
given storage plant could be the result of storing 1,000 bushels contin­
uously for 12 months or storing one lot of 1,000 bushels for six months 
and another 1,000 bushel lot for the remaining six months. In the former 
case the average length of storage would be 12 months while in the latter 
case average length of storage is six months. Storage turnover is twice 
as high in the latter example as in the former. At a constant per bushel 
cost of putting grain into and taking grain out of storage the total stor­
age costs attributable to inventory turnover would be twice as high in 
the latter as in the former case. In view of this effect of inventory 
turnover on the total annual costs of storage and the significance of 
storage costs in the determination of the least cost shipping-storage pat­
tern for grain in 1954, data indicating the average length of storage of 
principal types of grain stored in 1954 in plants included in this study 
are included in Table 30. 
In general, the average length of storage of wheat was greater than 
that for any other grain in each of the ten participating states in 1954. 
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Table 30. Average length of storage of six types of grain stored in 
country elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain 
processing plants, North Central United States, 1954 
Average number of months in storage 
Grain 
Region Wheat Corn Soybeans Oats Barley sorghum 
Illinois 6.0 2.8 3.1 3.5 1.9 1.5 
Indiana 5.7 2.3 2.0 3.5 1.7 
Iowa 5.8 3.7 3.5 5.1 5.7 6.0 
Kansas 6.0 3.3 5.0 2.1 2.6 6.9 
Minnesota 5.4 4.2 4.1 4.4 4.6 
Missouri 6.8 3.4 5.5 5.2 5.0 2.9 
Nebraska 6.7 4.0 1.5 3.3 1.5 
North Dakota 3.3 3.9 4.7 
Ohio 6.2 4.6 4.0 2.8 4.8 
South Dakota 6.2 4.0 4.0 6.0 
All regions8 6.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 
R^ounded to the nearest half or whole cent. 
Variation in length of the storage period was generally greater between 
grains within states than between states for a given grain. 
The comparatively longer length of storage of wheat than other grains 
is probably due to the fact that a relatively smaller proportion of the 
annual wheat crop enters farm storage facilities than in the case of feed 
grains and soybeans. A larger proportion of wheat enters commercial stor­
age during the peak harvesting season thus extending the average length of 
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storage of wheat in commercial facilities. A higher proportion of the 
annual feed grain production is placed in farm storage and is delivered to 
commercial storage facilities more uniformly throughout the year than in 
the case of wheat. 
C. Storage Costs 
To derive a least cost interregional grain shipping-storage pattern 
using the analytical model described in Chapter II, it was necessary to 
obtain estimates of the average variable costs associated with the storage 
of grain in two types of facilities in each of the 15 regions comprising 
the North Central United States. Cost data presented in this section were 
derived from secondary sources 
Within the analytical framework adopted in this study only variable 
costs associated with the storage of grain were relevant. The assumption 
that all grain is to be stored in facilities existing in 1954 means that 
fixed costs associated with the storage of grain in those facilities are 
irrelevant insofar as the cost minimization objectives of this study are 
concerned. 
Variable costs associated with the storage of grain in any facility 
are those costs which are dependent upon the volume of grain stored in the 
facility during any specified period of time. Direct variable costs of 
W^illiam C. Dachtler, Eileen M. McDonald, Richard Phillips and David 
N. Harrington. Costs of storing reserve stocks of com in country eleva­
tors, at bin sites and on faims. U. S. Dept. Agriculture. Agricultural 
Marketing Service. Marketing Research Report No. 93. 1955.; and U. S. 
Dept. Agriculture. Commodity Credit Corporation. Form 25-1. 1954. 
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storage in elevators include outlays for such inputs as electricity, in­
sect control, elevator supplies, travel, telephone and telegraph as well 
as the costs associated with moving grain into and out of storage. In- . 
direct costs such as those arising frcm shrinkage and quality deteriora­
tion of stocks should properly be considered as storage costs although 
estimates of such costs were not included in the study from which the fol­
lowing data were derived.^  
The empirical study of corn storage costs conducted by Dachtler 
et al. distinguished between costs associated with (1) variation in utili­
zation of storage space of a given storage unit, (2) variation in the 
scale of storage operations. Observation of cost behavior under the for­
mer circumstances yields an estimate of the short run storage costs in a 
plant of given capacity; observance of cost behavior under the latter cir­
cumstances yields an estimate of the long run costs of storage where plant 
capacity is variable. While the long run average cost curve (also re­
ferred to as the economy of scale curve and the planning curve) is of 
operational significance to firms considering an expansion of plant capac­
ity and would be of importance in determining the optimum location of 
storage stocks under circumstances where plant capacity was variable, the 
behavior of the short run plant costs are of prime significance to this 
study. 
The cost data presented in the Dachtler study were derived from obser-
F^or estimates of the cost of quality deterioration and shrinkage in 
stored grain see Eileen M. McDonald, Richard Phillips and David N. Harring­
ton. Losses frcm quality deterioration and shrinkage for corn re sealed on 
Iowa farms. U. S. Dept. Agriculture. Agricultural Marketing Service. 
Marketing Research Report No. 166. 1957. 
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vatian of the total annual costs of staring grain in 44 sample elevators 
' selected from a population of 163 Iowa plants. Storage capacity of the 
sample plants ranged from 40,000 bushels to over 385,000 bushels. The 
multiple regression equation selected was of the form 
(1) Y = + Bg Xg + B^  X^  + B^  X^  where 
Y = total annual cost of storage, 
Xj - average monthly bushel inventory of grain stored for the year, 
X2 = average unused storage capacity for the year in bushels, 
X^  = bushels put into storage during the year, and 
X^  = bushels taken out of storage during the year. 
Fitting of the data to the selected model by the method of least squares 
yielded the following equation: 
8 # 
(2) Y = .165 X]/ + .062 X% + .022 X^  + .035 X, . 
In the derivation of the average variable storage cost data presented 
in the latter part of this section, the X^  and X^  variables of the total 
cost function presented in the Dachtler et al. study were omitted. The 
emission of these tenus was based upon several considerations. First, the 
sample of elevators from which the cost data of the study were derived was 
specifically selected to obtain information m storage costs of Commodity 
*The coefficient of determination (R?) was .988. Standard errors for 
the partial regression coefficients were 
h = .165** SB1 = .005 
% = 
.062** SB1 = .009 
®3 = .022 SB! = .011 
11 
.035** SBi = .008 
S^ignificant at the one percent level. 
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Credit Corporation owned corn stored in Iowa country elevators. The turn­
over of such corn stocks is generally lower than in the case of non­
government owned c cramercial stocks of corn with which this analysis is 
concerned. For this reason, storage costs associated with the last two 
independent variables of the total cost equation presented in the study by 
Dachtler et al. were not considered indicative of the storage inventory 
turnover costs in plants included in this study. As indicated in the 
footnote on page 78, the partial regression coefficient of the X^  variable 
was not statistically significant thus providing a further incentive for 
omission of that variable from cost calculations. Furthermore, average 
costs associated with the X3 and X^  variables appeared substantially higher 
than Commodity Credit. Corporation payments to grain warehousemen for re­
ceiving and shipping government owned grain in 1954 and 1955. The com­
bined total fee paid to warehousemen by Commodity Credit Corporation under 
provisions of the Uniform Grain Storage Agreement was two and one-quarter 
cents per bushel for all types of grain received by rail or water carrier 
with the exception of flaxseed which was two and three-quarter cents per 
bushel in 1954 and 1955. These costs are considered to be more indicative 
of those costs actually incurred by commercial grain marketing firms than 
the cost data derived from the study by Dachtler et al. The equation from 
which total storage costs were derived for purposes of this study was 
(3) Y = .165 X]/8 + .062 X2 + .0225 X3 
where Y, Xj and Xg were defined as above and 
X3 = bushels put into and taken out of storage during the year. 
With the assumption that each plant exhibits the same regression pat­
tern as that resulting from the pooling of the data frcm the 44 sample 
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plants included in the study by Dachtler et al., it is possible to obtain 
estimates of the independent effects of each of the three independent 
variables upon the behavior of total costs, average total costs, total 
variable costs, average variable costs and marginal costs in a plant of 
any given storage capacity. To obtain estimates of the total and average 
variable costs associated with changes in storage volume (Xj) in a plant 
of given capacity and for a given value of the Xj variable,it was neces­
sary to determine total fixed costs in each plant. Total fixed costs were 
determined by setting the value of Xj and X^  equal to zero and substitut­
ing appropriate values for X%. Subtraction of total fixed costs from 
total costs at each selected storage volume provided the estimated total 
variable costs at each selected storage volume. Average variable costs 
were then derived by dividing total variable costs by bushel storage vol­
ume. 
The applicability to this study of structural relationships between 
the two applicable independent variables and the total cost of storage as 
derived in the study by Dachtler et al. rests upon certain assumptions. 
For purposes of obtaining estimates of comparative costs of storage in 
country elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants 
in each of the ten participating states and in the five selected primary 
grain markets, it was assumed that structural relationships between the 
independent variables and total costs of storage as defined in the study 
by Dachtler et al. were identical for other types of facilities in Iowa 
and in each of the other nine states and the five selected primary grain 
markets. The assumption that each storage plant in the region is part of 
the same population from which the sample of elevators in Iowa was drawn 
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is not believed to be unreasonable. While it is undoubtedly true that 
plants in the 15 selected regions varied with respect to such character­
istics as type of construction and plant equipment, the Iowa study indi­
cates that behavior of total storage costs between Iowa sample plants of 
different types of construction was not significantly different in a sta­
tistical sense to warrant treatment of each group of plants as part of a 
different population of plants. While the level of fixed costs could con­
ceivably differ between plants erected over time, it seems logical that 
changes in total cost which reflect changes in variable costs would be 
relatively stable between plants irrespective of the type of plant con­
struction and many other physical plant characteristics. 
The study by Dachtler et al. relates only to the storage of corn. To 
obtain estimates of the costs of storing other types of grain, it was 
assumed that the total cost function derived in their study represented 
the true structural characteristics between the two independent variables 
and the total cost of storage for all types of grain. Thus, it is assumed 
that the total cost of storing any specified volume of different types of 
grain in a plant of given storage capacity is identical, ceterus paribus. 
Considering the nature of the independent variables teed in the equation 
estimating total cost, there is no apparent reason why the total cost of 
* 
storage should not be similar between grains in any given plant. 
# 
The expectation that total storage costs are approximately equal be­
tween grains in a given storage facility is substantiated tjy the schedule 
of storage rates applying to the storage of grain owned by the Commodity 
Credit Corporation in privately owned warehouses in 1954• Under provision 
of the Uniform Grain Storage Agreement entered into ty the Commodity 
(Continued on next page) 
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The behavior of average total costs and average variable costs as 
storage volume is varied in each of four plants of different storage ca­
pacity is illustrated in Figure 2. Average total cost data appearing in 
Figure 2 were obtained by substitution of appropriate values of the inde­
pendent variables in the total cost function (3) previously indicated and 
division of the resulting total cost ty average storage volume. Average 
variable costs were derived in the manner previously indicated. In all 
cases the average length of storage considered was six months. 
Average total costs of storage decrease at a decreasing rate in each 
of the four plants considered in Figure 2. At a storage capacity of 
50,000 bushels, estimates of average total cost vary Aran 12.0 cents per 
bushel at 100 percent utilization to 19.4 cents per bushel at 50 percent 
utilization of capacity. The decline in average total costs is most pro­
nounced in the lower degrees of capacity utilization. Similar relation­
ships exist at storage capacities of 100,000, 200,000 and 400,000 bushels. 
Average variable cost of storage in each of the four plants also decreases 
at a decreasing rate as utilization of storage capacity is increased. In 
relation to the decrease in average total cost between 25 and 100 percent 
utilization of plant capacity, the decrease in average variable cost is 
(Continued from previous page) 
Credit Corporation and warehouses undertaking storage of government owned 
grain, storage and miscellaneous charges were equal for commingled corn 
and barley in all states (0.045 cents per day). The storage and miscel­
laneous charges for wheat are identical to those for corn and barley in 
all North Central states with the exception of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, 
Missouri and Nebraska where the rate is one thousandth of a cent per day 
higher. Oats stored under provisions of the Uniform Grain Storage Agree­
ment is at the rate of 0.032 cents per day in all areas of the country. 
See U. S. Dept. Agriculture, OP. cit. 
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50,000 bushels 
100,000 " 
200,000 " 
400,000 " 
50 60 70 80 90 
Utilization in percent 
100 
Figure 2. Average total and variable storage costs in four elevators 
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very small. At the higher degrees of capacity utilization average vari­
able costs become almost constant. Whereas the decline in average total 
cost between 50 and 100 percent utilization of capacity in a 50,000 bushel 
capacity plant is 7.4 cents per bushel, the simultaneous decline in aver­
age variable cost is only 1.1 cents per bushel. In a plant of 400,000 
bushel capacity the decrease in average variable cost as the average stor­
age volume is increased from 360,000 to 400,000 bushels (from 90 to 100 
percent utilization of plant capacity) is one-tenth of a cent per bushel. 
The comparatively rapid decrease in average total cost as utilization of 
plant capacity is increased is attributable to the rapid decrease in aver­
age fixed costs. However, since changes in total costs as utilization of 
plant capacity is expanded reflect changes in total variable costs and the 
total cost function indicates only a very slight curvilinear relation be­
tween average storage volume and total storage cost, average variable cost 
declines comparatively slowly throughout the range of plant utilization 
indicated in Figure 2 and becomes almost constant in the upper degrees of 
capacity utilization. 
The fonnal requirements of the mathematical programming model to be 
employed in this analysis specify that the per unit costs of performing a 
production activity must be constant in a plant of given capacity. In 
terms of the problem at hand, the programming model requires that the 
average variable costs of storage be constant over all degrees of utiliza­
tion of a given plant's capacity. Segmentation of non-linear total cost 
functions is possible to permit programming solutions under conditions of 
decreasing returns to the variable factors of production. However, linear 
mathematical programming cannot afford solutions where increasing returns 
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to the variable factors of production crest. The fitting of the total 
cost function using an exponent of 0.8 on the variable results in a 
total cost function which increases at a decreasing rate over the range of 
data observed in the study by Dachtler et al. Conditions of increasing 
returns to the variable factors are therefore present in the range of ob­
served data. The fact that the total cost function is only slightly curvi­
linear with respect to storage volume and the resultant existence of a 
near horizontal average variable cost function suggests that the use of 
linear functions would provide a reasonable approximation of the compara­
tive costs of storage in plants of different storage capacity. 
As a means of obtaining estimates of the comparative costs of storage 
in plants of different storage capacity and to conform with the require­
ments of the programming model, linear and horizontal average variable 
cost functions passing through the estimated average variable cost at full 
utilization of plant capacity were used in the ensuing analysis. The use 
of such approximations means that the marginal cost of storage is equal to 
average variable cost of storage in any given plant. For example, the 
average variable and marginal cost of storage in a plant of 50,000 bushel 
storage capacity will be 5.8 cents per bushel per year at all levels of 
utilization of plant capacity, while corresponding costs in a 400,000 
bushel capacity plant will be 3.3 cents per bushel per year as indicated 
in Figure 2. The deviation of the average variable cost estimated from 
equation (3) and the approximation used in this study is dependent upon 
the magnitude of the average monthly storage inventory in any given plant. 
As indicated in Figure 2, the deviation is extremely small at the upper 
limits of utilization of plant capacity and somewhat larger at the lower 
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degrees of utilization. Actual average utilization of country elevator, 
terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants observed during 
the course of this study was relatively high and resulted in the expecta­
tion that utilization of plant capacity would be comparably high in the 
equilibrium solution resulting from the programming analyses. On a priori 
grounds, it seemed reasonable that an approximation of costs as described 
above would result in only relatively small deviations frcm the costs 
estimated by use of the cost function (3) previously presented. 
The average variable cost data presented below were derived in the 
manner previously described by substitution of appropriate values of the 
independent variables in the total cost equation (3) previously cited. As 
indicated in section B of this chapter, the length of time which different 
types of grain were stored in plants included in this study varied from 
grain to grain. The X^  variable in the total cost equation reflects the 
influence of rate of inventory turnover upon total costs of storage. Aver­
age variable costs for each type of grain in each type of plant were ob­
tained by substituting in the total cost function (3) the appropriate 
length of storage for each type of grain as well as the appropriate stor­
age volume data. Length of storage for any particular grain represents 
the average length of storage of that grain in all plants in the ten par­
ticipating states and the five selected primary grain markets as pre­
viously indicated in Table 30. 
In view of the rather wide range in plant storage capacity in the 
population of country elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain 
processing plants in each state, the mean plant storage capacity of each 
group of plants was selected for purposes of computing the average vari­
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able cost of storage which would be encountered in that group. The strat­
ification of plants by capacity has been previously indicated in Tables 28 
and 29. Mean plant storage capacity of each group has also been indicated 
in Tables 28 and 29. The computed average variable cost of storage repre­
sentative of each group of plants is indicated in Table 31. 
Table 31. Estimated average annual variable costs of storage in country elevator, terminal ele­
vator and wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States8 
Average variable cost of storage in:b 
Country elevators Terminal elevator and 
wholesale processing plants 
Less than 40,000- Over Less than 101,000- Over 
State Grain0 20,000 80,000 80,000 100,000 500,000 500,000 
W 10,3 6.1 4.5 5.5 3.9 1.9 
C 17.3 9.1 7.5 8.5 6.9 4.8 
Illinois 0 and B 12.6 8.4 6.8 7.8 6.2 4.2 
S 13.3 9.1 7.5 8.5 6.9 4.8 
G 11.8 7.6 6.0 7.0 5.4 3.4 
W 10.8 6.2 4.4- 6.0 3.9 2.0 
C 13.8 9.2 7.4 9.0 6.9 5.0 
Indiana 0 and B 13.1 8.5 6.7 8.3 6.2 4.3 
S 13.8 9.2 7.4 9.0 6.9 5.0 
G 12.3 7.7 5.9 7.5 5.4 3.5 
aIn cents per bushel. All costs computed at 100 percent utilization of plant storage capac­
ity. 
T^he following example Illustrates the computational procedure by which estimates of costs of 
storage were derived. Average annual variable cost of storing wheat in a country elevator of 
50,000 bushel capacity at 100 percent utilization of capacity when average length of storage is 6 
months is 
.8 
.165 (50,000) + .0225 (50,000) - .062 (50,000) 
.5 
— = 5.8 cents per bushel. 
°Grain code: W(wheat); C(corn); O(oats); B(barley); S(soybeans); G(grain sorghum). 
Table 31 (Continued) 
Average variable cost of storage in: 
Country elevators Terminal elevator and 
wholesale processing plants 
Less than 4-0-,-000- Over Less than 101,000- Over 
State Grain0 20,000 80,000 80,000 100,000 500,000 500,000 
W 10.3 6.1 4.2 6.6 3.6 2.1 
C 13.3 9.1 7.2 9.6 6.6 5.1 
Iowa 0 and B 12.6 8.4 6.5 8.9 5.9 4.4 
S 13.3 9.1 7.2 9.6 6.6 5.1 
G 11.8 7.6 5.7 8.1 5.1 3.6 
M 8.5 6.2 3.5 6.8 3.5 1.8 
C 11.5 9.2 6.5 9.8 6.5 4.8 
Kansas 0 and B 10.8 8.5 5.8 9.1 5.8 4.1 
S 11.5 9.2 6.5 9.8 6.5 4.8 
G 10.0 7.7 5.0 8.3 5.0 3.3 
W 8.2 6.2 4-5 5.5 3.8 1.5 
C 11.3 9.2 7.5 8.5 6.8 4.5 
Minnes ota 0 and B 10.6 8.5 6.8 7.8 6.1 3.8 
S 11.3 9.2 7.5 8.5 6.8 4.5 
G 9.8 7.7 6.0 7.0 5.3 3.0 
W 10.3 6.4 3.1 5.6 4.1 2.0 
C 13.3 9.4 6.2 8.6 7.1 5.0 
Missouri 0 and B 12.6 8.7 5.5 7.9 6.4 4.3 
S 13.3 9.4 6.2 8.6 7.1 5.0 
G 11.8 7.9 4.7 7.1 5.6 3.5 
W 8.2 6.2 4.1 6.1 4.1 2.2 
C 11.2 9.2 7.1 9.1 7.1 5.2 
Nebraska 0 and B 10.5 8.5 6.4 8.4 6.4 4.5 
Table 31 (Continued) 
Average variable cost of storage in: 
Country elevators Terminal elevator and 
wholesale processing plants 
Less than 40,000- Over Less than 101,000- Over 
State Grain0 20,000 80,000 80,000 100,000 500,000 500,000 
Nebraska (Continued) S 11.2 9.2 7.1 9.1 7.1 5.2 
G 9.7 7.7 5.6 7.6 5.6 3.7 
W 7.8 5.8 4.6 3.7 1.5 
C 10.8 8.8 7.6 6.7 4.5 
North Dakota 0 and B 10.1 8.1 6.9 6.0 3.8 
S 10.8 8.8 7.6 6.7 4.5 
G 9.3 7.3 6.1 5.2 3.0 
W 12.6 6.2 3.9 6.7 3.6 2.1 
C 15.6 9.2 6.9 9.7 6.6 5.1 
Ohio 0 and B 14.9 8.5 6.2 9.0 5.9 4*4 
S 15.6 9.2 6.9 9.7 6.6 5.1 
G 14.1 7.7 5.4 8.2 5.1 3.6 
W 9.5 6.2 4.3 5.8 3.8 
C 12.5 9.2 7.3 8.7 6.8 
South Dakota 0 and B 11.8 8.5 6.6 8.1 6.1 
S 12.5 9.2 7.2 8.7 6.8 
G 11.0 7.7 5.8 7.3 5.3 
W 6.0 3.5 1.7 
C 9.0 6.5 4.7 
Chicago 0 and B 8.3 5.8 4.0 
S 9.0 6.5 4.7 
G 7.5 5.0 3.2 
Table 31 (Continued) 
State 
Average variable cost of storage in:^  
Country elevators Terminal elevator and 
wholesale processing plants 
Less than 40,000- Over Less than 101,000- Over 
Grain0 20,000 80,000 80,000 100,000 500,000 500,000 
W 5.3 3.4 1.6 
c 8.3 6.4 4.6 
0 and B 7.6 5.7 3.9 
S 8.3 6.4 4.6 
G 6.8 4.9 3.1 
W 7.4 3.6 1.2 
G 10.4 6.6 4.2 
0 and B 9.7 5.9 3.5 
S 10.4 6.6 4.2 
G 8.9 5.1 2.7 
W 9.5 3.4 2.1 
C 12.5 6 . 4  5.2 
0 and B 11.8 5.7 4.4 
S 12.5 6.4 5.2 
G 11.0 4.9 3.6 
W 6.0 3.4 1.4 
C 9.0 6.4 4*4 
0 and B 8.3 5.7 3.7 
S 9.0 6 . 4  4.4 
G 7.5 4.9 2.9 
Kansas City 
Minneapolis 
Omaha-Council Bluffs 
St. Louis 
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V. TRANSPORTATION OF GRAIN 
Transport costs constitute one part of the total costs associated 
with that grain marketing activity referred to in this study as the grain 
transfer activity. Grain storage costs, which have been presented in 
Chapter IV represent the second component of the total transfer costs 
associated with the marketing of grain in time and space. This chapter 
contains information relative to the transportation of grain to and from 
country elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants 
included in this study, sane elemental aspects of the freight rate struc­
ture for grains and, finally, rail freight costs associated with the 
interregional transportation of grain. 
A. Transportation by Type of Carrier 
The relative importance of rail, truck and water carriers in the 
transportation of grain to and from grain marketing institutions observed 
in this study varied between grains, between types of facility and by dis­
tance over which grain was received and shipped frcm a given type of 
plant. In absolute tenns, the volume of grain transported by rail in 1954 
was much greater than the volume transported by either truck or water car­
riers for the ten state area as a whole. Truck carriers ranked second in 
importance for the region as a whole with transportation of grain by water 
carriers being confined to a comparatively small number of terminal mar­
kets and river elevators. Obviously, many factors relate to the grain 
merchant's choice of carrier. The purpose of this section is not to de­
velop and describe intimately the economic environment under which such 
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decisions were made by plants included in this study but rather one of 
presenting the aggregative results of such decisions. 
As has been indicated elsewhere in this dissertation, the movement of 
grain from points of production to points of ultimate consumption is 
usually a multi-stage movement. The relative importance of the various 
grain carriers differs between stages in this movement of grain through 
the marketing channels.' Grain received at country elevators from farmers, 
the first "leg" of the multi-stage movement, was almost exclusively by 
truck in all states in 1954. Country elevators also receive grain from 
other grain handlers. Such movements are usually highly localized with 
movement being over relatively short distances. As indicated in Table 32, 
receipts of such grain by truck exceeded receipts by rail for all grains 
except barley and grain sorghum for the ten state area as a whole. Of the 
total receipts of the six types of grain in the ten state area 64 percent 
was received by truck. 
With the exception of Missouri, the volume of each of the six types 
of grain received by truck at country elevators in each of the ten states 
exceeded the volume received by rail. The relatively greater importance 
of rail shipments in receipts at country elevators in Missouri is the re­
sult of the comparatively high volume of grain received at those plants 
fran out of state handlers, thus involving greater distance of movement 
to satisfy the deficit feed grain position occupied by Missouri in 1954. 
In general, truck carriers were of relatively greater importance in re­
ceipts of feed grains at country elevators than in the case of wheat thus 
reflecting the comparative distance of such movements to country elevator 
plants. 
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Table 32. Percent of grain received at country elevators by truck frcm 
other grain handlers, North Central United States, 1954 
Type of grain 
Grain All 
Region Wheat Corn Soybeans Oats Barley sorghum grain 
Illinois 100.0 63.6 66.9 
Indiana 100.0 100.0 89.1 96.5 
Iowa 100.0 89.2 99.0 
Kansas 85.3 19.4 95.5 72.3 92.0 87.6 
Minnesota 79.3 85.0 81.7 
Missouri 61.3 100.0 42.4 2.1 25.4 46.6 
Nebraska 71.8 78.4 100.0 65.1 
North Dakota 33.8 33.8 
Ohio 100.0 91.6 100.0 55.2 76.3 
South Dakota 73.3 56.0 100.0 71.8 
 ^a 
regions 55.2 74.9 71.8 60.5 4.5 42.2 64.5 
W^eighted by bushels received in each state. 
Shipments of grain from country elevators generally travel over 
greater distances than grain received at such plants. Such shipments rep­
resent the second stage of the commercial movement of grain. Recipients 
of such shipments are usually other grain handlers located in sub-terminal, 
terminal and grain processing markets which may be several hundred miles 
removed frcm the country elevator plant. In general, rail carriers assume 
greater significance than either truck or water carriers in such ship-
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merits. This relationship is evident in Table 33• 
As indicated in Table 33» approximately 81 percent of the combined 
total shipments of all grain in the ten state area was shipped by rail. 
Rail shipments of most types of grain in most states generally exceeded 
the volume of grain shipped by truck. Only in the case of Illinois coun­
try elevators was any grain shipped by water carrier and such shipments 
Table 33. Percent of grain shipped frcm country elevators by rail, North 
Central United States, 1954 
Type of grain 
Region Wheat Corn Soybeans Oats Barley 
Grain 
sorghum 
All 
grain 
Illinois 78.6 60.2 78.8 60.6 100.0 66.6 
Indiana 86.9 83.3 87.6 76.6 a 84.9 
Iowa 97.6 74.3 73.3 74.3 100.0 100.0 74.5 
Kansas 99.8 37.3 70.8 81.2 79.7 63.8 91.0 
Minnesota 97.1 66.8 82.4 83.9 98.6 80.4 
Missouri 89.7 47.7 82.4 22.7 a 47.5 77.8 
Nebraska 99.9 42.8 71.8 56.4 100.0 87.8 70.8 
North Dakota 99.3 a a 99.4 99.9 98.0 
Ohio 95.9 76.9 75.4 75.9 100.0 83.7 
South Dakota 99.1 77.3 81.2 74.6 83.4 87.6 81.8 
All , 
regions 96.0 66.6 80.4 75.8 97.8 68.7 80.6 
aAll shipped by truck. 
W^eighted by bushels shipped frcm each state. 
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were confined to 278,000 bushels of wheat and 3>972,000 bushels of com. 
Such shipments represented about one percent of the total shipments of all 
types of grain shipped from Illinois and 0.8 percent and 2 percent, re­
spectively, of the total wheat and corn shipments from plants in that 
state. The proportion of wheat shipped by rail in the ten state area as a 
whole and in most individual states was higher than for any other grain 
with the exception of barley. The daminancy of rail carriers in the ship­
ment of such grains reflects the greater distance over which such grains 
move from country elevator plants to distant terainal market processing 
facilities. Feed grain processing facilities and livestock feeding areas 
are, in general, located closer to production points than are wheat proc­
essing plants thus resulting in a comparatively shorter distance of move­
ment of feed grains from country elevator plants 
Truck carriers, in general, are of lesser importance in the movement 
of grain into and from terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing 
plants than in the case of country elevator plants. The nature of grain 
marketing activities performed in terminal elevator plants as well as the 
scale of such activities favor the use of rail or water carriers in the 
receiving and shipping of grain. Many of the terminal and sub-terminal 
markets are chiefly reshipping points in which supplies of grain are fun-
neled frcm distant and diverse country shipping points and reshipped to 
often equally diverse and distant demand areas. Long distance movement of 
grain favors use of rail or water carriers. In other instances the loca­
tion of plant facilities in congested metropolitan areas discourages use 
F^arrell, Grain marketing statistics for the North Central States. 
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of truck carriers. In some instances grain received by truck at terminal 
markets is subject to price discounts thus tending to encourage rail or 
water shipments into those markets. 
Because shipments from country elevators constitute a large part of 
the total receipts at terminal elevator, sub-terminal elevator and whole­
sale grain processing plants, the relative importance of rail carriers in 
the receiving of grain at the latter plants would be expected to be of 
approximately the same magnitude as in the case of shipments from country 
elevator plants. However, grain is also shipped between terminal eleva­
tor, sub-terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants within 
and between regions. Such shipments generally tend to favor rail and 
water carriers to the detriment of truck carriers. Table 34 indicates the 
proportion of grain received by rail carriers at terminal elevator, sub-
terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants in the ten se­
lected regions and the five specified primary or terminal grain markets. 
For the ten state area as a whole, 80 percent of the total volume of 
grain received at terminal elevator, sub-terminal and wholesale grain 
processing plants was received by rail carriers. The proportion of wheat 
and barley received by rail was generally higher than far other grains in 
most of the ten states and the five selected primary grain markets. Rail 
carriers were generally of lesser importance in receipts of grain at Chi­
cago than in other designated terminal markets because of the relatively 
large volume of grain received by water carriers at that market. Receipts 
of wheat at Chicago by water carriers totaled 4>990,000 bushels, corn 
36,170,000 bushels, soybeans 5,520,000 bushels, and oats 7,400,000 bushels. 
These quantities represented 15, 52, 25, and 43 percent, respectively, of 
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Table 34. Percent of grain received by rail at terminal elevator and 
wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States, 
1954 
Type of grain 
Grain All 
Region Wheat Com Soybeans Oats Barley sorghum grain 
Illinois 66.3 94.7 80.9 32.8 100.0 90.0 69.6 
Indiana 73.3 80.2 69.7 84.5 90.2 100.0 75.8 
Iowa 86.8 83.4 63.0 91.6 71.4 74.8 82.0 
Kansas 93.5 78.6 78.1 63.1 61.4 91.9 90.6 
Minnesota 98.2 85.8 67.0 89.5 97.7 93.1 
Missouri 75.0 16.9 68.7 87.7 79.0 73.5 73.3 
Nebraska 80.7 67.0 56.4 80.9 83.3 72.3 
North Dakota 90.2 53.3 50.0 39.7 79.7 
Ohio 82.7 83.3 86.0 83.6 95.1 100.0 83.3 
South Dakota 68.6 62.9 100.0 62.7 91.7 70.8 
Chicago 76.0 35.7 60.6 52.6 100.0 100.0 52.8 
Kansas City 99.7 98.8 85.1 94.4 92.1 97.9 98.4 
Minneapolis 94.5 79.9 63.2 76.6 98.7 90.9 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 
St. Louis 
All 
regions 
96.3 
93.2 
91.6 
84.3 
a 89.3 70.2 
97.8 96.4 100.0 
68.6 95.2 99.8 
75.1 77.6 94.7 
82.4 95.8 
71.4 76.5 
89.9 80.0 
W^eighted by bushels received in each state. 
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the total receipts at Chicago of the aforementioned grains. Receipts of 
grain at St. Louis by water carriers totaled 3,380,000 bushels of wheat, 
2,250,000 bushels of corn, and 2,250,000 bushels of soybeans or approxi­
mately 7, 7, and 14 percent of the total receipts of such grains at this 
market, respectively. Some grain was received by water carriers at Kansas 
City although this type of carrier was of comparatively little importance 
in relation to total receipts during 1954• Receipts of grain by water 
carriers were also indicated in Duluth, Minnesota, Toledo and Fostoria, 
Ohio and Davenport, Iowa."*" 
Shipments of grain by rail carriers generally represented over 50 
percent of total grain shipments from terminal elevator, sub-terminal ele­
vator and wholesale grain processing plants in each state in 1954 as indi­
cated in Table 35. 
Total rail shipments of the six types of grains constituted 77 per­
cent of the total shipments by all types of carriers in the ten state 
area. Total shipments by water carriers ranked second in importance and 
represented 21 percent of the total shipment of the six types of grain. 
Shipment of grain by truck from terminal elevator, sub-terminal elevator 
and wholesale grain processing plants was of relatively minor significance 
in most states and in the five selected primary grain markets representing 
only two percent of the total shipment of the six types of grain in the 
ten state area. 
Shipments of grain by water carriers were of considerable signifi­
cance in seme markets of the ten state area. In Chicago, 36 percent of 
-'ibid. 
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Table 35. Percent of grain shipped by rail from terminal elevator and 
wholesale grain processing plants, North Central United States, 
1954 
Type of grain 
Grain All 
Region Wheat Corn Soybeans Oats Barley sorghum grain 
Illinois 64*4 23.8 27.8 33.0 100.0 29.9 
Indiana 89.8 84.6 98.9 100.0 100.0 88.0 
Iowa 98.2 87.7 76.0 93.1 100.0 100.0 87.7 
Kansas 100.0 84.8 100.0 28.6 71.4 95.8 99.2 
Minnesota 55.5 70.4 68.0 78.9 76.4 65.8 
Missouri 81.5 78.3 97.4 79.3 82.4 98.8 94.0 
Nebraska 85.9 88.5 85.7 90.0 87.4 
North Dakota 82.4 72.7 a 50.0 84.6 64.7 
Ohio 82.7 96.5 85.0 93.0 a a 89.7 
South Dakota 100.0 a a 75.0 100.0 94.4 
Chicago 64.2 71.6 60.2 88.7 72.0 100.0 76.0 
Kansas City 98.8 97.7 98.3 98.9 97.5 99.1 98.8 
Minneapolis 93.9 60.6 52.9 51.1 98.1 92.7 
Omaha-Council 
• Bluffs 99.8 100.0 100.0 98.8 100.0 100.0 99.8 
St. Louis 70.7 59.5 62.3 79.4 97.9 100.0 67.5 
AH . 
regionsb 83.2 68.8 66.4 81.0 88.5 98.2 77.1 
T^otal shipments negligible. 
W^eighted by bushels shipped from each state. 
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the wheat, 27 percent of the corn, 40 percent of the soybeans, and 11 per­
cent of the oats shipped from terminal elevator and wholesale grain proc­
essing plants in that market in 1954 was by water carrier. In St. Louis, 
29 percent of the wheat, 40 percent of the com, 38 percent of the soy­
beans, and 19 percent of the oats shipped from that market in 1954 was by 
water carrier. Approximately 62 percent of the com shipped from Evans-
ville, Indiana, 18 percent of the com shipped from Davenport, Iowa, 75 
percent of the wheat shipped from Duluth, Minnesota, 12 percent of the 
wheat and 4-0 percent of the soybeans shipped from Toledo, Ohio was by 
water carriers.'*" 
As indicated in Chapter II, the programming analysis presented in the 
following chapter is primarily concerned with the interregional movement 
of grain. On the basis of data presented in this section it is clearly 
evident that rail carriers occupy a dominant role in such interregional 
movements. 
B. Grain Freight Rate Structure 
The mechanics by which railroad freight rates are established are ex­
ceedingly complex. While certain "rate-making principles" can be detected 
from a given system of rates, it is exceedingly hazardous to generalize 
frcm these "principles." The control of interstate freight rates is 
vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission and in the application of 
this constitutional power considerable administrative discretion is per­
mitted and exercised. The general principles of rate making which serve 
F^arrell, OP. cit. 
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as administrative guide lines for the Interstate Commerce Commission are 
penneated by normative or ethical phrases. While such administrative 
flexibility may be necessary and desirable from the standpoint of public 
administrators, the exercise of such discretion makes it exceedingly dif­
ficult to construct abstracted principles for application to economic 
problems such as the caie to which this dissertation is directed. However, 
because grain freight rates are such an essential segment of this analy­
sis, seme of the broadest principles of rate making will be considered in 
this section.^  
The primary basis of all rate construction is the "class" rate. Under 
this method of rate construction commodities are placed in sane generic 
class established for articles of similar transportation characteristics. 
Because grains differ to some extent from each other in physical charac­
teristics and because the production and marketing patterns differ between 
grains, each grain is treated separately for purposes of rate construc­
tion. Rates applying to a specific grain is designated as "commodity" 
rates. There are various sub-types within each commodity rate. For ex­
ample, shippers of a particular grain are confronted by such rates as 
flat, joint, combination, proportional and through rates. This discussion 
and the ensuing analysis will be primarily concerned with flat and propor­
tional rates. 
A flat or local rate is one which applies to traffic which originates 
"^Parts of this section are based upon the following circular: Walter 
Scott, John H. McCoy, Sterling Masters and J. S. Chart rand. Grain freight 
rates. Kansas (Manhattan) Agricultural Exp. S ta. Cire. 280. 1951. 
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or terminates at the point from or to which it applies. For example, in 
the movement of locally produced wheat from Omaha, Nebraska to Marshall-
town, Iowa for consumption at that point, a flat rate would prevail. Such 
rates may be joint rates in the event that two or more railroads are in­
volved in the movement. In general, such rates are a linear function of 
distance of the grain movement.^  
Proportional or reshipping rates are so designated as to preclude 
their use on traffic either originating or terminating locally. For exam­
ple, a flat rate would prevail in the movement of com from Chicago to 
Albany, New York, if such com were produced in the Chicago locale. How­
ever, if grain were shipped from eastern Iowa to Albany via Chicago a pro­
portional rate on the Chicago to Albany movement would prevail. This type 
of rate is said to be proportional at the origin "end" of the movement. 
Proportional rates are less from the intermediate market to destination 
than are flat rates frcm the same market. Similarly, seme grain rates may 
be proportional at the destination end. As an illustration of this type 
of rate structure, the flat rate of grain shipped to Chicago from some 
Illinois country shipping points is higher than the proportional rate 
which applies to grain shipped from Illinois country shipping points to 
Chicago for reshipment from Chicago. 
A combination rate is one which reflects combination of separate rate 
factors. For example, the total rate on the movement of com from eastern 
Iowa to Albany, New York via Chicago would be a combination rate in that 
it would consist of two parts: a flat rate on the movement of grain to 
T^here are exceptions to this linear relationship. Ibid.. p. 7. 
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followed the shortest route."*" 
The railroad rate structure for the transportation of grain not only 
consists of the rates thereunder, but also includes an important provision 
for an arrangement called nstopping-in-transit privileges" commonly known 
in rate parlance as "transit." The end result of these privileges is to 
permit grain to be held in markets which are intermediate in the movement 
of grain frcm point of origin to point of ultimate destination. Grain may 
be processed or stored in the intermediate market under transit privileges 
and continue to ultimate destination at the same equivalent rate as grain 
simultaneously introduced into the marketing system at the point of origin 
and shipped to ultimate destination without transit. For example, corn 
may be shipped frcm Marshalltown, Iowa to Chicago where it is stored in 
transit for a period of one month. If, at the end of that storage period, 
corn is required by a buyer in Roanoke, Virginia, it could conceivably be 
obtained from at least two sources. First, com currently available at 
Marshalltown, Iowa could be shipped to Roanoke over Chicago on a combina­
tion through rate composed of the flat rate frcm Marshalltown to Chicago 
and a proportional rate from Chicago to Roanoke. The second possibility 
is to ship the corn which is in transit in Chicago. In order to equalize 
the total rates on the shipment of com, the com in transit in Chicago is 
permitted to move to Roanoke on the applicable proportional rate rather 
than the flat rate frcm Chicago to Roanoke despite the fact that it has 
been stopped in transit and stored in Chicago for a period of one month. 
Because the transit privilege is so widely used in the commercial market­
ing of grain, through rates on grain originating in, say, Kansas are not 
1Ibid.. p. 15. 
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stated as one-factor rates but are "broken" over Kansas City, an important 
transit point in the movement of wheat produced in Kansas. 
In establishing rates which "break" over certain markets, the Inter­
state Commerce Commission has been concerned with achieving rate equaliza­
tion between carriers and between markets in order to maintain some 
"reasonable" degree of competition among carriers and various transit mar­
kets. For example, the Commission has provided that through rates frcm 
Kansas country shipping points to New York over Kansas City would be equal 
whether grain was moved flrom Kansas City to New York over the Chicago, St. 
Louis, or Peoria, Illinois gateways. Such equalization of rates is of 
course limited by the Commission's subjective interpretation of what con­
stitutes reasonable circuity in grain movements."*" 
The economic significance of the transit privilege is far reaching. 
It is evident that the privilege does tend to ameliorate marketing prob­
lems associated with seasonality in grain production and uncertainty in 
the spatial demand for grain. The location of storage stocks in inter­
mediate positions permitted by transit privileges provides flexibility in 
meeting demand far grain which a priori uncertain. From the standpoint of 
this analysis the significance of the transit privilege exists in the fact 
that grain can be stared in terminal markets for reshipment to ultimate 
destination without added transportation costs. Transit arrangements tend 
to favor location of storage stocks at such markets to the extent that 
plant storage capacity on these markets generally exceeds plant capacity 
in interior markets and to the extent that economics of scale exist in the 
storage of grain. 
1Ibid.. p. 13-16. 
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C. Interregional Transportation Costs 
Interregional grain transportation costs are presented in this sec­
tion. Prior to presentation of these data several matters concerning the 
selected spatial model require restatement at this point. 
As indicated in Chapter III, a town or city in the approximate geo­
graphic center of each region was selected as the point of origin or point 
of destination of all grain shipped from and received at plants in each 
region. Transport costs between these selected points are considered as 
approximations of the costs of transporting grain from all points in that 
region to a specified destination in any other region. Thus, all trans­
port costs which appear in the following tables relate to these 23 se­
tt 
lected grain shipping and/or receiving points. 
In Chapter III it was indicated that the spatial model employed in 
this analysis would be concerned with only the net interregional movements 
of grain. Peripheral and intraseasonal movements of grain between se­
lected regions cannot be explicitly considered within the adopted analyti­
cal framework. Within this delimited analytical framework, a region which 
has a surplus of grain (that is, when the regional total grain supply ex­
ceeds the total grain requirements of that region) will normally derive 
its entire requirements of a specified grain from its own regional supply 
of that grain. Thus, under these conditions there normally will be no 
interregional movement of grain between surplus regions to satisfy re-
Selected regional grain receiving and shipping points have been in­
dicated in Figure 1, page 27b. 
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* 
quirements of those regions with respect to a specified type of grain. 
As a consequence of this relationship, the following tables do not include 
transport costs between regions which occupied a net surplus position in 
1954 with respect to a specified grain. 
As a consequence of the use of a single point in each region as the 
origin and/or destination of all grains shipped or received in that re­
gion, transport costs associated with fulfilling the requirements of grain 
of a given region from the supply of grain in that same region will be 
zero. It should be borne in mind that such circumstances are the result 
of the delimited analytical framework and that, in fact, there is consid­
erable volume of grain moved between geographically separated points with­
in each region as indicated in section B of Chapter III. 
Tables 36 through 41 contain freight rates between selected pairs of 
regions. Although grain freight rates are usually quoted in cents per 
hundredweight, the rates presented in Tables 36 through 41 have been con­
verted to a bushel basis to conform to data reported in previous chapters. 
The data contained in Tables 36 through 41 are largely self-
explanatory . Combination through rates "broken" over the five primary 
As indicated in Chapter II, it is conceptually possible that grain 
might be cross hauled between surplus regions under conditions where the 
storage capacity in one of the surplus regions was insufficient, to accom­
modate grain requirements of that region and where storage capacity was 
available in the second surplus region. It is also conceptually possible 
far grain to move between surplus regions even under conditions where both 
regions have a total storage capacity sufficient to accommodate its own 
grain requirements when the cost of storage in one of the surplus regions 
is less than the storage costs in the second surplus region by an amount 
greater than twice the transport costs between the two regions. Examina­
tion of the storage costs presented in Chapter IV and the transport costs 
presented in this section between each pair of regions failed to reveal 
any instance where such crosshauling would yield lower total transfer 
costs. 
Table 36. Wheat freight rates between selected origins and destinations, United States8 
Destination 
Iowa 
Kansas City 
Minneapolis 
St. Louis 
North East 
South East 
Appalachian 
Lake 
Delta 
Southern Plains 
Mountain 
Pacific 
Origin 
111. Ind. Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. 
Omaha-
Chi- Council St. 
cago Bluffs Louis 
22.2 
30.0 
34.7b 
15.6 
47.8 
64.4 
47.2 
21.9% 
41.6 
59.1 
87.8 
100.6 
39.4 
42.8e 
39.4% 
24.1 
36.6 
62.2 
36.2 
26.6% 
51.2 
66.2e 
111.9 
111.9 
40.3° 
22.8 
46.6e 
38.1 
74.7e 
86.9e 
74.1e 
42.5e 
49.1 
47.8 
54.7 
80.6 
29.r 
37.5d 
13.4, 
37.5* 
73.1* 
98.8 
72.5e1 
29.7d 
75.0& 
90.64 
77.2 
87.8 
42.5 
20.3 
34.1 
16.9 
54.1e 
66.2e 
53.4e 
26.6 
43.4e 
40.4 
74.7c 
90.6 
31.6e 
25.0 
31.2 
34.1 
68.4b 
46.6* 
54.4* 
30.3 
54.4* 
78.8* 
82.8e 114.4 
67.2b 78.ld 
35.9? 46.64 
50.6 91.9* 
62.8 107.5* 
54.7 87.2 
80.6 87.8 
42.5% 
45.6b 
42.5b 
29.4 
32.2 
62.2 
31.6 
26.lb 
47.2 
71.6e 
121.2 
121.2 
40.6 
36.6 
27.5 
45.3 
76.2b 
94.1e 
75.6b 
43.8* 
62.2? 
84.7? 
87.8 
87.8 
23.8 
22.2 
22.2 
15.6 
30.2 
64.4 
29.6 
6.9 
41.6 
59.1 
87.8 
100.6 
19.4 25.6 
25.0 29.6 
31.2 40.9 
34.1 
68.4 35.1 
82.8 46.7 
67.2 36.4 
18.9 22.6 
32.9 30.8 
54.5 40.4 
54.7 81.7 
80.6 
aIn cents per bushel. 
bccmbination through rate over Chicago. 
Combination through rate over Kansas City. 
Combination through rate over Minneapolis. 
Combination through rate over St. Louis. 
C^ombination through rate over Omaha-Council Bluffs, 
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Table 37. Corn freight rates between selected origins and destinations, 
United States8 
Destination 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Neb. Ohio S.D. 
Missouri 21.5 33.0% 38.0 32.4e 50.3d 30.2e 37.7% 40.5e 
Chicago 13.1 17.3 21.2 38.0e 47» 5d 32.4 20.1 39.4 
Kansas City 26.8 38.3^  21.8 20.4 33.5* 22.3 40.8f 32.7 
Minneapolis 31.0f 35.2? 19.0 41.6e 12.0 27.9 38.0? 24.6 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 29.6 38.0? 17.3 27.7 24.0 14.5 40.8? 24.9 
St. Louis 14.0 21.5 22.9 34.1 33.5* 30.4 26.3 40.5 
North East 42.7 32.7 50.0f 66.8% 65.4* 61.2 f 28.8 68.2? 
South East 57.5 55.6 66.5^  77.7^  88.3 74. ob 55.6 84. lb 
Appalachian 42.2 32.4 49.4f 66.2b 64.8* 60.1f 28.2 67.6? 
Lake 19.6f 23.7f 21.2 38.0e 26.5* 32.1e 26.5? 39.1* 
Delta 37.1 45.8 46. lb 43.9 67.0* 45.2 42.2 55.6 
Southern Plains 52.8 59.2b 59.5° 42.7 81.0* 56.1 64.0b 75.7e 
Mountain 78.5 100.0 66.2e 48.9 69.0 48.9 108.4 78.5 
Pacific 89.9 100.0 81.0 72.1 78.5 72.1 108.4 78.5 
aIn cents per bushel. 
C^ombination through rate over St. Louis. 
C^ombination through rate over Kansas City. 
Combination through rate over Minneapolis. 
C^ombination through rate over Omaha-Council Bluffs. 
C^ombination through rate over Chicago. 
Table 38. Soybean freight rates between selected origins and destinations, United States8 
Destination 
Chicago 
Kansas City 
Minneapolis 
Omaha-Council Bluffs 
St. Louis 
North East 
South East 
Appalachian 
Lake 
Delta 
Southern Plains 
Mountain 
Pacific 
111. Ind. 
14.7 19.4 
30.0 42.8b 
34.7d 39.4* 
33.1 42.5* 
15.6 24.1 
47.8 36.6 
64.4 62.2 
47.2 36.2 
21.9* 26.6* 
41.6 51.2 
59.1 66.2e 
87.8 111.9 
100.6 111.9 
Iowa Kans. 
Origin 
Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. 
23.8 
24.4 
21.2 
19.4 
25.6, 
55.9* 
74.4e 
55.3e 
23.8 
51.6e 
66.6b 
74. lf 
90.6 
42.5° 
22.8 
46.6b 
30.9 
38.1 
74.7e 
86.9e 
74.1e 
42.5b 
49.1 
47.8 
54.7 
80.6 
29.7e 
37.5e 
13.4 
26.9 
37.5e 
73.1e 
98.7 
72.5e 
29.7e 
75.0e 
90.6e 
77.2 
87.8 
26.6 
20.3 
34.1 
26.2 
16.9, 
54.1 
66.2e 
53.4e 
26*6 
43.4e 
62.5b 
74.7b 
90.6 
36.2 
25.0 
31.2 
16.2 
34.1 
68.4d 
82.8e 
67.2d 
35.9f 
50.6 
62.8 
54.7 
80.6 
48.5 
54.4e 
30.3 
46.6 
32.5, 
45.64 
42.5* 
45.64 
54.4e 29.4 
78.8e 32.2 
114.4 62.2 
78.1e 31.6 
46.6e 29.7* 
91.9e 47.2 
107.5e 71.6e 
87.2 121.2 
87.8 121.2 
44.1 
36.6 
27.5 
27.8 
45.3 
76.2d 
84.1e 
75.64 
43.8b 
62.2f 
84.7? 
87.8 
87.8 
aIn cents per bushel. 
C^ombination through rate 
Combination through rate 
C^ombination through rate 
Combination through rate 
C^ombination through rate 
over Kansas City. 
over Minneapolis. 
over Chicago. 
over St. Louis. 
over Omaha-Council Bluffs. 
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Table 39. Oats freight rates between selected origins and destinations, 
United States8 
Origin 
Destination 111. Ind. Minn. Neb. N.D. S.D. 
Iowa 11.3 20.1b 15.2° 16. ld 23.8° 20.8 
Kansas 21.7e 29.9f 22.2° 16.3 32.6° 19.5 
Missouri 12.3 18.8? 28.8° 17.2d 27.8° 23.2 
Ohio 11.5 9.3 18.4 21.7b 30.7 22.7 
Chicago 7.5 9.9 15.2° 18.5 23.8° 22.5 
Kansas City 15.3 21.9f 19.2° 12.8 27.8° 18.7 
Minneapolis 17.7% 20.1 6.9 16.0 15.5 14.1 
Omaha-Council Bluffs 16.9 21.7% 13.7 8.3 23.5° 14.2 
St. Louis 8.0 12.3 19.2° 17.4 27.8° 23.2 
North East 24.4 18.7 37.4° 35.0% 40.4 39.0b 
South East 32.9 31.8 50.5 42.3f 58.5 48. lf 
Appalachian 24.1 18.5 37.1° 34.3% 40.2 38.7b 
Lake 10.9^  13.6b 15.2° 18.4d 23.8° 22.4® 
Delta 21.2 26.2 28.3° 25.9 47.0° 31.8d 
Southern Plains 30.2 33.9f 46.3° 32.1 55.0 43.3d 
Mountain 44.9 57.2 39.5 28.0 44.6 44.9 
Pacific 51.4 57.2 44.9 41.2 44.9 44.9 
aIn cents per bushel. 
C^ombination through rate over Chicago. 
Combination through rate over Minneapolis. 
C^ombination through rate over Omaha-Council Bluffs. 
C^ombination through rate over Kansas City. 
C^ombination through rate over St. Louis. 
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Table 40. Barley freight rates between selected origins and destinations, 
United States8 
Destination 
Origin 
Kans. Minn. Neb. N.D. S.D. 
Illinois 40.7% 31.8° 38.3% 44.8° 42.9* 
Indiana 44.2b 39.4° 41.lb 52.4° 45.2* 
Iowa 31.0e 22.8° 24.3f 35.8° 31.2 
Missouri 27.9e 43.3° 26.0? 41.8° 34.9f 
Ohio 4.6.6° 42.8° 43.5b 55.8° 47.6d 
Chicago 32.7 22.8° 27.9 35.8° 33.9 
Kansas City 17.5 28.8° 19.2 41.8° 28.1 
Minneapolis 35.8e 10.3 24.0 23.3 21.2 
Omaha-Council Bluffs 23.8 20.7 12.5 35.3° 21.4 
St. Louis 29.3 28.8° 26.2 41.8° 34.9 
North East 57.5^  56.2° 52.6d 60.6° 58.7* 
South East 66.8b 76.0 63.7b 88.0 72.4b 
Appalachian 57.0b 55.8° 51.7 60.3° 58.2 
Lake 32.7e 22.8° 27.6f 35.8° 33.7° 
Delta 37.7 57.7° 38.9 70.7° 47.8 
Southern Plains 36.8 69.7° 48.3 82.7° 65.1f 
Mountain 42.1 59.4 42.1 67.1 67.5 
aIn cents per bushel. 
C^ombination through rate over St. Louis. 
C^ombination through rate over Minneapolis. 
C^ombination through rate over Chicago. 
C^ombination through rate over Kansas City. 
f Combination through rate over Omaha-Council Bluffs. 
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Table 41• Grain sorghum freight rates between selected origins and 
destinations, United States3 
Origin 
Destination Kansas Nebraska South Dakota Kansas City 
Illinois 36.0b 30.2e 42.2* 26.8* 
Indiana 51.4® 47.8e 59.5* 38.3e 
Iowa 36.0b 28.2e 36.6 21.8 
Minnesota 47.5b 34.9e 26.3f 33.5 
Missouri 32.4 30.2e 40.5C 18.4 
Ohio 54.2® 50.6e 62.3* 40.8 
Chicago 38.0b 32.4 39.4 25.0 
Minneapolis 41.6b 27.9 24.6 27.5 
Omaha-Council Bluffs 27.7 14.5 24.9 13.7 
St. Louis 34.1 30.4 40.5 20.1 
South East 77.7e 74.0e 84.1e 63.6* 
Appalachian 66.2e 60.0* 67.6* 53.2e 
Delta 43.9 45.2 55.6 41.2 
Southern Plains 42.7 56.1 75.7e 48.9 
Mountain 48.9 48.9 78.5 54.1 
Pacific 72.1 72.1 78.5 78.3 
In cents per bushel. 
C^ombination through rate over Kansas City. 
C^ombination through rate over Omaha-Council Bluffs. 
C^ombination through rate over Chicago. 
®Ccombination through rate over St. Louis. 
r> 
•"•Combination through rate over Minneapolis. 
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grain markets explicitly considered in this analysis are indicated by 
footnotes. Such rates consist of a flat rate from origin to the terminal 
market and a proportional or re shipping rate from the terminal market to 
destination. Rates which are not "broken" over one of the five selected 
markets are not necessarily flat rates between origins and destinations in 
that rates are also "broken" over other markets such as Sioux City, Iowa, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, Peoria, Illinois, Bvansville and Indianapolis, Indiana, 
and Memphis, Tennessee, which are not explicitly treated in this analysis. 
The sources of freight rate data are shown in Table 42. 
Table 42. Sources of freight rate data* 
Agency tariffs Line tariffs 
CTR - 245-H ICC 4403 ATSF - 5655-B ICC 14774 
C&R — 401—I ICC 3994 ATSF - 14715-0 ICC 14665 
CTR - 535-C ICC 4499 CNW - 17040-G ICC 11343 
SFA 
- 94-V ICC 1625 C&O - 2410-B ICC 13383 
SFA - 133-L ICC 1353 (MO - 3859-B ICC 298 
SWL - 180-J ICC 4237 GN - 1250-M ICC 48877 
SWL - 182-H ICC 4238 IC - 117-1 ICC A-II64O 
WTL - 332-F ICC A4179 IC - 1537-N ICC A-11830 
TC - 45-1 ICC 1577 MP - 42 ICC 74 
WTL 
- 354-8 ICC A4183 MSTL - 1590-J ICC 29 
NIC - 7 01-A ICC 1169 
NYC, St.L - 15-X ICC 6299 
HP - 685-V ICC 9933 
PA - 73-E ICC 3311 
UP - 6080-E ICC 5377 
WAB - 19307-E ICC 7819 
aU. S. Dept. Agriculture, Farmer Cooperative Service personnel. 
Information an freight rates obtained from tariffs. Private communica­
tions. 1958. 
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VI. PROGRAMMING METHOD AND RESULTS 
The applicability of the linear programming technique in the achieve­
ment of an empirical solution to the economic problem delimited for study 
in this dissertation has been discussed in Chapter II. Empirical esti­
mates of the parameters of the various determinants incidental to the 
empirical solution of the delimited economic problem have been presented 
in Chapters III, IV and V. In this chapter the method and results of the 
linear programming analyses are presented. 
A. Formulation of Programs 
Empirical determination of the least cost interregional grain ship­
ping-storage relationships within the analytical framework adopted in this 
study required estimates of the parameters of the following variables : 
grain supply, grain requirements, grain storage capacity by type of plant 
and average variable and marginal costs of grain storage by type of plant 
in each of the 23 regions. Grain transportation costs between each net 
surplus grain producing region and each region which occupied a net defi­
cit position in 1954 with respect to a particular type of grain were also 
required. Treatment of these data within the framework of the transpor­
tation model is discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The grain transfer activity has been defined elsewhere in this dis­
sertation as a grain marketing activity encompassing the marketing of 
grain in both time and space. The necessity of grain storage in the sat­
isfaction of consumer demand for grain has been discussed previously. The 
necessity of transporting grain between spatially separated production 
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and consumption regions to satisfy consumer demand for grain with respect 
to place is obvious. The geographically removed buyer of grain from coun­
try elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants in 
effect purchases grain the value of which has been augmented by production 
in both time and space. Commercial grain handlers undertake such produc­
tion activities in response to economic incentives. Grain received at 
these plants must be stored for some length of time. The length of time 
which grain remains in storage in country elevator, terminal elevator and 
wholesale grain processing plants varies by type of grain, by type of 
plant and by location of plant. In essence, those handlers sell or ship 
a product possessing physical characteristics as well as a time constit­
uent. Purchasers of grain from such plants receive the same dual-
property product. 
Because of these characteristics, both the requirements and the sup­
ply of a particular grain in each region were weighted by the average 
length of storage of that grain in the ten state area of the North Cen­
tral United States. The supply and requirements of wheat in a particular 
region consist of the product of the estimated bushel volume of each of 
the variables and the average number of months during which that grain 
remained in storage in the ten state area as a whole. In each of the pro­
grams which follow, regional supply and requirements of grain consist of 
* 
"bushel-months" of grain. 
# 
These variables appear in the program matrices presented in the 
following section and were derived by multiplying the supply and require­
ments of a given type of grain expressed in bushels and reported in 
Chapter III, Tables 19 through 25, by the average length of storage of 
that grain presented in Chapter IV, Table 30. 
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Storage capacity by type of plant in each of the 15 selected regions 
of the North Central United States has been presented in Chapter IV. Be­
cause a time dimension was placed upon regional supply and requirements 
of grain, it was necessary to construct a time dimension for plant storage 
capacity. As indicated elsewhere, the annual grain storage volume of many 
plants included in this study exceeded total plant capacity when both 
variables were expressed in terms of bushels of grain. This phenomena is 
the result of storage of grain for periods of less than one year. To 
maintain a given level of utilization of plant storage facilities, the to­
tal bushel volume of grain stored in the plant during the year must in­
crease as the rate of storage inventory turnover increases or as the 
length of grain storage decreases. In view of these relationships and to 
maintain comparability with the form in which regional grain supply and 
requirements were expressed, storage capacity by type of plant was also 
expressed in "bushel-months." Conversion of capacity expressed in bushels 
to "bushel-monthsn was made by multiplication of the bushel capacity 
values by 12. The resultant capacity figure indicates the maximum 
"bushel-months" of storage available in that group of plants during 195A. 
Average plant transfer costs associated with shipping the phantom 
product described as "bushel-months" from a given plant in a specified re­
gion are the sum of the average variable storage costs in that plant and 
** 
cost of transporting grain from that plant to the specified destination. 
# 
Plant capacity in bushel-months appears in the program matrices 
presented in the following section and were derived by multiplying the 
plant capacity data presented in Chapter IV, Tables 28 and 29, by 12. 
## 
Under the expressed assumption that total storage and transporta­
tion costs are linear homogeneous functions, average transfer costs are 
equal to marginal transfer costs. 
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The transit privilege associated with certain rail freight rates and 
the tolerance of "reasonable" circuity in the commercial movements of 
grain over certain markets are of considerable significance in the ensuing 
analysis. Rail freight rate data presented in Tables 36 through 41 of 
Chapter V indicate the existence of proportional or reshipping rates in 
the movement of grain between certain origins and destinations. Because 
the ultimate objective of this study is to determine the least cost loca­
tion of grain storage stocks as well as to determine the movement pattern 
of grain incidental to the least cost location of storage stocks, the 
location of grain storage stocks between origin and transit or reshipping 
markets is of considerable concern. It is evident that if a particular 
origin is paired with a given destination by direct shipment in the least 
cost interregional shipping-storage pattern and such a pairing involves a 
rail freight rate permitting transit or stopover privileges, the ultimate 
determination of whether grain is stored at the origin or at the transit 
point must rest upon factors other than the transport cost of such a move­
ment. In the case of this analysis, the ultimate location of stocks under 
such conditions will be dependent upon the relative costs of storage in 
the two locations subject to restrictions in storage capacity in each lo­
cation. In the event that storage costs of one type of plant in the 
transit market are lower than storage costs of other types of plants in 
that market and in the alternate location, the entire volume of grain in­
volved in the movement would be stored in that one type of plant at the 
transit point. This assumes available plant capacity equals or exceeds 
the volume of grain involved in the movement. Where capacity of one type 
of plant is insufficient, the remainder of the volume involved in the 
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movement would be stored in that alternate plant with the lowest average 
variable storage cost. 
Because of equalization of rates over major markets, it is also pos­
sible that grain shipped from a particular origin to a specified destina­
tion may pass over two or more transit markets. Grain could be stored in 
either transit market for later reshipment to the specified destination at 
a total transport cost equal to the direct, non-stop movement. Specific 
instances of such arrangements were encountered in this analysis. The 
possibility of circuitous routing of grain frcm a particular destination 
at a freight cost equal to that applying on a more direct movement of 
grain was also considered in the analysis. Such relationships become in­
dividual cases defying generalization and can best be discussed in the 
sections which follow. 
B. Programming Results 
This section contains the results of the linear programming analyses 
employed in the determination of the least cost shipping-storage pattern 
for wheat, com, soybeans, oats, barley and grain sorghum. The implica­
tions of the analytical results are discussed in detail in Chapter VII. 
The programming procedure applied to wheat is discussed in greater 
detail than for other commodities in that this was the initial program of 
the series of six programs conducted. The principles and procedures were 
identical for each of the six programs although the magnitude of the rele­
vant variables differ by commodity. Thus, the detailed discussion of the 
principles and procedures applied to the analysis of wheat data will suf-
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fice to indicate the method used in each of the six analyses. 
1. Least cost wheat program 
The wheat data were selected for initial analysis in that this com­
modity constituted about one-third of the total primary supply of all 
types of grain handled in 1954 by the population of plants included in 
this study. Furthermore, wheat produced during a given calendar year 
usually is marketed prior to other grains during that calendar year and 
therefore assumes "time priority" in the use of storage facilities. 
The conditions under which crosshauling of grain between surplus 
grain producing areas would take place have been discussed in Chapter II. 
Data were presented in Chapter III indicating the crosshauling of grain 
between regions during 1954 as a seasonal phenomenon and as a possible 
consequence of uncertainty surrounding the characteristics of regional 
grain supply and demand functions. The exclusion of such seasonal phenom­
ena from this analysis has also been discussed in Chapter III. Within the 
analytical framework herein employed, examination of regional wheat stor­
age costs and transport costs between each pair of surplus wheat regions 
failed to reveal any instance in which such an activity would yield lower 
total transfer costs for the system of regions as a whole. Accordingly, 
the entire wheat requirements of a surplus wheat region were derived fron 
the initial total wheat supply of that region. Wheat requirements of each 
surplus region were given priority in the use of that region's storage 
facilities over other wheat supplies which might be stored in that region 
for shipment to other wheat consuming areas or for carryover purposes. 
Interplant allocation of the requirements of each surplus region was made 
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on the basis of comparative storage costs of available plants subject to 
restrictions in the storage capacity of each type of plant. These proce­
dures yielded the results presented in Table 43. 
All data presented in Table 43 are in terms of bushel-months. Total 
supply consists of the sum of the primary and secondary supply of wheat in 
each region and was derived from Tables 19 through 24 of Chapter III. To­
tal requirements were derived from Tables 29 through 25 of Chapter III. 
The third column of Table 43 indicates the volume of grain shipped to des­
tinations outside the United States and shipments of wheat to unspecified 
« 
origins. Such shipments were included since they are part of the volume 
of wheat handled in plants included in the study and therefore compete for 
storage space with the remaining volume of grain handled in these plants. 
As in the case of grain requirements of a surplus region, the volume of 
unallocated wheat shipped from that region was given priority in the use 
of plant storage facilities in that region. The net supply of each region 
consists of the total supply less total requirements and total unallocated 
shipments of the region. 
The regions of Iowa, Kansas City and Minneapolis are included in 
Table 43 although wheat requirements exceeded wheat supply in each of these 
regions in 1954. The entire available supply of each of these regions was 
assigned to storage plants of the relevant region in partial fulfillment 
of the total wheat requirements of that region. The method of interplant 
assignment of each region's total supply was identical to that described 
above for surplus regions. 
*The bushel volume of such shipments is indicated in Chapter III, 
Table 7. 
Table 43. Supply, requirements and initial interplant allocation of wheat storage stocks, North 
Central United States, 1954a 
Total Unallo­ Interplant allocation^  
Total require­ cated Net Volume allocated Total capacity Net capacity 
Region supply ments shipment supply C B 3 C B 3 C B 3 
Illinois 281 149 132 149 601 452 
Indiana 323 99 1 223 100 289 189 
Kansas 1,448 596 3 849 596 1,052 454 
Minnesota 432 276 151 5 427 583 156 
Missouri 165 111 1 53 112 229 117 
Nebraska 569 139 430 135 4 135 19 15 
North Dakota 665 130 536 39 17 74 39 17 400 326 
Ohio 479 251 15 213 266 588 322 
South Dakota 215 U 171 12 32 12 436 404 
Chicago 128 24 103 24 644 620 
Omaha-Council 
Bluffs 161 92 69 92 149 52 
St. Louis 269 75 194„ 75 407 332 
Iowa 76 107 -31e 76 453 377 
Kansas City 238 252 -14e 238 592 354 
Minneapolis 187 408 -220e 187 1,780 1,592 
aIn bushel-months with millions emitted. 
P^lants are coded in accordance with the groupings of plants indicated in Chapter IV, Tables 28 
and 29. Type B and C refer to terminal elevator, sub-terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing 
plants. Type 3 plants refer to country elevator plants. Because other plants did not enter in this 
actual allocation procedure their capacity is not reported in this table. 
cNet deficit. 
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The initial assignment of wheat to storage plants was made by allo­
cating the maximum feasible volume to the lowest cost storage facility 
indicated in Chapter TV, Table 31. Where capacity of the lowest cost 
plant was adequate, the entire initial assignment was made to that plant. 
If the volume of the initial assignment exceeded the capacity of the low­
est cost plant allocation was progressively made to succeedingly higher 
cost plants. 
Following the procedures outlined above, net supply of wheat, net 
requirements of wheat and net storage capacity by type of plant were de­
rived for each region. These values were then introduced into the trans­
portation model matrix for the purpose of deriving the least cost inter­
regional wheat shipping-storage pattern for the remaining portion of 
regional wheat supplies. The formulation of the matrix and the mechanics 
by which the least cost plan was derived can be best illustrated by refer­
ence to Table 44. 
Data presented in Table 44 pertain to one of the 12 regions having a 
net surplus of wheat in 1954» Similar data were compiled for each of the 
12 surplus regions. The data contained in Table 44 are sufficient to in­
dicate the nature of the compilation from which the programming analyses 
were conducted. 
The ten real destinations appearing in Table 44 constitute the defi­
cit wheat regions in 1954. The total net wheat requirements of each of 
these regions appear near the bottom of the table. Total net supply of 
wheat for Missouri appears in the second column and was obtained from 
Table 43. The third and fourth columns indicate the type of plant in 
which Missouri wheat may be stored and the storage capacity of each type 
Table 44. Average transfer costs in the shipment of wheat from Missouri to specified destinations 
Destination 
Net Storage 
Origin supply® activity13 
Net 
plant 
capacity6 Iowa 
Kans. 
City 
Minne­
apolis 
North 
East 
South 
East 
Appa­
lachian Lake Delta 
So. 
Plains 
Moun­
tain 
1 20 528 306 444 644 765 637 369 537 507 850 
2 33 489 267 405 605 726 598 330 498 468 811 
3 199 456 234 372 572 693 565 297 465 435 778 
Mo. 53 A 1 481 259 397 597 718 590 322 490 460 803 
B 22 466 244 382 582 703 575 307 475 445 788 
C 117 445 223 361 561 682 554 286 454 424 767 
0 446 219 353 
Mo. 53 
iia 1 
IlB 12 
He 620 
IIIA 1 441 
IIIB 25 459 
IIIc 354 478 
IVA 1 
IVB 36 
IVq 1592 
Va 1 448 
VB 34 461 
Vc 57 522 
623 782 
598 757 
580 739 
611 326 
586 301 
568 283 
457 800 
438 781 
420 763 
aNet supply, net plant capacity and net requirements in bushel-months with millions omitted. 
S^torage activities are coded as follows ; Type 1, 2 and 3 refers to country elevators. Type A, 
B and C refers to terminal elevator, sub-terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants. 
Type 0 refers to the direct shipment of the commodity from origin to destination for storage at des­
tination. The numerals II, III, IV, V and VI refer, respectively, to the transit markets of Chicago, 
Kansas City, Minneapolis, Ctaaha-Council Bluffs and St. Louis. The subscripts A, B and C refer to 
terminal elevators and wholesale grain processing plants in a particular market. 
Table 44 (Continued) 
Destination 
Net 
Net Storage plant Kans. Minne- North South Appa- So. Moun-
Origin supply5 activity*3 capacity6 Iowa City apolis East East lachian Lake Delta Plains tain 
VIA 2 441 601 722 662 326 494 
Mo. 53 VIB 17 461 575 696 568 300 468 
VIC 332 487 555 676 548 280 438 
Net requirements6 31 14 220 305 117 260 64 166 152 21 
Net plant capacity 377 3 54 1592 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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of plant, respectively. Each type of plant represents a real activity by 
which Missouri wheat may be utilized in the satisfaction of the wheat re­
quirements of any one or all of the ten real destinations. Thus, con­
sidering only this one surplus wheat region, there are 242 real activi-
* 
ties. Each of these real activities is subject to three restrictions: 
the total supply of the region, the total requirements of the real destin­
ation and the net storage capacity of each type of plant. 
Data appearing in the body of Table 44 are annual average variable 
(marginal) transfer costs in cents per bushel. These data were derived 
by addition of the average storage costs appearing in Table 31 and trans­
portation costs appearing in Tables 36 through 41. The data have been 
multiplied by ten to facilitate their use in program computations. 
The alternative methods by which Missouri wheat may be utilized in 
satisfying the wheat requirements of one or all of the 11 real destinations 
require some further explanation at this point. The first six types of 
plants listed indicate alternative possibilities of storing wheat in coun­
try elevator, terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants lo­
cated in Missouri. The fourth activity indicates the possibility of uti­
lizing Missouri wheat in the satisfaction of one or more region's require­
ments by shipping the grain from Missouri for storage in the facilities of 
the consuming region. Thus, wheat could be shipped from Missouri and 
stored in Iowa storage facilities for consumption in Iowa at an annual 
average transfer cost of 44.6 cents per bushel. Of the 11 real destina­
tions, only the capacity of storage facilities in Iowa, Kansas City and 
These are the product of the 22 plants in which wheat could be 
stored and the 11 real destinations. 
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Minneapolis are known and hence this type of direct shipment from Missouri 
is not permitted to other regions. In the case of each of the three des­
tinations for which such a movement is possible, wheat could be stored in 
any one of several types of plants in each of the three regions. For ex­
ample, wheat could be shipped from Missouri and stored in one of the three 
types of country elevator plants or one of the three types of terminal, 
sub-terminal and wholesale grain processing plants in Iowa. However, 
since the objective of the programming analysis is to achieve the least 
cost shipping-storage pattern only the least cost plant of the six alter­
native plants would be used if plant capacity is sufficient to accommo­
date the volume in question. In this particular instance, the 377,000,000 
net capacity of type C Iowa terminal elevator plants is adequate even if 
Iowa were to secure its entire wheat requirements of 31,000,000 bushel-
months from Missouri. Average storage costs are lower in the type C 
plants than in other Iowa plants. 
The remaining 18 shipping-storage alternatives for Missouri wheat 
expressed in the third column of Table LU reflect the possibilities of 
shipment of grain from Missouri to the real destinations over specified 
terminal or transit markets with storage in the transit market and later 
reshipment to the specified real destinations. The subscripts attached to 
each market code number indicate the possibility of storing in one or more 
of the three types of storage plant available in each of the transit mar­
kets or regions. For example, wheat could be shipped from Missouri to 
Chicago for storage in transit in any one of the three types of storage 
facilities available in Chicago and later reshipped to the North East, 
South East, Appalachian and Lake regions. In those instances indicated in 
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Table 36, the total transport cost of the movement Involving storage in 
transit is equal to the direct, non-stop movement of wheat from Missouri 
to a specified destination. Generally, such equality in transport costs 
prevails with respect to the direct shipment and one transit market al­
though in certain instances the equalization of transport costs may exist 
over two markets. For example, wheat could be shipped from Missouri to 
the Lake region and stored in transit at either St. Louis or Chicago at a 
total transport cost equal to the direct non-stop shipment from Missouri 
to the Lake region. In such instances, differences in average transfer 
costs of the three alternative shipping-storage routes arise from differ­
ences in the average storage costs associated with the three routes. 
As previously indicated, "reasonable" circuity is permitted in the 
movement of grain from alternate sources of supply to a specified destin­
ation. Where such privileges are granted, the rail transport cost for the 
out of line movement is equal to the shorter, more direct movement. Such 
cases were of comparatively minor significance in this study. In most 
cases a particular shipping point such as Mexico, Missouri had convenient 
access to a given destination over only one of the five major transit 
points included in this study. However, on occasion it was possible for a 
particular shipping point such as Grand Island, Nebraska to ship over 
either of two transit points (Omaha and Kansas City) to a destination such 
as the South East or Delta region at the same average transport cost. In 
such cases total transfer cost differs between the two markets depending 
upon the relative average storage costs in the two transit markets. 
Movement of wheat fran a particular shipping point over an out of 
line market not properly considered within the confines of "reasonable" 
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circuity granted tyr the Interstate Commerce Commission could be of signif­
icance to this analysis because the shipping-storage pattern is based upon 
the minimum total transfer costs rather than only minimum transport costs. 
Thus, under conditions where a reduction in the marginal storage cost ex­
ceeded the increase in marginal transport costs of an out of line move­
ment, it would be feasible to ship grain over such a route under the con­
ditions postulated in this study. For example, in the shipment of wheat 
from Missouri to the North East region a lower total transfer cost would 
be achieved by shipping grain over Chicago and staring in type C Chicago 
facilities than shipping over St. Louis and storing in type A facilities 
in that market, even though the transport cost associated with the Chicago 
movement exceeds the transport cost associated with the St. Louis move­
ment. Shipment and transit storage over either market would result in a 
lower total transfer cost than storage in type I Missouri country eleva­
tor plants and direct shipment to the North East region. In many in­
stances out of line movements were logically eliminated on the basis of 
the location of the market in relation to the shipping point and the ulti­
mate destination. For example, it is obvious that wheat is not likely to 
be shipped from Missouri to Minneapolis and thence back to Iowa. In other 
instances, the feasibility of such out of line movements could be readily 
assessed by examining the comparative storage costs in the out of line 
market with the "in-line" market and the added transportation costs of the 
out of line movement. Thus, the movement of wheat from Missouri to Iowa 
with transit in Chicago was eliminated became the difference in storage 
costs between the least costly facility in Chicago and the most costly 
facility in other regions over which the wheat could be shipped was less 
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than the increase in average transport costs associated with the Chicago 
movement. 
Real activities involving the remaining 11 surplus wheat regions were 
defined in the manner just described. The complete matrix involved 2,806 
real activities although only a fraction of this number of activities were 
truly active in this program for reasons explained above and for certain 
reasons explained in succeeding paragraphs of this section. In consider­
ing the complete matrix it should be noted that plant capacity restric­
tions which impinge upon the direct shipment activity and storage in 
transit activities of each of the 12 supply regions are joint or simulta­
neous restrictions. For example, the bottom row of Table 44 indicates the 
capacity of the activity involving direct shipment of wheat from Missouri 
to Iowa for storage in Iowa is 377,000,000 bushel-months. This capacity 
is the maximum which can be shipped to Iowa and stored in type C Iowa ter­
minal elevator plants from the 12 supply regions as a whole. Similarly, 
the entire volume of wheat stored in transit in type C Chicago plants can­
not exceed 620,000,000 bushel-months for the entire system of 12 supplying 
regions and the 11 real destinations. 
The mechanics involved in deriving a least cost plan using the trans­
portation model have been described elsewhere.^  Accordingly, only a brief 
description of the specific procedures employed in thin analysis is in-
Alexander Henderson and Robert Schlaifer. Mathematical program­
ming - better information for better décision making. Harvard Business 
Review. 32:94-100. 1954. ; and Milton M. Snodgrass and Charles E. French. 
Simplified presentation of transportation-problem procedure in linear 
programming. Journal of Farm Economics. 39:40-51. 1957. 
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eluded. These procedures can best be illustrated by reference to Table 45 
which indicates the derived least cost shipping-storage pattern for wheat. 
As indicated in Table 45, the complete matrix from which the least 
cost wheat shipping-storage pattern was derived involves 15 origins, 22 
real destinations and one dummy or carryover destination. Solution of a 
matrix of this size requires the activation of 37 cells. The existence of 
less than 37 cells indicates degeneracy in the matrix while activation of 
more than 37 cells would indicate the existence of "self-contained" paths 
in the matrix under which condition it is always possible to deactivate 
one cell and possibly decrease the total transfer cost of the program. It 
can be seen from Table 45 that the wheat program meets this necessary con­
dition of there being 37 active cells and that the plan is a basic feasi­
ble plan in that none of the restrictions with respect to regional supply, 
regional requirements or plant storage capacity are violated. The wheat 
supply of each region is completely exhausted and the wheat requirements 
# 
of each region are exactly fulfilled. It should be noted that a basic 
program cell is formed by the bounds of the originating region and the re­
gion of destination. One or more entries may appear in a basic cell de­
pending upon the volme of wheat involved and the capacity of storage 
plants relevant to a particular basic activity. For example, in the ship­
ment of wheat from Indiana to the North East region three Indiana storage 
plants are involved. In this case there la one basic cell but three 
Unallocated wheat appearing in the right of the table Is not part of 
the matrix In that such quantities were by definition fixed for each re­
gion. They are Included to Indicate the complete disposition of the wheat 
supply of each region. 
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Table 45. Least oost shipping-storage pattern for wheat, 1954 
Origin 
Total 
Total Storage plant Chi-
supply activity capacity 111. Ind. Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. oago 
Illinois 281 C 
He 
601 
Indiana 323 
3 
B 
C 
253 
32 
289 
Kansas 1448 C 
0 
1052 
Minnesota 432 c 
0 
583 
Missouri 165 c 
niç 
229 
Nebraska 569 B 
c 
19 
135 
North Dakota 665 
3 
B 
c 
0 
400 
17 
39 
Ohio 479 c 588 
South Dakota 215 3 
B 
0 
436 
12 
Chicago 127 c 644 
Oma.ha.-f: ounci 1 161 B 
c 
34 
149 
St. Louis 269 c 407 
Iowa 76 c 453 
Kansas City 238 c 592 
Minneapolis 187 c 1780 
149 
100 
596 
427 
112 
4 
135 
74 
17 
39 
266 
32 
12 
24 
Total requirements 149 99 596 276 111 139 130 251 44 24 
*A11 data in bushel-months with millions omitted* To decode storage activities see Table 44. 
Destination 
Omaha- South— 
Chi- Council St. Kara. Minne- North South JLppa<- era Mourir- Carry- Unallo-
oago Bluffs Louis Iowa City apolis East East lachian Lake Delta Plains tain over oated 
31 13 88 
2 
32 
189 
14 
99 21 
709 
171 
24 52 51 
92 
12 
57 
75 77 117 
76 
238 
187 
53 
151 
430 
44 491 
206 15 
24 92 75 107 252 407 305 117 260 64 166 152 21 
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entries in the cell. Thus, a cell is activated when one car more entries 
* 
appear in that cell. 
As previously Indicated, the assignment of wheat of a surplus region 
to fulfill the entire requirement of that region and the assignment of 
wheat from the supply of a deficit region in partial fulfillment of the 
requirement of that region were the initial steps in securing the least 
cost program. Thus, the data appearing to the left of the Iowa destina­
tion, as well as the data appearing below the St. Louis origin, were 
assigned prior to and independent of the remaining entries . In essence, 
this procedure reduced the matrix to 12 origins, ten real destinations and 
** 
one dtamny or carryover destination. 
The procedure applied in deriving the least cost program from the 
sub-matrix involved several steps. First, allocation was made to only the 
real destinations by allocating wheat to those activities possessing the 
lowest average transfer costs. Transfer costs were derived from a master 
table of the form of Table 44 involving all 12 origins and ten real des­
tinations. Assignments to the carryover destination were made only after 
the optimum plan involving the ten real destinations had been achieved. 
The volume of such assignments consisted of the residual of each region's 
total supply after requirements of the ten real destinations, the 12 sur­
plus regions and the unallocated shipments had been fulfilled. 
The initial plan involving the 12 surplus regions and the ten real 
* 
Only basic active cells enter in the cell count for purposes of 
determining whether program meets requirements of the linear programming 
model. 
**This matrix requiring 22 active cells is hereafter referred to as 
the *sub-matrix." 
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destinations derived by weighting the movements by the lowest average 
transfer costs using a "stepping-stone" procedureAfter all such ob­
vious improvements in the initial plan were made, final adjustments were 
2 
made by means of the "Modi" and stepping-stone methods. These methods 
assure a least cost plan. Carryover stocks were assigned to specific 
storage facilities after the requirements of each of the six types of 
grain in each of the real destinations had been fulfilled. Allocation of 
carryover or surplus stocks is discussed and indicated in subsection 7 of 
this chapter. 
2. Least cost corn program 
The least cost shipping-storage pattern for corn is presented in 
Table 46. Matrix formulation, initial allocation of each region's corn 
supply and the procedures used in determining the least cost plan were 
identical to those described in subsection 1 of this chapter. In total, 
the program involves 22 real destinations, one dummy or carryover destina-
wilfred Candler. Spatial or transportation models. Unpublished 
research. Ames, Iowa, Department of Economics and Sociology, Iowa State 
College. 1957. p. 24. The procedure involves the valuation of an in­
active cell by making marginal adjustments in three existing cells and 
calculating the change in cost associated with such adjustments. Where 
cost reductions are apparent the cell being checked is activated and one 
of the initial active cells is deactivated. The procedure is also refer­
red to by Candler as "forming a square." 
o 
Ibid.. p. 34. The origin of Modi method is unknown to the author. 
The procedure involves the valuation of each inactive cell of the matrix 
and subsequent comparison of each cell value with the total transfer cost 
associated with that cell. A "Modi" cell value greater than the cell's 
average transfer cost indicates the existence of a total cost reducing 
adjustment in the plan through activation of the cell being valued. Such 
adjustments were made by following the "stepping-stone" procedure de­
scribed by Snodgrase and French, op. cit.. pp. 44-50. 
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a 
Table 46. Least cost shipping-storage pattern for oorn, 1954 
1 
Origin' 
i
f
 E4 
«• 
Storage 
activity 
Available 
plant 
capacity 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. Mo. 
Chi­
cago 
Kani 
Cit; 
Illinois 1059 
3 
B 
C 
0 
389 
111 
452 
98 
111 
452 
• 
48°,21° 96 
Indiana 267 
2 
3 
A 
248 
251 
8 
45 
Iowa 519 
3 
B 
C 
0 
inc 
332 
88 
377 
2 
88 
377 
15 
Kansas 57 c 327 36 
Minnesota 225 
c 
0 
TVC 
156 20 
Nebraska 369 
3 
B 
0 
1 He 
531 
15 
136 
15 
• 
Ohio 309 
3 
B 
C 
403 
63 
109 
32 
63 
109 
South Dakota 258 3 404 89 
Missouri 69 C 117 69 
Chicago IB C 385 18 
Kansas City 30 C 287 30 
Minneapolis 21 C 1373 
Omaha IB B 22 
St. Louis 45 C 138 
Total requirements 660 42 462 36 7 150 1 201 84 138 114 45 
Till data in bushel-months with millions omitted. To decode storage activities see Table 44. 
N^orth Dakota not included because of small handling voluae. 
°Storage in plant types C and 3, respectively. 
Destination 
Chi­
cago 
Kans. Minne-
City apolie Omaha 
St. 
Louis 
North 
Bast 
South Appa-
Kast laohian Lake Delta 
South­
ern 
Plains 
Mounr- Par- Carry- Unallo-
tain cifio over oated 
54 21 
3 96 3 
45 
1 
18 
15 
30 
21 
93 
17 
8 
113 93 
8 
17 
20 
21 
99 78 13 
28 
26 45 7 2 36 1 
4 
35 
105 
IS 
3 
169 5 
45 
114 45 120 48 48 174 54 198 45 186 66 72 36 
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tien and 14 origins. Following the initial allocation of corn in each re­
gion in the partial or complete fulfillment of the corn requirements, the 
sub-matrix to which the transportation problem procedure was applied in­
volved eight surplus com regions, 14 deficit com regions or real destin­
ations and a dtmmy or carryover destination. Several types of storage 
facilities or alternative shipping-storage activities were active in some 
regions. 
The least cost shipping-storage com program is not a unique program. 
It would be possible to store 8,000,000 bushel-months of com in type A 
Indiana storage facilities for shipment to the Appalachian area without 
additional cost in the total program provided that 8,000,000 bushel-months 
are removed frcm the type 3 shipping-storage activity to the Appalachian, 
8,000,000 bushel-months is added to the type 3 shipping-storage activity 
to the North East and the same volume deducted from the type 2 activity 
to the North East area. 
3. Least cost soybean program 
The derived soybean program (Table 47) involved 22 real destinations, 
one dummy or carryover destination and 14 origins. The sub-matrix which 
resulted from the initial allocation of soybean supplies involved 13 real 
destinations, one dummy destination and nine origins. 
It should be noted that the sub-matrix cell involving the storage-
shipping of soybeans in Nebraska to the Mountain region is an active 
matrix cell although no soybeans are actually involved in the activation 
of the cell. The cell is activated to overcome degeneracy in the matrix. 
The cell is treated as any other cell in the inversion of the matrix and 
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Table 47. Least cost shipping-storage pattern far soybeans, 1954* 
Origin 
Storage 
activity 
Plant 
capacity 111. 
2 423 114 
3 216 216 
A 12 12 
0 
I3C 
Chi- Kans. 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Missouri 
411 
138 
231 
Kansas 22 
Minnesota 120 
75 
Nebraska 9 
Ohio 152 
South Dakota 14 
Chicago 22 
Kansas City 4 
Minneapolis 3 
fknyka 0 
St. Louie 2 
2 
3 
C 
C 
0 
3 
0 
3 
3 
C 
c 
c 
A 
A 
240 
313 
270 
136 
265 
216 
266 
315 
226 
187 
1225 
1 
2 
39 
165 
20 
15 
11 
124 
36 
22 
12 
Total requirements 342 33 165 20 14 11 4 120 4 58 16 
'All data in bushel-months with millions omitted. To decode storage activities see Table 44. 
N^orth Dakota omitted because of small handling volume. 
Destination 
Chi-
i S.D. oago 
Kans. 
City 
Minne­
apolis 
St. 
Omaha Louis 
North South Appa-
East Bast laehian Lake 
South­
ern 
Delta Plains 
Mouit- Pa-
tain eific 
Carry- Unallo— 
over oateà 
32 
36 
12 6 77 6 
59 
44 61 1 
43 
12 
0 1 
28 
10 
22 
4 
3 
0 
2 
58 16 47 11 12 32 43 
i Table 44. 
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the average transfer cost associated with the activity is included in the 
"Modi™ method of cell valuation to assure an optimum or least cost plan. 
A. Least cost oat program 
Twenty-three real destinations, one dummy destination and 15 origins 
are involved in the least cost oat program as shown in Table AS. The sub-
matrix resulting from the initial allocation of oat supplies involved 17 
real destinations, one dummy destination and six origins. 
For reasons indicated in the previous subsection, the cell involving 
storage of oats in type 2 Illinois facilities and shipment to the Southern 
Plains area should be regarded as an active cell although in reality no 
oats was shipped between Illinois and the Southern Plains area. 
5. Least cost barley program 
Twenty-two real destinations, one dummy or surplus destination and 15 
origins are involved in the least cost barley program. The sub-matrix 
resulting from the initial allocation of barley supplies involves 12 real 
destinations, a dummy destination and five origins (Table 49). 
6. Least cost grain sorghum program 
The least cost grain sorghum program involves 18 real destinations, 
one dummy destination and 12 origins. The sub-matrix resulting from the 
initial allocation of grain sorghum supplies involves 12 real destina­
tions, one dummy destination and four origins (Table 50). 
7. /n innatjon of excess stocks 
As previously indicated, excess or carryover stocks of each of the 
six types of grain for which least cost shipping-storage patterns were 
UO 
Table 48. Least cost shipping-storage pattern for oats, 1954* 
Origin 
Total 
supply 
Storage 
activity 
Plant 
capacity 111. Ind. Minn. Neb. N.D. S.D. Iowa Kans. Mo. Ohio 
Chi­
cago 
Illinois 
Indiana 
156 
48 
2 
0 
2 
309 
179 
42 
36 
20b 16 
Minnesota 180 
C 
0 
C^ 
121 71 
23 
Nebraska 48 3 207 33 
North Dakota 108 3 325 20 
South Dakota 184 
3 
0 
He 
311 14 
12 
22 
Iowa 154 2 
3 
151 
141 
13 
141 
Kansas 21 C 248 21 
Missouri 33 3 210 33 
Ohio 79 3 114 79 
Chicago 18 C 167 18 
Kansas City 1 C 171 
Minneapolis 18 C 1178 
Omaha 
St. Louis 
2 
3 
JL 
À 
2 
13 
Total requirements 42 36 69 33 20 3 177 33 53 101 34 
*A11 data in bushe1-montha with millions omitted. To decode storage activities see Table 44. 
bstorage in type 3 plants. 
Destination 
Cbi-
> cage fi
 
• Minne­
apolis Omaha 
St. 
Louis 
North 
East 
South Appar-
Xast laohian Lake 
South­
ern 
Delta Plains 
Moun- Pa-
tain oific 
Carry- Unallo-
orer oated 
10 10 38 
16 
20 
86 
14 1 
88 
13 15 1 11 
4 80 2 
21 
18 
18 
2 
3 
34 5 184 15 13 27 10 44 20 15 14 1 1 
Ml 
& 
Table 49. Least cost shipping-storage pattern far barley, 1954 
Origin 
Total 
supply 
Storage 
activity 
Effective 
plant 
capacity Kans. Minn. Neb. N.D. S.D. 111. Iowa 
Kans. 
City 
Minne­
apolis 
Kansas 130 0 2150 70 
Minnesota 1440 
C 
0 
CTC 
500 430 
130 170 
90 
Nebraska 70 3 1590 60 
North Dakota 2170 
3 
0 
3050 10 
1506 
South Dakota 250 3 
0 
2690 30 
30 154 
Illinois 100 2 2090 100 
Iowa 60 2 1380 60 
Kansas City 0 C 1660 0 
Minneapolis 160 C 9710 160 
Omaha 20 À 20 
Indiana 40 2 1310 
Missouri 270 3 1570 
Ohio 90 3 350 
Chicago 540 C 700 
St. Louis 10 
Total requirements 70 430 60 10 30 230 230 30 1910 
aÀll data in bushel-months with hundred thousand omitted. To decode storage activities see Tab] 
Destination 
>. Minne-
r apolia 
North South 
Omaha Bast East 
Appa­
lachian Lake Delta 
South­
ern 
Plains 
Moun- Carry-
tain over Ind. Mo. 
Chi- St. 
Ohio cago Louis 
11 49 
90 
620 
10 
1506 
3 1 
171 
429 
154 30 1 5 
160 
20 
40 
270 
90 
540 
10 
1910 50 31 1 620 5 11 230 40 270 90 540 10 
es see Table 44. 
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Table 50. Least oost shipping-storage pattern for grain sorghum, 1954 
Origin0 
Effective 
Total Storage plant Kans. 
supply activity capacity Kans. Neb. S.D. City 111. Ind. Iowa Mo. 
Kansas 375 2020 265 
Nebraska 
South Dakota 
34 3 
1% 
1520 
2650 
28.1 
Kansas City 28 
Illinois 0 
Indiana 0 
Iowa 1 
Missouri 5 
Chicago 0 
fkmah* 0 
Ohio 1 
St. Louis 12 
1630 
3 
C 
3320 
1300 
260 
5 1.9 1 2 10 
0 
0 
1 
5 
Total requirements 265 1 5 30 1 3 15 
aJLll data in bushel-months with hundred thousand omitted. To decode storage aotiviti 
M^innesota, Minneapolis, North Dakota, North East and Lake omitted because of small i 
Destination 
South­
Chi­ South Appa- ern Moun- Pa- Carry- St. 
li Mo. oago Qmaha East laohian Delta Plains tain oifio over Ohio Louis 
15 19 .1 2 739 
29 
10 1 2 .1 
5 
0 
O 
1 
12 
15 1 2 .1 5 15 19 .12 1 12 
totivities see Table 44. 
small to lune of grain sorghum handled in these regions. 
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derived were not allocated to storage facilities in the course of deriving 
the least cost programs. This subsection indicates the method and results 
of allocation of these stocks. 
The volume of excess stocks of each of the six types of grain in each 
regies* is indicated in Tables 45 through 50. These values are summarized 
in Table 51. 
Table 51. Excess 
States 
stocks 
, 1954 
of six types of grain, North Central United 
Surplus volumea 
Region Wheat Corn Soybeans 
Grain 
Oats Barley sorghum 
Illinois 32.0 
Indiana 77.0 
Iowa 59.0 
Kansas 709.0 73.9 
Minnesota 78.0 61.0 
Missouri 8.0 
Nebraska 430.0 2.9 
North Dakota 491.0 88.0 47.9 
South Dakota 
All regions 1630.0 
169.0 
247.0 
10.0 
247.0 
2.0 .1 
90.0 47.9 76.9 
aAll data in bushel-months with millions emitted. 
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The capacity of available storage facilities in which the excess 
stocks of grain could be stored is indicated in Table 52. The storage ca­
pacity of each type of plant in each region is the net available storage 
capacity of that type of plant and was derived by subtracting the volume 
of each of the six types of grain allocated to that type of plant as indi­
cated in Tables 45 through 50. 
It was assumed that events and relationships occurring within the 
self-contained time period of 1954 were independent of events and rela­
tionships in preceding or succeeding time periods. On the basis of these 
assumptions it is logical to conclude that excess or carryover stocks of 
grain would be stored in facilities in the region in which such surpluses 
occurred. However, excess stocks might also logically be stored "im­
position* in major transit markets having ready access to a number of ex­
pected or potential grain consuming areas in a succeeding time period. 
The allocation of carryover or excess stocks indicated below in 
Table 53 was made on the assumption that such stocks would be stared in 
facilities of the surplus region or in the transit markets which served as 
major destination of grain shipped from the surplus region in 1954. As­
signment of stocks by type of grain was made in the same order as in the 
* 
case of the derivation of the least cost shipping-storage programs. 
Of the five primary grain markets originally included in this analy­
sis storage space for storing surplus or carryover stocks was available in 
only three markets: Ctaaha-Council Bluffs and St. Louis storage capacity 
Assignment order was wheat, corn, soybeans, oats, barley and grain 
sorghum. 
Table 52. Net storage capacity by type of plant, North Central United States, 1954a 
Type Region*) 
of Chi- Kans. Minne-
plant 111. Ind. Iowa Kans. Minn. Mo. Neb. N.D. Ohio S.D. cago City apolis 
1 52 63 20 88 26 29 40 27 30 40 
2 199 27 131 287 215 47 222 463 71 317 
3 1834 283 81 200 288 26 265 
A 10 2 3 1 5 1 1 1 1 
B 102 62 22 22 25 36 
C 172 7 16 213 711 
aAll data in bushel-months with millions emitted. 
N^o storage space available in Ctaaha-Council Bluffs and St. Louis. 
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Table 53. Least cost storage pattern of excess stocks of six types of 
grain, North Central United States, 1954* 
Region 
Type of 
grain 
Excess 
volume Type of plantb 
Illinois Soybeans 32.0 Ill2(3.0)i ChicA(l.O); ChicB(12.0); 
Chicc(l6.0) 
Indiana Soybeans 77.0 Ind2(27.0); Ind3(50.0) 
Iowa Soybeans 59.0 182(59.0) 
Kansas Wheat 709.0 Kans3(297.0); KansB(102.0); Kansc(172.0); 
Kans.C ityg(136.0) 
Grain 
sorghum 73.9 Kans3(73.9) 
Minnesota Corn 78.0 Minneapolis^ (78.O) 
Soybeans 61.0 Minng(45.0); Minnç(7.0); MinneapoliSg(9.0] 
Missouri Soybeans V 8.0 MoB(8.0) 
Nebraska Wheat 430.0 Nebg(200.0); Neb3(200.0); NebA(5.0); 
Kans.CityB(25.0) 
Grain 
sorghum 2.9 Nebz(2.9) 
North Dakota Wheat 491.0 N.Dak3(200.0); Minneapolis^ (29l.O) 
Oats 88.0 N.Dak3(88.0) 
Barley 47.9 N.Dak3(47.9) 
South Dakota Corn 169.0 Minneapolisg(27.0) ; Minneapolis^ (Î42.0) 
Soybeans 10.0 S.Dak3(lO.O) 
Oats 2.0 S.Dak3(2.0) 
Grain 
sorghum 0.1 S.Dak3(0.1) 
aAll data in bushel-months with millions emitted. 
S^ubscripts refer to plant type in specific region. 
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had been previously utilized. The allocation of stocks to the remaining 
three primary markets is evident from Table 53. 
The restrictive meaning of the excess stocks just referred to should 
be noted to avoid misleading inferences. Excess stocks as referred to 
above are residual quantities of grain after grain requirements of the 23 
regions have been completely fulfilled. In this sense they may properly 
be considered as carryover stocks. However, such stocks do not neces­
sarily constitute the entire carryover supply of grain in each of the re­
gions. As previously indicated, grain was stored for different periods 
of time in plants included in this analysis. Part of the grain storage 
volume may have been carried for only a few months : part of the grain may 
have been in storage over the entire year. The length of steerage of 
grain considered in the foregoing analyses was the average of all such 
storage periods. In reality, seme part of the grain storage volume in 
addition to excess stocks would be available in storage facilities of each 
of the 15 delimited regions of the North Central area at the end of the 
self-contained time period. However, the quantity of such carryover 
stocks in each of the regions is indeterminant under the employed analyt­
ical framework. 
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VII. IMPLICATIONS OF ANALYSES 
The results of the six linear programming analyses have been pre­
sented in Chapter VI. Specific implications of these results are set 
forth in this chapter. 
A. Comparisons of Grain Shipping Patterns 
It will be recalled that transportation costs constitute only one of 
the cost determinants of the least cost programs presented in Chapter VI. 
The cost matrix involved in the determination of the six programs is com­
posed of the sum of the transportation and storage costs associated with a 
given activity. It is conceivable that a least cost interregional ship­
ping pattern based solely upon minimization of total interregional trans­
port costs would differ from the least cost program minimizing total 
interregional transfer costs for any one or all of the six grains herein 
considered. For example, it is possible that the lower transportation 
costs associated with the movement of grain between a given pair of re­
gions might be offset by lower average and marginal storage costs asso­
ciated with a storage-shipping activity of another region. In this case 
the program solution would call for movement from the latter region even 
though the transport costs were higher than for movement from the alter­
native region. 
If the grain handling firms seek to minimize total transport costs 
alone rather than total transfer costs, differences between the least cost 
shipping-storage programs and the actual shipping pattern can be expected. 
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Under conditions of perfect competition and given the objective of 
minimization of total transfer costs on the part of each participating 
firm, the equilibrium shipping-storage pattern indicated in the least cost 
programs of Chapter VI would be achieved. However, with the imperfections 
that exist in any system of markets such equilibrium conditions can only 
be approximated to some degree. For example, if regional grain supply, 
requirements and storage costs are not known with certainty, deviations 
from the pattern predicted under conditions of perfect competition would 
be expected even under conditions where films attempt to minimize total 
transfer costs. Thus, it is conceivable that the actual grain shipping 
patterns of 1954 may differ from the least cost shipping-storage patterns 
of Chapter VI for at least two reasons: (1) the objectives of partici­
pating fiims may differ from those accepted for purposes of analysis and 
(2) as the result of uncertainty or other market imperfections. 
As a result of the crosshauling of grain between regions which occu­
pied a net surplus position in 1954» the detailed actual shipping patterns 
presented in Chapter III can be expected to indicate certain movements of 
grain not indicated in the least cost shipping-storage patterns of Chapter 
VI. Similarly, the possibility of grain movement from the periphery of a 
surplus region into another surplus region may be expected to indicate 
movements of grain not encompassed within the delimited analytical frame­
work. For comparative purposes, only the net movements of grain indicated 
in Chapter III will be of interest. 
Other deviations of the least cost shipping-storage patterns from the 
actual patterns of 1954 could conceivably be expected to arise from con­
siderations arising fran the transport costs used in the analysis. While 
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rail carriers are dominant in the interregional movement of grain, truck 
and water carriers are of considerable significance in seme instances. It 
is possible that certain interregional grain movements not generated by 
the use of rail freight rates might have been activated by use of truck or 
barge rates. To the extent that such rates tended to improve the competi­
tive shipping position of certain regions, deviations from the least cost 
programs based exclusively on rail freight rates may be expected. 
1. Wheat shipping patterns 
Comparison of the interregional wheat shipping patterns indicated in 
the least cost wheat program of Table 45 to the actual wheat shipping pat­
tern of 1954 indicated in Table 7 reveals the coincidence of major wheat 
movements in the two tables. This comparison is summarized in Table 54. 
The analytical framework required that each region deficit in the 
production of a particular grain in 1954 would partially satisfy its total 
requirements from the local supply of that grain. This requirement re­
sulted in interregional shipments of grain from only those regions which 
occupied a net surplus position in 1954. For this reason, Table 54 indi­
cates the comparative volume of shipments from net surplus regions only. 
Shipments of wheat from Iowa, Kansas City and Minneapolis were not indi­
cated in the least cost shipping-storage pattern since these regions occu­
pied a net deficit position with respect to wheat supply in 1954. 
The extent to which actual and predicted movements of wheat from a 
specific region coincide can be detennined by examination of the appro­
priate data in Table 54. For example, actual shipments of wheat from 
Kansas (the region with the largest total supply of wheat in 1954) to the 
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Table 54• Actual and predicted wheat shipments, 1954 
Origin Comparative volume of shipments to;a 
Illinois 111.22(53); St.Louis 45(31);b Chic.14(16);b Delta 1(31); 
Lake 0(5); Iowa 1(11); Ind.6(0) 
Indiana Ind.37(31); Ohio 23(0); Chic.16(0); N.B.6(69) 
Kansas Kans.58(61); Kans.City 25(15); So.Plains 7(7); Mo.4(0); 
Mountain 0.2(1); Delta 0.1(1) 
Minnesota Minn.12(63); Minneapolis 21(2); Other 48(35) 
Missouri Mo.14(7); Kans .City 47(32) ;b So.Plains 3(32) 
Nebraska Neb. 11(95); Kans.City 43(5); Omaha 31(0) 
North Dakota N.Dak.4(40); Minneapolis 55(60); Minn.4l(0) 
Ohio Ohio 62(52); N.E.26(10); Appal.6(33) 
South Dakota S .Dak.6(20) ; Minneapolis 82(80) 
Chicago Appal.5(33); Lake 4(40); N.E.54(0) 
Omaha Delta 2(42); 111.30(0); Iowa 18(0); Mo.20(0) 
St. Louis S.E.16(44); Appal.25(0); Delta 36(0); NJ5.1(26) 
aFirst number refers to actual shipments ; number in parenthesis 
refers to predicted shipments. All data in percent. 
^Includes wheat shipped over market without transit storage. 
six regions specified in Table 54 represented approximately 94 percent of 
the total volume of wheat shipments from that state in 1954* The indi­
cated volume of shipments to these same regions in the least cost ship-
ping-storage program represents 85 percent of the total supply of wheat in 
the region. The proportion of total wheat shipments to each of the six 
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destinations are similar in the two shipment patterns. In general, these 
circumstances prevail in the shipment of wheat from other surplus regions. 
The proportion of total wheat shipments retained within a given region is 
generally lower in the actual shipping pattern than in the least cost 
shipping-storage program. This circumstance may be attributable to the 
considerable volune of wheat shipped out of surplus regions intraseascm-
ally. This is indicated in Table 7 by the volume of wheat crosshauled 
between net surplus regions. The analytical framework employed in the 
determination of the least cost shipping-storage program made no provision 
for intraseasonal movements of grain and for that reason the proportion of 
the total wheat supply retained within a surplus region would be expected 
to be comparatively higher than in the actual wheat shipping program. 
The major deviations of the actual shipping pattern from the least 
cost shipping-storage program are in the shipments of wheat to the North 
East and Appalachian regions, and in the shipment of wheat from the three 
primary grain markets included in Table 54« Whereas Ohio and Chicago con­
stitute the principal origins of wheat shipped to the North East in the 
actual shipping pattern, Indiana and St. Louis constitute the most impor­
tant regions in the least cost shipping-storage pattern. The Appalachian 
area represents the most important destination of Ohio wheat in the least 
cost program. The Appalachian and Lake regions represent the major out­
lets of wheat shipped from Chicago in the least cost program. 
The specific causes of such deviations are difficult to isolate. It 
is possible that the indicated actual shipments of wheat from Chicago to 
the North East region are in part comprised of wheat originally received 
from Indiana as indicated in Table 7. Because Chicago occupied a net sur-
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plus position in 1954- (and because the activity involving transit of Indi­
ana wheat over Chicago was not activated in the least cost shipping-
storage pattern), no movement of wheat from Indiana to Chicago is included 
in the least cost program. If Indiana grain did move into Chicago and 
thence to the North East region as a seasonal phenomenon or as a periph­
eral movement from northwestern Indiana, the indicated actual shipment of 
wheat from Chicago to the North East region may be explainable. 
A further explanation of the relatively small volume of wheat shipped 
to the North East from Ohio and the comparatively higher volume of wheat 
shipped there from Indiana in the least cost program may be the conse­
quence of the rail freight rate structure applicable to shipment of wheat 
from the selected points of origins. Total rail freight costs apparently 
are not a linear function of distance. The straight line mileage from the 
selected Ohio origin to the selected destinations in the North East and 
Appalachian regions is less than from the selected Indiana origin. While 
the wheat freight rate from Ohio to the North East region is 4-«4- cents per 
bushel lower than from Indiana, the freight rate from Ohio to the Appa­
lachian region is 4.6 cents per bushel lower than from Indiana. Thus, in 
the program solution wheat would be shipped from Ohio to the Appalachian 
region (up to the limit of the available supply) in preference to movement 
from Indiana to the Appalachian region. Because the requirements of the 
Appalachian region represented a high proportion of the total supply of 
wheat in Ohio, the residual supply available for shipment to the North­
eastern region was insufficient to satisfy the total requirements of that 
region and required wheat shipments from Indiana to the Northeastern 
region. It was necessary for analytical purposes to regard the entire 
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supply of a region as originating a single point. However, it is possible 
that comparative cost advantages explained above would have been modified 
had a number of sub-areas within a given region been delimited for study. 
The significance of the selected five primary grain markets in both 
the actual and the predicted interregional movement of wheat is evident 
frcm Tables 7 and 54. For example, total shipments of wheat to Kansas 
City represented 47 and 32 percent, respectively, of the total shipments 
from Missouri in the actual and predicted shipment patterns for that re­
gion. 
The data contained in Table 54 reflect the allocation of carryover or 
excess stocks of wheat indicated in Table 52. As indicated in Table 45, 
excess stocks existed in Kansas, Nebraska and North Dakota in the least 
cost program. A high proportion of such stocks in Nebraska and North 
Dakota were retained within those regions. For this reason, the propor­
tion of total shipments retained within those states was comparatively 
high in the least cost programs as indicated in Table 54* 
2. Corn shipping patterns 
Table 55 permits comparison of the interregional corn shipping pat­
tern indicated in the least cost shipping-storage program of Table 46 and 
the actual interregional com shipping pattern of 1954 presented in Table 
8. 
In comparison to the wheat shipment patterns presented in the pre­
ceding sub-section, it is evident from Table 55 that a relatively higher 
percentage of the total shipments of com consisted of intrastate ship­
ments in most regions which occupied a net surplus position in 1954* The 
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Table 55. Actual and predicted corn shipments, 1954 
Origin Comparative volume of shipments to: a 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Minnesota 
Nebraska 
Ohio 
South Dakota 
111.40(62); Mo.2(7); Chic.25(13);b St. Louis 10(11);b 
NJE.l(4)j S.E.2(5); Delta 4(12); Appal.6(0) 
Ind.30(17); N.£.10(48); Appal.l6(35); Ohio 7(0); 
Chic.12(0); Appal.16(0) 
Iowa 32(89); Kans.City 5(7);b Lake 1(3); Delta 2(4); 
Mo.10(0); Chic.17(0); St. Louis 8(0); So.Plains 3(0) 
Kans.12(63); So.Plains 49(37); Mo.l8(0) 
Minn.18(9) ; Minneapolis 37(44) Lake 8(12); Iowa 17(0) 
Neb.8(41); Omaha 20(8); Delta 16(10); So.Plains 9(12); 
Mountain 23(20); Pacific 3(10); Kans.City 15(10)% 
Ohio 58(66); Appal.6(34)$ S.E.4(0); N.E.30(0) 
S.Dak.1(34); Minneapolis 16(66); Iowa 57(0) 
aFirst number refers to actual shipments ; number in parenthesis 
refers to predicted shipments. All data in percent. 
^Includes corn shipped over market without transit storage. 
greater relative significance of intrastate com shipments is attributable 
• to the generally lesser distances over which com moves into processing 
plants or livestock feeding areas located relatively closer to supply 
points than in the case of wheat milling plants. As in the case of wheat, 
the proportion of the total com supply of a net surplus region retained 
within that region is generally higher in the least com shipping-storage 
program than in the actual shipments of com in 1954. 
In general, the shipping pattern resulting from the determination of 
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the least cost corn program coincides closely with the actual shipping 
pattern of 1954 both in terms of the destinations to which com was 
shipped from a specific origin and in terms of the relative amounts 
shipped to each of the destinations from a specific origin. For example, 
90 percent of the com shipped from Illinois in 1954 went to the eight 
destinations specified in Table 55. The least cost corn program indicates 
that the entire Illinois com supply would be shipped to these same eight 
destinations. In relative terms, the volume of com shipped from Illinois 
to each of the eight destinations closely coincide in the two programs. 
In absolute terms, the major differences between the predicted and 
actual com shipping programs relate to the shipment of corn to Missouri, 
the North East and the Appalachian area. Whereas the total volume of com 
actually shipped frcm Iowa to Missouri was the largest shipment of any 
single state to Missouri and about double the volume shipped from Illi­
nois, the latter state represents the only region shipping com to Mis­
souri in the least cost shipping-storage program. This difference between 
the two plans may be attributable to the fact that approximately 95 per­
cent of the total volume of com shipped from Iowa to Missouri in 1954 was 
by truck. Truck rates on movement of com from Iowa to Missouri are 
known to be lower than rail freight rates. It is possible that costs 
associated with the trucking of grain may have tended to afford Iowa ship­
pers a cost advantage over Illinois shippers in the movement of com to 
Missouri,whereas rail freight costs used in this analysis afforded 6.5 
cents per bushel advantage to Illinois shippers of corn to Missouri. 
^Farrell, Grain marketing statistics for the North Central States. 
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The actual com shipping pattern of 1954 indicates that Ohio was the 
dominant region in the shipment of com to the North East region while 
Indiana was the largest single origin of com actually shipped into the 
Appalachian area. The least cost shipping-storage program indicates the 
reverse of these relationships. As in the case of wheat, Ohio enjoyed an 
absolute cost advantage over Indiana in shipment of com to either of 
these destinations in the program model. The Ohio cost advantage was 
greatest in the shipment of corn to the Appalachian area. Given the ob­
jective of minimizing total transfer costs, the programming procedures re­
quired that the maximum feasible amount of com be shipped from Ohio to 
the Appalachian region. The requirements of the Appalachian region ex­
ceeded the supply of Ohio com and thus resulted in the shipment of com 
from Indiana to the North East and also to the Appalachian area. 
Other differences between the actual and predicted shipping patterns 
may be the result of peripheral and seasonal com movements between regions 
not encompassed within the analytical framework. For example, 17 and 57 
percent of the actual total shipment of corn from Minnesota and South 
Dakota, respectively, were to Iowa whereas the least cost program indi­
cates no such interregional shipments since each of these states occupied 
a net surplus position in 1954. Under the established analytical condi­
tions each region's requirements were fulfilled from that region's total 
com supply. The actual movements of com from Minnesota or South Dakota 
to Iowa may have been a peripheral or seasonal occurrence or possibly an 
intransit movement through markets such as Sioux City or Des Moines, Iowa. 
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3. Soybean shipping patterns 
As indicated in Table 9, the volume of soybeans entering interstate 
commerce in 1954 was considerably less than in the case of wheat or corn. 
Furthermore, as indicated in Table 56, the interstate shipments of soy­
beans from the major soybean producing regions are confined to relatively 
few destinations. The comparatively large proportion of soybean shipments 
confined to intrastate commerce in most states is the result of the con­
centration of oilseed processing plants in juxtaposition to the areas of 
soybean production.^ 
Table 56. Actual and predicted soybean shipments, 1954 
Origin Comparative volume of shipments to:* 
Illinois 111.82(85); Chic.8(14)b 
Indiana Ind.41(28); N.E.1(9); S.E.1(4); Appal.12(3); 111.18(0) 
Iowa Iowa 71(71); Omaha 4(3); Chic.13(0) 
Kansas Kans.56(90); So.Plains 0(5); Mountain 0(5); Kans.City 35(0) 
Minnesota Minn.35(50); Minneapolis 39(50); Iowa 18(0) 
Missouri Mo.18(25); Kans.City 17(16); St.Louis 6(2); Delta 10(57); 
111.36(0) 
Nebraska Neb.39(44); Omaha 30(44); Pacific 3(12); Mo.24(0) 
Ohio Ohio 87(82); Appal.5(18) 
*First number refers to actual shipments ; number in parenthesis 
refers to predicted shipments. All data in percent. 
^Includes soybeans shipped over market without transit storage. 
1Ibid. 
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As indicated in Table 56, the soybean shipping pattern resulting fran 
the least cost shipping-storage program closely approximates the actual 
soybean shipment pattern of 1954 both in terms of the number of destina­
tions to which soybeans were shipped from a given surplus region and in 
terms of the relative amount of soybeans shipped to each of the specified 
destinations from a given origin. Certain differences in the programs ex­
ist as a result of the aggregation involved in the analysis and the speci­
fication that no crosshauling between surplus regions would be feasible 
when considering the year 1954 as a whole. 
4. Oats shipping patterns 
Comparative data relating to the actual and predicted oats shipment 
patterns are contained in Table 57. 
The major differences between the two programs pertain to the move­
ment of oats from North Dakota and South Dakota. Whereas 92 percent of the 
oats actually shipped from North Dakota in 1954 was to Minnesota and Minne­
apolis, the least cost shipping-storage program indicates that the entire 
supply of oats in North Dakota would be retained in the state. Approxi­
mately 20 percent of the North Dakota supply would be retained in the re­
gion to meet that region's requirements and the remainder (which consti­
tutes excess supply in the system of regions as a whole) would be carried 
over in North Dakota storage facilities into a succeeding time period. 
The retention of the entire supply in North Dakota is in part attributable 
to the comparatively high cost of transporting oats fran that region to 
regions deficit in production in 1954. Because the total supply of oats 
exceeded the total requirements of oats in the 23 regions in 1954» the 
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Table 57. Actual and predicted oat shipments, 1954 
Origin Comparative volume of shipments to;3 
Illinois 111.26(27); Mo.9(13); Chic.27(23);b St.Louis 15(6); S.E.1(6); 
Appal.3(24); Lake 1(13) 
Indiana Ind.21(75); N.B.11(12); Appal.3(12); Ohio 37(0); Chic.21(0) 
Minnesota Minn.l0(30); Iowa 10(13); Minneapolis 62(48)Lake 11(0) 
Nebraska Neb.10(69); So.Plains 12(29) ; Mountain 0(2); Omaha 63(0) 
N. Dakota N.Dak.3(100); Minn.19(0); Minneapolis 73(0) 
S. Dakota S.Dak.1(8); Kans.6(7); Kans.City 1(2); Minneapolis 32(43); 
Omaha 6(7); Chic.0(23);b Delta 1(8); Iowa 41(0) 
aFirst number refers to actual shipments ; number in parenthesis 
refers to predicted shipments. All data in percent. 
^Includes oats shipped over market without transit storage. 
minimization of total transfer costs sought in the programming analysis re­
sulted in the retention of the entire oats supply of North Dakota for 
carryover purposes. Minnesota, one of the regions to which North Dakota 
possessed a comparative freight rate advantage, occupied a surplus position 
in 1954 thus eliminating the possibility of shipments of oats from North 
Dakota to that region in 1954 within the analytical framework employed. 
The requirements of Minneapolis were fulfilled by shipment of oats from 
Minnesota. 
As indicated in the actual oats shipping pattern of Table 10, South 
Dakota constituted the most important single source of oats shipped to 
Iowa in 1954. However, shipments of oats to Iowa are exclusively from 
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Minnesota in the least cost program. The exclusion of South Dakota as an 
origin of oats shipped to Iowa in the least cost program is the result of 
the comparatively lower freight rate to the selected Iowa destination from 
the Minnesota point of origin. Minnesota also maintains a cost advantage 
over South Dakota in the shipment of oats to distant demand areas such as 
the North East region. However, Minnesota's relative cost advantage is 
greatest in the shipment of oats to Iowa. 
5. Barley shipping patterns 
Table 58 permits comparison of the results of the barley shipping 
program derived from the least cost shipping-storage program and the actual 
barley shipping pattern of 1954. 
It is evident from Table 58 that only a small number of states in the 
North Central United States produced a volume of barley in excess of self 
requirements in 1954. The volume of barley entering commercial grain mar­
keting channels is small in comparison to other types of grain produced in 
the North Central region. In the case of North Dakota, the largest supply 
area in 1954, barley ranks second in importance to wheat in the shipment 
of grain from plants included in this study. As indicated in Table 58, 
the actual and predicted shipment patterns roughly coincide in the move­
ment of North Dakota barley. The same coincidence in shipping patterns 
exists far Minnesota, the second ranking state in 1954 in barley supply in 
the North Central region. Major differences between the two programs are 
attributable to the aggregative nature of the analysis. 
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Table 58. Actual and predicted barley shipments, 1954 
Origin Comparative volume of shipments to;3 
Kansas Kans.14(54)î So.Plains 15(8)j Mountain 3(37); 
Kans.City 59(0) 
Minnesota Minn.14(30); 111.1(9); Iowa 12(12); Minneapolis 47(64);b 
Lake 20(43) 
Nebraska Neb.0(86); Omaha 100(0); Mountain 0(14) 
North Dakota N.Dak.3(20); Minneapolis 84(69);** Minn. 13(0) 
South Dakota S .Dak.9(12); Kans.City 0(12); Minneapolis 60(62); 
Omaha 2(12); Lake 1(1); Iowa 16(0) 
aFirst number refers to actual shipments ; number in parenthesis 
refers to predicted shipments. All data in percent. 
Includes barley shipped over market without transit storage. 
6. Grain sorghum shipping patterns 
The derived and actual shipping patterns for grain sorghum are pre­
sented in Table 59. 
The two shipping patterns for grain sorghum in the three surplus re­
gions roughly coincide considering the analytical framework employed. The 
major differences in the two programs pertain to shipments from Nebraska 
to Kansas City and from Kansas City to the Delta and Southern Plains re­
gions. The former deviation is the result of Kansas City being a net sur­
plus region and the analytical framework employed which precluded shipment 
between surplus regions. The latter differences result from the compara­
tive cost advantage in shipment of grain sorghum from the selected Kansas 
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Table 59. Actual and predicted grain sorghum shipments, 1954 
Origin Comparative volume of shipments to;8 
Kansas Kans.58(89); Delta 2(4); So.Plains 8(5); Pacific 1(1); 
Mountain 17(1) 
Nebraska Neb.14(94)î 111.0(6); Kans.City 54(0) 
Kansas City 111.3(7); Ind.l(4); Iowa 3(7); Mo.18(36); Appal.6(18); 
Delta 24(0); So.Plains 16(0) 
aFirst number refers to actual shipments ; number in parenthesis 
refers to predicted shipments. All data in percent. 
point of origin to the Delta and Southern Plains regions. 
B. Comparisons of Grain Storage Patterns 
Grain storage costs constitute the second component of the cost ma­
trix involved in the determination of the least cost shipping-storage pro­
grams presented in Chapter VI. Average variable and marginal storage 
costs of a given type of grain as referred to in this analysis are depend­
ent upon the size of storage facility in which grain is stared. As indi­
cated in Chapter IV, considerable variation in bulk grain storage capacity 
existed in 1954 among types of plants within and among the 15 regions com­
prising the North Central United States. To the extent that economies of 
scale exist in the storage of grain, large scale storage facilities are 
utilized in preference to smaller scale storage facilities, ceterua 
paribus, in the minimization of total transfer costs for the group of 
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regions as a whole. To the extent that variation in the size of storage 
facilities existed between regions in 1954* the utilization of storage 
facilities in a given region and, thus, the interregional location of 
grain storage stocks would be affected under the cost minimization objec­
tives postulated in this analysis. 
It should be recalled that the least cost programs presented in Chap­
ter VI were the resultants of minimizing total transfer costs. Because 
transfer costs were defined to include the sum of the transportation and 
storage costs associated with a given plant activity, the locations! pat­
tern of grain storage stocks derived from the least cost program of Chap­
ter VI are not necessarily identical to a locations! pattern derived on 
the basis of minimization of grain storage costs only. The time and spa­
tial characteristics of the grain transfer activity require consideration 
of both the costs of storage associated with a given plant activity and 
the location of that plant with respect to the region of grain demand in­
volved in the given plant activity. Such considerations lead to utiliza­
tion of the higher cost storage facilities of a given plant if such stor­
age cost disadvantages are offset by a greater absolute advantage in terms 
of transportation costs associated with that plant activity in comparison 
to an alternative plant activity. Thus, in the minimization of total 
transfer costs for the system of regions as a whole, a premium is attached 
to storage facilities located "in position" with respect to a particular 
interregional movement of grain. 
The interregional location of grain storage stocks derived from the 
least cost shipping-storage programs of Chapter VI is presented in Table 
60. Utilization of plant storage facilities in each region is also indi-
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cated in Table 60. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the data presented in Table 60. 
First, approximately 28 percent or 4*436,000,000 bushel-months of the 
16,255,000,000 bushel-month storage capacity of the 15 regions was not 
utilized in 1954 in the storage of the six types of grain included in this 
analysis. Both the actual and predicted utilization of storage facilities 
relate to the average monthly utilization of storage facilities over the 
calendar year 1954. Actual utilization of facilities during a particular 
month may have deviated from this average. In percentage terms, the ac­
tual average utilization of storage facilities was higher for country ele­
vators than for terminal elevators, sub-terminal elevators and wholesale 
grain processing plants in the 15 regions as a whole. 
Average utilization of storage facilities in the 15 regions as a 
whole was higher for terminal elevators, sub-terminal elevators and whole­
sale grain processing plants in both relative and absolute terms in the 
least cost shipping-storage programs. Interregionally, the average per­
centage utilization of all types of storage facilities was generally high­
est in the five selected primary grain markets in both the actual and 
derived least cost programs. However, considerable differences in many 
regions are indicated in Table 60 between actual and predicted average 
utilization of facilities by type of plant. The least cost shipping-
storage programs indicate that terminal elevator, sub-terminal elevator 
and wholesale grain processing plant facilities would be utilized to a 
higher degree than country elevator storage facilities in each region. In 
sane regions the reverse arrangement actually existed in 1954. These dif­
ferences are most pronounced in the plains states of North Dakota, South 
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Table 60. Least cost location of grain storage stocks and utilization of 
storage facilities by type of plant, North Central United 
States, 1954 
Total Total _ 
Plant storage storage Utilization of storage capacity 
Region typeb volume0 capacity0 Predicted Actual 
Illinois 1 616 864 71.30 59.66 
2 724 724 100.00 62.04 
All types 1340 1588 84.38 61.00 
Indiana 1 451 564 79.96 91.81 
2 329 329 100.00 56.00 
All types 780 893 87.35 65.18 
Iowa 1 410 503 81.51 83.32 
2 541 541 100.00 63.60 
All types 951 1044 91.09 71.74 
Kansas 1 645 2209 29.10 82.79 
2 880 1156 76.12 86.03 
All types 1525 3365 45.35 83.98 
Minnesota 1 100 524 19.09 52.70 
2 528 648 81.48 44.14 
All types 628 1172 53.58 47.48 
Missouri 1 157 362 43.37 37.62 
2 237 253 93.68 39.51 
All types 394 615 64.07 38.68 
Nebraska 1 782 792 98.74 60.44 
2 159 159 100.00 79.68 
All types 941 951 98.95 63.89 
North Dakota 1 443 890 49.89 71.87 
2 56 56 100.00 59.20 
All types 499 946 52.75 70.95 
Ohio 1 377 504 74.80 71.13 
2 651 652 99.85 49.50 
All types 1028 1156 88.93 56.83 
QTotal storage volume as percent of total storage capacity. 
bpiant types 1 and 2 refer to country elevator and terminal elevator, 
sub-terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants, respectively. 
cIn bushel-months with millions emitted. 
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Table 60 (Continued) 
Region 
Plant 
type* 
Total 
storage 
volume0 
Total 
storage 
capacity0 
Utilization of storage capacity* 
Predicted Actual 
South Dakota 1 183 792 23.11 93.22 
2 12 12 100.00 44.20 
All types 195 804 24.25 91.48 
Chicago 2 657 657 100.00 69.88 
Kansas City 2 618 618 100.00 77.78 
Minneapolis 2 1639 1816 90.25 87.30 
Qnaha 2 190 194 97.94 83.86 
St. Louis 2 434 436 99.54 88.74 
Total 1 4164 8004 48.70 72.18 
2 7655 8251 92.78 70.95 
All types 11819 16255 72.67 71.45 
Dakota and Kansas. In relative terms, unutilized storage capacity was 
greatest in these same three states in the solutions of the least cost 
shipping-storage programs. 
Implications of these results must be considered carefully. The ex­
istence of unused storage capacity in 1954 is not necessarily indicative 
of the existence of excess storage capacity when sane different time 
period is considered. With the exception of Kansas, 1954 wheat production 
and faun sales were substantially lower in all states than in 1953 and 
immediately preceding years. Although 1954 wheat production in Kansas ex­
ceeded the production of 1953, it was well below 1952 production volume in 
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that state. Corn production in 1953 and 1954 was sharply lower in Missouri 
and moderately lower in Illinois and Iowa than in immediately preceding 
years. Farm sales of oats in 1954 were moderately higher in all states 
with the exception of North Dakota. However, the annual volume of oats 
entering commercial grain marketing channels is comparatively small. Soy­
bean production and farm sales were considerably higher in most states in 
1954 than in the preceding years. Thus, the unused storage capacity in 
some regions in 1954 may reflect, in part, the lower total grain handling 
volume of that year in comparison to immediately preceding years. 
In assessing the relationship between total grain handling volume and 
total storage capacity in the ten state area, it is important to consider 
the upward trend in the production and farm sales of corn, soybeans, bar­
ley and grain sorghum which has been occurring in recent years in most of 
the ten states included in this analysis.* If such trends persist into 
the future it is probable that the total handling and storage volume of 
the commercial sector of the grain marketing system will increase. Thus, 
although unused storage capacity existed in the ten state area in 1954, 
such capacity may be no more than adequate or perhaps less than adequate 
in the near future. 
The variability in production and farm sales of grain over time in 
the North Central United States creates an environment of uncertainty 
within which the grain merchant must formulate production plans. Given 
the entrepreneurial objective of maximizing the profit stream over time, 
uncertainty with respect to the expected level of the raw product input 
^Farrell, OP. cit. 
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supply functions or the demand functions facing a particular firm in the 
conduct of a particular business activity may call for flexibility in pro­
duction plans. For example, a grain merchant having formulated expecta­
tions of the future volume of raw grain input available to his plant may 
choose to establish a plant of a capacity other than that called for by 
the most probable expected volume of available raw grain input. For ex­
ample, he may establish a plant with capacity sufficiently large to accom­
modate the largest expected volume of raw product input if the potential 
marginal revenue from such added plant capacity exceeds the marginal cost 
of maintaining excess capacity in those years when the maximum volume is 
not attained. Similarly, plant capacity may be established at a level 
sufficiently large to accommodate the expected peak seasonal volume of raw 
grain input although excess capacity may exist at other times during the 
season. Thus, the observance of unused storage capacity at one point in 
time does not necessarily indicate an over-expansion in plant or industry 
storage capacity when the dynamic aspects of the industry are considered. 
Six types of grain are included in this analysis. Although these six 
types of grain constitute a high proportion of the total handling volume 
of plants in the ten state area, other commodities are of significance in 
some states. For example, flaxseed represented 13 and U percent of the 
total handling volume of plants in North Dakota and Minnesota, respec­
tively, in 1954-.* A sizeable volume of rye was stored by plants in Ill­
inois, Minnesota and North Dakota.* Had these commodities been included 
in the analysis average utilization of storage facilities in these states 
*Farrell, op. cit. 
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would have been higher than indicated in Table 60. 
The indication that storage facilities of terminal elevator, sub-
terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants would be utilized 
to a higher degree than country elevators under circumstances when the 
total transfer costs are minimized for the system of regions as a whole 
also must be interpreted carefully. Because storage costs were considered 
to be solely dependent upon the size of plant storage facilities, the gen­
erally larger scale facilities of the terminal elevator plants enjoyed a 
comparative cost advantage in the storage of a particular type of grain, 
tinder these circumstances storage facilities of country elevator plants 
were utilized only as the lower cost terminal elevator facilities became 
unavailable for assignment of storage volume. Where the two types of 
facilities represent truly alternative storage facilities in a spatial and 
functional sense, such allocative procedures are in keeping with the eco­
nomic environment in which storage actually takes place. Under analytical 
conditions postulated in this study each type of facility was assumed to 
be available at a common geographic point in a given region. However, had 
these plants been assumed to be spatially separated or had the function of 
the two types of plants been assumed to differ dependent upon the level of 
the marketing system in which they were located, the least cost allocative 
pattern might have differed from that presented in Table 60. For example, 
if the initial movement of grain had been required to be into country ele­
vator facilities (as a large proportion of the grain actually does move) 
and then into storage in either the same country elevator facilities or 
spatially removed terminal elevator, sub-terminal elevator or wholesale 
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grain processing plant facilities, utilization of storage facilities of 
country elevators might have been higher than indicated above. 
These and other analytical refinements were duly considered during 
formulation of the analytical framework but were not introduced into the 
analysis because of either lack of sufficient data or restrictions imposed 
by available research resources. However, the accepted analytical frame­
work is sufficiently detailed to permit comprehensive consideration of 
most of the important determinants of the storage stock location problem. 
The results of the analysis are sufficiently precise to permit considera­
tion of many of the broad issues involved in the economic location of 
storage stocks. 
It is apparent from Table 60 that unused storage capacity under least 
cost conditions was greatest in the plains states of North Dakota, South 
Dakota and Kansas. Because the results presented in Table 60 are those 
resulting from a condition of spatial equilibrium involving 23 regions of 
the country, it is important to appreciate that the indicated utilization 
of storage facilities in these areas is simultaneously dependent upon the 
magnitude of each of the specified determinants in each of the 23 regions. 
For example, utilization of storage facilities in Kansas under the least 
cost objectives accepted in this analysis are dependent upon the magnitude 
of such determinants as the storage volume of other types of grain, s toil­
age capacity and grain requirements in each of the 23 regions. There is 
considerable variability over time surrounding the regional magnitudes of 
seme of these determinants such as grain supply and grain requirements. 
Changes in the magnitude of either of these variables in any one region 
may be transmitted through a spatial framework and thus affect utilization 
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of storage facilities in other regions. It is thus extremely difficult to 
generalize from results indicated above to other periods of time. Such 
generalizations would require a dynamic or comparative static equilibrium 
analysis not undertaken in this study. Thus, while precise, quantitative 
conclusions beyond those specified above cannot be attained on the basis 
of this analysis, several general conclusions can be reached. 
Wheat is the dominant grain produced and stored in facilities of the 
plains states. As previously indicated, the volume of wheat produced and 
therefore the volune of wheat handled by grain marketing plants in 1954 
was considerably lower than in 1953 or immediately preceding years in each 
of the three states in question. Thus, with given total plant storage 
capacity, utilization of storage facilities in those states in 1954 may 
have been lower than in immediately preceding years. In considering 
whether the 1954 total plant capacity of these states was or will be in 
excess of grain storage requirements in years following 1954, it should be 
borne in mind that there has been a pronounced downward trend in wheat 
1 
production in these states in recent years. However, this downward trend 
has at least in part been offset by upward trends in the production of 
such grains as grain sorghum and barley and the increased carryover of 
wheat ft*am year to year.* The probability of these trends continuing into 
the future is dependent, in part, upon the nature of future government 
agricultural policies and programs. Bearing in mind all such matters and 
the empirical results of this analysis, it can reasonably be concluded 
that the total plant storage capacity in these regions appears to be quite 
^"Farrell, on. cit. 
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adequate in comparison to other regions during the short run future. 
Stated differently, the rate at which storage facilities in the plains 
states will need to be expanded in the near future appears to be much low­
er than in certain other regions of the North Central United States, par-
* 
ticularly the central com belt area. 
The comparatively high degree to which storage facilities of the cen­
tral and eastern com belt states were utilized in the least cost solu­
tions must, in large part, be attributed to the comparatively high value 
of the ratio of total grain supply to total storage capacity in these re­
gions . In many instances th.g mean and median plant storage capacity in 
these states were smaller than in the plains states for comparable types 
of facilities thus resulting in higher average and marginal plant storage 
costs in the com belt states. However, the facilities of the com belt 
states are located relatively closer to the major grain consuming areas of 
the east and southeast sections of the country, thus tending to offset the 
storage cost advantages of the plains states when average and marginal 
transfer costs are considered. Such conclusions emphasize that in the 
future expansion of storage facilities consideration of both the scale of 
storage operations and the location of plant facilities should be consid­
ered in the interests of achieving economic efficiency. 
# 
These conclusions are substantiated by a recent survey of the United 
States Department of Agriculture which indicates that the relative in­
crease in commercial, off-fann storage facilities has been generally lower 
in the plains states than in the central and eastern com belt areas. The 
increase in total storage capacity of such facilities between 1954 and 
1958 was 5 percent in Minnesota, 26 percent in North Dakota, 30 percent in 
Illinois, 36 percent in South Dakota, 37 percent in Kansas, 40 percent in 
Indiana and 74 percent in Iowa. See U. S. Dept. Agriculture. [Release] 
1039-58. April 16, 1958. (Mimeo.). 
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Utilization of plant facilities at primary grain markets was gener­
ally higher than in other regions. The comparatively high degree of uti­
lization of such facilities is in part attributable to the lower average 
and marginal storage costs of such plants. However, the strategic loca­
tion of such markets with respect to major grain supply and demand areas 
coupled with a freight rate structure which permits storage in transit 
also favors location of storage stocks in these markets. The assumption 
that the excess supply of grain which existed in several regions could be 
stored in nearby terminal markets without transportation costs attached to 
the movement of such grain, had the effect of increasing the storage vol­
ume and utilization of storage facilities in the primary markets above 
that which would have resulted had such stocks been stored in the region 
in which they occurred. The movement of excess stocks of wheat from North 
Dakota and Kansas to Minneapolis and Kansas City, respectively, reduced 
storage volume and utilization of storage facilities in those regions from 
the levels which would have resulted had the excess stocks been stored in 
the region in which they occurred. Because storage costs in these ter­
minal markets were generally lower than in the region in which the excess 
supply occurred and because plants in such markets have access to a large 
number of potential grain consuming areas, location of stocks in these 
markets permitted a substantial reduction in total transfer costs in 1954. 
The distribution of grain storage stocks by type of grain and by re­
gion resulting frcm the least cost shipping-storage programs and the 
actual distribution of 1954 is indicated in Table 61. 
As indicated in Table 61, the interregional distribution of each of 
the six types of grain resulting from the linear programming analyses 
Table 61. Distribution of grain storage stocks, actual and predicted, by type of grain, North 
Central United States, 1954* 
Commodity 
Wheat Corn Soybeans Oats 
Region Act. Pred. Act. Pred. Act. 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
2.50 
1.99 
1.44 
2.64 
5.73 
1.35 
16.08 
4.84 
18.69 
22.55 
8.18 
14.83 
28.57 
7.15 
17.05 
28.68 9.68 
11.47 15.69 
19.20 14.69 
Barley 
9.50 
4.56 
14.62 
0.44 
0.17 
0.98 
Grain 
sarehum 
2.06 
0.82 
1.23 0.14 
Total 
six grains 
8.28 11.60 
3.89 6.75 
7.11 8.23 
Kansas 44.83 23.03 2.45 1.75 1.80 1.83 2.90 3.13 1.38 2.67 81.31 12.85 27.69 13.00 
Minnesota 3.95 7.58 5.18 0.61 5.76 5.57 9.53 6.74 9.06 8.85 5.10 5.44 
Missouri 2.26 1.99 3.07 4.23 5.40 5.24 4.75 5.03 2.57 5.56 9.65 0.89 3.10 3.41 
Nebraska 6.11 9.65 13.26 10.11 0.28 0.75 1.99 4.56 0.29 1.44 2.38 2.68 5.93 8.14 
N. Dakota 5.63 5.86 7.35 10.26 18.84 3.70 4.75 2.22 
Ohio 5.10 8.50 7.36 9.47 10.31 12.63 7.51 7.50 0.49 1.85 0.34 5.92 8.90 
S. Dakota 2.50 0.78 5.57 2.73 0.29 1.16 9.68 4.27 1.61 0.62 0.16 3.15 1.69 
Chicago 2.58 4.60 5.73 4.87 7.57 7.31 3.99 9.21 6.30 11.11 3.97 5.69 
Kansas 
City 7.65 8.27 1.99 3.06 2.42 1.33 0.46 0.47 0.22 0.62 4.33 2.68 5.07 5.35 
Minneapolis 8.98 12.39 10.64 12.10 10.14 4.66 6.15 19.66 56.47 58.23 11.75 14.17 
Ctaaha 1.85 2.86 2.03 0.67 0.18 2.68 0.19 0.09 1.03 1.15 1.62 1.64 
St. Louis 2.63 4.77 3.11 4.84 3.08 0.17 2.95 0.30 1.09 0.21 0.54 0.90 2.67 3.76 
aAll data in percent. 
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closely approximates the actual interregional distribution in 1954. In 
general, a somewhat higher proportion of the total storage volume of each 
of the six types of grain is stored in the five selected primary grain 
markets in the least cost shipping-storage programs than in the actual 
case in 1954. The major deviation of the predicted distribution pattern 
frcm the actual pattern is in the case of wheat where under conditions of 
minimum total transfer costs the relative amount of wheat stored in Kansas 
would be approximately 25 percent less than indicated in the actual dis­
tribution pattern. With this exception, the actual distribution of stocks 
of each type of grain in 1954 does not appear to be substantially at vail­
lance with the predicted distribution resulting fran the least cost 
shipping-storage analyses. 
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VIII. CRITIQUE 
At the completion of any empirical research project the analyst can 
usually offer suggestions whereby the applied analytical framework and the 
analytical technique may be extended or altered to permit consideration of 
additional facets related to the delimited problem area. The comments 
which follow indicate limitations of the preceding analyses, possible 
methods by which the analyses might be extended and the applicability of 
the applied research technique in the empirical solution of grain market­
ing problems related to the problem area delimited in this study. 
A. Analytical Framework 
In formulating spatial equilibrium models one is torn between the 
ends of reality and manageability. Decisions which result in the storage 
and spatial movement of grain are made by a vast number of firms. The 
ultimate rigor in analysis would necessitate the investigation of spatial 
relations between each grain producing, grain marketing and grain consum­
ing plant or firm. The magnitude of this problem makes such an analysis 
impractical. Thus, some degree of spatial aggregation is necessary. In 
the end, the optimum scope and degree of aggregation in a given analysis 
will be a function of the specific objectives to be fulfilled and the re­
sources available to the research worker. Because one or more of the six 
types of grain included in this analysis is produced as well as consumed 
in each of the 23 selected regions of the country and because commercial 
grain storage facilities exist in each of the 23 regions, the foregoing 
analysis would have been more extensive and more rigorous an a spatial 
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basis had all such spatial equilibrium determinants been included. Logic­
ally, spatial equilibrium in the shipping-storage of grain is dependent 
upon the magnitude of each of the defined determinants in each of the 
interrelated regions. To the extent that the foregoing analysis did not 
include all such determinants it must be considered as a partial or 
"closed-end" analysis. Similarly, added scope and realism would have been 
achieved had certain of the areas been less highly spatially aggregated. 
For example, had it been possible to include each crop reporting district 
of the ten North Central states as a distinct region, the deviations of 
the actual and least cost grain shipping programs attributable to cross-
hauling of grain might have been less frequent. Added analytical realism 
and scope would have been achieved by including additional transit or 
primary grain markets as separate regions. The inclusion of certain im­
portant grain export markets and consideration of the grain freight struc­
ture attached to these markets would have been desirable in the interests 
of achieving optimum scope and realism in the analysis. The scope of the 
analysis could also be extended by explicit consideration of government-
owned grain stocks and storage facilities. 
Milling demand for wheat is usually expressed in terms of various 
wheat classes such as hard red spring, hard red winter and hard or soft 
winter wheat. Production of each class of wheat is geographically spe­
cialized within the North Central United States. Thus, had estimates of 
the various determinants of the least cost program been available by class 
of wheat, the scope of the analysis could have been realistically ex­
tended. 
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In certain instances additional analytical rigor could have been 
achieved by the introduction of truck or barge grain transport rates. For 
example, had truck rates associated with the movement of com into Miss­
ouri, the Delta and Southern Plains regions fran such regions as Iowa, 
Minnesota and Illinois been available, it would have been possible to use 
these lower transport costs coupled with a volume restriction to conform 
more closely with the actual situation than was possible by use of rail 
freight rates only. However, truck rates associated with the movement of 
agricultural products are not regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commis­
sion and thus are not as readily available as rail freight rates for re­
search purposes. 
The rail freight rate between each pair of regions was the prevailing 
rate between the selected origin and destination of each region. In sane 
instances these may have been comparatively little grain produced and 
shipped from a particular selected point of origin. Similarly, there may 
have been cooperatively little grain received at certain selected points 
of destination. In these instances a regional freight rate closer in con­
formity with the freight rate at which grain actually moved could have 
been secured by obtaining the freight rate from a point in each crop re­
porting district of the supplying state to a selected destination and then 
weighting each rate by the total supply of grain in the crop reporting 
district to obtain a weighted average regional freight rate. A similar 
weighting procedure could logically have been used on the destination end. 
However, the securing of freight rates, particularly between points for 
which an actual movement does not exist, is an extremely time consuming 
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procedure. In the case of this study, budget restrictions ruled out the 
obtaining of such information as that suggested above. 
These and other refinements of the analytical framework were care­
fully considered in the initial stages of project femulation. The ulti­
mate restriction which prevented inclusion of such refinements was the 
availability of research resources. In certain instances lack of data and 
lack of comparability in available data constituted more immediate bar­
riers to extension of the analytical framework. The rapidity with which 
the linear programming computational burden increases as additional re­
gions or as additional determinants in given regions are included imposes 
a severe demand on research resources when such computations are made by 
hand. This computational restriction should be less severe as high speed 
computing machines become more readily available and as programs are 
written for these machines. 
The foregoing comments suggest possible methods by which the scope of 
the analysis could be extended to permit a more rigorous spatial analysis 
within the analytical framework defined in this study. In addition to 
including additional regions in a spatial analysis, added analytical rigor 
might possibly be achieved by further refinements in the type of data in­
cluded for any given region. Grain storage costs, as used in the fore­
going analysis, were derived from a storage cost function relating to the 
storage of corn in Iowa. For any given length of storage, average vari­
able and marginal storage costs were considered equal for all types of 
grain stored in a given storage plant. This assumption was necessitated 
by the lack of reliable information relating to storage costs of grain 
other than corn. To the extent that physiological differences exist among 
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the six types of grain, there may be differences in the costs of storage 
among these grains. Knowledge of these differences would permit added 
analytical rigor. Average variable and marginal storage costs were also 
considered as equal between plants of a given type, between types of 
plants within and between regions for any given plant storage capacity and 
for a given type of grain. This assumption that storage costs were equal 
between plants of given type in a given region was substantiated by the 
Iowa cost study. However, it may be that differences did exist in 1954 
between types of plant in a given region and between regions for a given 
type of plant dependent upon such matters as age, type and condition of 
storage plants. While such refinements were not possible in this study 
because of lack of information, knowledge of differences in regional stor­
age costs would permit added analytical rigor. 
Increased analytical scope and rigor could perhaps also be achieved 
by modification of the accepted analytical framework itself. The fore­
going analysis was predicated upon conditions which would exist under cir­
cumstances where a monopolistic fiim encompassed the entire interregional 
grain marketing system or analagously under conditions of perfect competi­
tion in the shipping and storage of grain. In actuality, decisions re­
lating to the shipment and storage of grain are made simultaneously by a 
large number of individuals through a system of markets where existing or 
expected price of grain is simultaneously an expression and a motivation 
of these decisions. In keeping with the requirements of the transporta­
tion model, the supply and requirements of grain in each region were con­
sidered as predetermined entities independent of a price variable. Logic­
ally, and as has been empirically demonstrated, grain supply and demand 
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functions are positively and negatively sloped respectively. A more pene­
trating spatial analysis would be possible by the inclusion of regional 
grain supply and demand functions. This type of model is referred to by 
Fox as a spatial equilibrium model.^ Such a model permits explicit con­
sideration of the allocative function actually performed by regional grain 
prices. 
With the inclusion of regional grain supply and demand functions the 
spatial equilibrium model could efficiently utilize the other types of 
data included in the foregoing analyses based upon the transportation 
model. An analysis based upon the spatial equilibrium model oriented to­
ward the grain shipping-storage activities of the commercial grain market­
ing system would require specification of regional grain supply and demand 
functions at that level of the marketing system. Although sufficient em­
pirical studies are not presently available to permit the suggested analy­
sis, future research projects in grain marketing might profitably be 
* 
undertaken to provide the necessary estimates of the relevant parameters. 
The foregoing analysis of grain shipping-storage relationships con­
cerned only the net relationships among the various determinants for the 
calendar year 1954» As previously indicated, use of the net yearly value 
Fax, A spatial equilibrium model of the livestock-feed economy in 
the United States, p. 584. 
# 
With sufficient information it might be possible to construct rea­
sonably accurate grain supply and demand functions at the commercial mar­
keting level frco presently existing estimates of such functions at the 
faun level. However, additional research is probably required to estab­
lish the nature of these functions in various regions of the country. Such 
research is proposed under North Central Grain Marketing project N.C.M.-19, 
a successor to the project upon which this study has been based. 
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of the various determinants did not permit consideration of seasonal or 
within year grain movement or storage relationships. Deviations of the 
predicted shipping-storage programs from the actual shipping and storage 
patterns may in part be attributed to this aggregation in time to the 
extent that the regional values of each of the determinants may have 
differed seasonally within the calendar year. Spatial equilibrium 
analysis of the shipping and storage patterns using quarterly data might 
permit results more consistent with the actual patterns which existed 
in 1954. Use of quarterly data would permit more explicit treatment of 
the problems associated with seasonal variation in the marketing and 
supply of the various types of grain included in this analysis. For 
example, if reliable estimates of the value of each of the determinants 
used in the preceding analysis had been available on a quarterly basis, 
it would have been possible to have conducted a comparative static 
analysis whereby the carryover stocks of a given quarter became part of 
the supply of grain in storage facilities in the succeeding quarter. 
The number of related time periods which should optimally be included 
in such a comparative static analysis is dependent upon the nature of 
the seasonal variation in the various determinants. It is conceivable 
that such considerations might indicate the necessity of monthly data. 
However, under the present scheduling of reports on such information 
as stocks in storage, it is doubtful that an analysis based upon time 
periods shorter than yearly quarters would be possible. 
As indicated elsewhere the marketing of grain is not uniform over 
the year. Seasonally, the volume of grain entering commercial grain 
marketing channells is largest during the harvesting period for the six 
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types of grain included in the analysis. Such peak movements are 
particularly pronounced in the case of wheat and grain sorghum produced 
in the plains states. Such peaks in the marketing patterns of grain 
lead to intraseasonal grain storage problems. Storage capacity of com­
mercial grain marketing institutions is comparatively highly utilized 
at harvest time in the plains states. As indicated above, data lim­
itations prohibited explicit consideration of storage facility utili­
zation within the calendar year 1954. One method of approaching the 
problem associated with seasonal utilization of storage facilities 
would be to determine the least cost arrangement of storage stocks at 
the time of peak harvesting volume. Given the least cost arrangement 
of stocks at the peak harvesting period and assuming that regional 
disappearance of grain was uniform over the year the least cost stor­
age stock location for the year as a whole would probably be the same 
as that at the time of peak marketing volume. This procedure would 
permit explicit consideration of time difference in the occurrence 
of seasonal peaks among the various grains. The procedure would avoid 
use of the average grain marketing volume data used in the above 
analysis. However, more rigorous analysis would be achieved by con­
sidering each of the 12 months as a separate time period and introducing 
values of the various determinants on a monthly basis. In this type of 
analytical model the carryover of the preceding time period would become 
one of the determinants in the succeeding time period. 
The completed analysis and the comparative static analysis suggested 
above does not permit consideration of the economic dynamics of the grain 
marketing system. Time enters into the completed analysis in an implicit 
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fashion in that the defined grain transfer activity spans both time and 
space. However, the analysis was not concerned with structural relations 
among variables over time. Conceptually, a truly dynamic model would in­
volve the inclusion of behavior functions which would predict changes in 
a given variable resulting from changes or expected changes in other 
structurally related variables. Such relationships, while conceptually 
plausible, are likely to be extremely difficult to determine empirically. 
The foregoing analysis did not consider the uncertainty which sur­
rounds the value of many of the determinants over time. Data limitations 
required that the objectives of the analysis be confined to the calendar 
year 1954. It was assumed that grain shipping and storage activities of 
that year were independent of events in preceding or succeeding time peri­
ods.. These analytical limitations are of comparatively minor significance 
in the private sector of the commercial grain marketing system. Histori­
cally, the volume of privately-owned grain carried over from year to year 
in commercial channels has been comparatively small.^ However, in a pub­
lic grain storage program designed to stabilize supply and prices of grain 
over several years, the year-to-year carryover of grain may be substan­
tial. Furthermore, the optimum location of carryover stocks will in part 
be dependent upon expected variability in the supply of and demand for 
grain in various regions of the country. In such public policy problems 
^Geoffrey Shepherd and David G. Patterson. The proper size and loca­
tion of corn stabilization stocks. Iowa Agricultural Exp. Sta. Bui. 321. 
1943. p. 13; and U. S. Congress. Senate. Reserve levels for s tor able 
faim products. May 13, 1952 . 82nd Cong., 2d s ess., S. Doc. 130. Wash­
ington, D. C., U. S. Govt. Print. Off. 1952. p. 8. 
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seme provision must be made for the uncertainty attendant upon such vari­
ables . One possible method of permitting consideration of uncertainty in 
such a variable as grain production within a spatial equilibrium model 
framework of analysis would be to use expected values discounted for un­
certainty. Because such stabilization programs are public programs, the 
responsibility of formulating expectations as well as the discounting of 
such expectations for uncertainty would be the responsibility of respon­
sible public officials. The reduced single-valued expectations may then 
be used in a spatial analysis permitting considerably more rigor in making 
decisions as to the location of stocks than would be possible by more sub­
jective procedures. 
B. Analytical Technique 
The mathematical programming technique employed in this analysis is a 
valuable analytical tool which is capable of supplying quantitative an­
swers to many economic questions which arise with respect to the spatial 
aspects of economic activity. In marketing, it seems that mathematical 
programming will find increasingly wider application in aiding in the 
solution of both micro-economic or plant problems and in the solution of 
macro-economic or industry problems. tinder conditions where the formal 
requirements of the programming technique can be fulfilled and where suf­
ficient and reliable data are available for programming purposes, the 
technique possesses great potential in the solution of questions concern­
ing public policy and programs which have heretofore been the subject of 
semi-quantitative or qualitative research. Just as economics is referred 
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to as an integrating science, mathematical programming may be looked upon 
as a tool of analysis which permits the integration of economic data in a 
systematized manner to yield solution to multi-variate problems. In many 
instances, as in the case of this study, the formal requirements of the 
programming technique can be fulfilled by modifications of the empirical 
framework. The linearity requirements of the models can often be approx­
imated to provide reasonably accurate solutions to many marketing prob­
lems . 
The applicability of linear programming models to a number of differ­
ent types of grain marketing problems is evident from the foregoing analy­
sis. While the technique was applied to a short run grain storage problem 
in this study, it could be of considerable value in aiding in the solution 
of such problems as the long run, least cost location of storage stocks 
and storage facilities. The technique may be of considerable significance 
in the long and short run planning problems of a central action agency 
such as the Commodity Credit Corporation which is charged with the respon­
sibility of locating government-owned grain storage stocks and storage 
facilities. The technique is also of considerable potential significance 
in assisting in solution of problems associated with the grain procurement 
and product distribution programs of grain processing plants as well as 
providing answers to questions related to intraplant utilization of facil­
ities . 
The technique provides a means by which the impact of changes in 
transportation rates upon producers, marketing firms or major grain mar­
kets may be evaluated. In addition, it provides a means by which the im­
pacts of transportation innovations such as the St. Lawrence Seaway can be 
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evaluated in terms of the location of new economic activity or in terms of 
utilization of existing marketing facilities. In other cases, the linear 
programming technique could be used in partially resolving transportation 
policy problems such as those which the Interstate Commerce Commission is 
so frequently called upon to arbitrate and pass decisions. 
Limitations in linear programming analyses are more readily apparent 
in the degree to which the formal requirements of the model are or can be 
fulfilled than in the technique itself. Given reliable data which ful­
fills the programming requirements, the one limitation appears to be the 
inability to generalize from the results of the programming analysis. A 
particular linear programming solution is the result of a unique combina­
tion of a set of variables the values of which have been precisely stated. 
A change in value of one variable usually requires reccmputation of a 
large part or all of the program. 
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Summary 
Considerations of aggregative resource use in the storage of grain 
have revolved about two basic questions : (1) what is the optimum inter-
seasonal level of grain storage stocks? (2) what is the optimum inter­
temporal location of grain storage stocks? These resource use problems 
have become of increasing significance in recent years as a result of the 
expansion in capacity of commercial grain storage facilities, the in­
creased volume of grain carried over from year to year, the concentration 
of stocks in certain parts of the country and the direct participation of 
government in the marketing of grain. Recent developments in econometrics 
have provided an operationally feasible analytical technique by which such 
problems can be approached quantitatively. 
The basic objective of the foregoing empirical analysis was to deter­
mine the least cost location of commercial grain stocks in a ten state 
area of the North Central United States in the calendar year 1954. Utili­
zation of commercial grain storage facilities in the ten state area and 
the interregional shipping pattern of six types of grain in 1954 were 
simultaneously determined in fulfillment of the basic objective. Esti­
mates of the magnitude of the various determinants of the location problem 
were obtained frcm a cooperative North Central regional grain marketing 
project concurrently conducted in each of ten states during 1954 and 1955. 
Linear programming was employed in the empirical solution of the problem. 
Because grain is produced seasonally but is consumed continuously 
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over time, storage is necessary to satisfy consumer demand for grain with 
respect to time. Many areas of the country are not self-sufficient in the 
production of grain thus necessitating the movement of grain in space. 
This joint production activity in which commercial grain marketing firms 
engage has been designated in this study as the grain transfer activity -
a production activity spanning both time and space. Commercial grain mar­
keting firms located in various regions of the country simultaneously 
undertake this activity in response to economic incentives. Such activi­
ties are facilitated and coordinated by an extensive system of markets in 
which consumer demand or expected consumer demand for grain in time and 
space are expressed. Interregional competition prevails among firms con­
ducting the grain transfer activity. Under conditions of a perfect market 
in time and space and given the participating firms' objectives of maxi­
mizing profit, the transfer activity would be performed with least possible 
outlay of economic resources in the system as a whole. Undar such market 
conditions during a defined period of time, spatial equilibrium would re­
sult among firms within and between regions under which condition the mar­
ginal expenditure in the transfer activity would be equal among firms 
* 
within and between geographic regions. The concept of the perfect market 
in time and space provided the basis from which the model employed in the 
empirical solution of the storage stock location problem was constructed. 
The use of such a model does not imply that conditions of the perfect mar­
ket prevail in the storage and transportation of grain; such a model rep­
resents a norm against which the actual performance of the industry may 
Such conditions require that each plant simultaneously be of optimum 
economic size. 
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be evaluated. 
The determinants of the generalized grain stock location problem are 
implied in the foregoing paragraph. In brief, they are (l) regional grain 
supply, (2) regional grain requirements, (3) regional grain storage capac­
ity and costs, and (4) interregional transportation costs during a defined 
period of time. In the most generalized case, regional grain supply and 
grain requirements would be functionally dependent upon price of grain. 
Storage costs in a given plant would be dependent upon grain storage vol­
ume. The scope of this analysis was confined in several respects to con­
form with limitations imposed by available research resources and the 
availability of certain types of secondary data. 
First, the analysis was concerned with short run considerations of 
the storage stock location problem. Specifically, the analysis was lim­
ited to the calendar year 1954• This 12 month period was considered as a 
self-contained time period independent of events in other time periods. 
Furthermore, the analysis was confined to consideration of the least cost 
location of six types of grain storage stocks in specified commercial mar­
keting facilities of the ten state area of the North Central United 
States. Research budget restrictions prohibited explicit consideration of 
grain storage facilities located in other states and cn farms or owned by 
the Commodity Credit Corporation within the ten state area. Supply and 
requirements of grain were regarded as predetermined in each region. 
Plant storage capacity of each region was considered as fixed during 1954. 
Average variable and marginal storage costs in a given plant were regarded 
as constant in the storage of a given type of grain. The level of plant 
storage costs varied between plants dependent upon plant storage capacity 
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and between grains in a given plant dependent upon the average length of 
storage of that grain. Interregional transportation costs were obtained 
between each surplus and deficit producing region for each of six types of 
grain in 1954-• For the purposes of obtaining comparative interregional 
transportation costs, rail freight rates were obtained between points lo­
cated in the approximate geographic center of each region. Total trans­
portation costs between each pair of regions was a linear function of the 
volume of grain shipped. 
The six derived programs involved wheat, com, soybeans, oats, bar­
ley and grain sorghum. A total of 23 regions was considered in each pro­
gram. In each of the 15 regions comprising the ten state area of the 
North Central United States (each of the ten states and five primary or 
terminal grain markets) the transfer activity was subject to three basic 
restrictions - supply and requirements of grain and available storage 
capacity. Grain supply and available storage capacity in the eight exog­
enous regions were set equal to zero for the reasons previously cited. 
Grain requirements in each of these eight regions consisted of the total 
volume of grain received in the region in 1954 from country elevator, ter­
minal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants located in the 
remaining 15 regions of the total North Central Region. Supply of grain 
in these 15 regions consisted of the January 1, 1954 off-farm, non­
government owned carryover of grain in each region, the volume of grain 
received at participating plants from farmers in 1954, and the volume of 
grain received at participating plants ftcm sources outside the ten state 
North Central area. Requirements of grain in each of the 15 regions were 
defined as the net requirements during 1954 considering total supply, 
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inshipments, outshipments and January 1, 1955 carryover of grain in each 
region. Countiy elevator plants were segregated in three groups based 
upon storage capacity in each region where such plants were located. A 
similar categorization of terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing 
plants was made. In each case the mean plant storage capacity of each 
group of plants was used for purposes of deriving average variable and 
marginal storage costs at which a volume of grain equal to the total stor­
age capacity of the group of plants could be stored. 
The grain transfer activity involved both time and space. Buyers of 
grain from commercial marketing firms purchase a product the value of 
which has been augmented by storage. In effect such buyers purchase 
"bushel-months" of grain. The length of storage of a given type of grain 
prior to the time it is shipped from a commercial grain marketing plant 
varies from less than one month to as long as 12 months in a given year. 
To provide a time dimension on the product of the transfer activity, 
regional supply and requirements of grain were multiplied by the average 
number of months each type of grain remained in the storage facilities of 
participating plants. A plant activity was defined as the production of 
"bushel-months" of grain delivered to a specified destination. Because 
the bushel storage volume of a given plant may exceed the bushel storage 
capacity of the plant depending upon the rate of inventory turnover, the 
bushel capacity of each group of plants was multiplied by 12 to indicate 
the maximum bushel-months of storage available in that group during the 
year 1954. Cast in these terms, the least cost location of storage stocks 
was not simply a matter of minimizing total storage costs for the system 
of regions, but one of determining the least cost s hipping-s tarage pat­
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terns of each of the six types of grain included. The analytical frame­
work recognized consumer requirements for grain in both time and space. 
It also served to emphasize the point that both the size of storage facil­
ities and location of storage facilities are of significance in economi­
cally efficient resource use in the storage of grain. 
The linear programming solution of the transfer cost minimization 
problem just outlined involved the solution of a set of simultaneous lin­
ear equations subject to linear inequalities. Values of the various 
regional determinants of the least cost grain shipping-storage patterns 
were introduced into a special linear programming model formally known as 
the transportation model. For problems which meet the requirements of 
this model special computing routines are possible. For their purpose, 
these computational techniques are more efficient than the more commonly 
used simplex methods of linear programming. The major requirements of the 
model are: (1) homogeneous resources or products, (2) supply and require­
ments of the resource or product are known and total supply is equal to 
total requirements in the system of regions as a whole, (3) costs asso­
ciated with the activity are constant irrespective of the level at which 
the activity is conducted, (4) there is an objective to be maximized or 
minimized, and (5) activities can be carried on only at non-negative 
levels. 
The transportation model requirement that total supply of the product 
must equal total requirement of the product for the system of regions as a 
whole was fulfilled by inclusion of a dummy destination or excess supply 
variable for each grain shipping-storage activity included in the six pro­
gramming matrices. Shipping-storage activities in each of the 15 regions 
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comprising the ten states of the North Central Region were defined to per­
mit storage in plants in the grain originating region, storage in transit 
in the five selected primary grain markets or storage in plants at the 
destination where such regions possessed storage facilities. Because six 
types of grain were included in the analysis, the programs were succes-
* 
sively solved by type of grain. Available storage capacity in each re­
gion for storage of a particular type of grain consisted of the net plant 
storage capacity after storage requirements of preceding grains had been 
met. 
Examination of storage and transportation costs indicated the infea-
sibility of crosshauling grain between surplus regions. Thus, the entire 
grain requirements of each surplus region were completely fulfilled from 
the supply of that region. Similarly, the entire available supply of a 
deficit producing region was retained in that region in partial fulfill­
ment of the region's requirements. Such quantities were given priority in 
the use of a particular region's storage facilities. The net remaining 
supply of each region was then considered available for shipment to other 
regions. In the case of each grain, residual or excess stocks of grain 
were assigned to storage facilities in the region in which the excess 
occurred or in nearby terminal markets. Such assignments were made only 
after the total volume of the six types of grain involved in interregional 
trade had been accommodated in storage. 
The six least cost shipping-storage programs and excess stock allo­
cation were presented in Chapter VI. Comparison of the least cost ship-
# 
Order or programming was wheat, corn, soybeans, oats, barley and 
grain sorghum. 
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ping and storage programs to the actual shipping and storage patterns of 
1954 for each of the six types of grain was made in Chapter VII. Devia­
tions between the predicted and actual shipping patterns appeared to be 
the result of the considerable volume of grain actually crosshauled be­
tween regions in 1954, certain peripheral movements from the designated 
regions not encompassed in the analytical framework and, in some in­
stances , transportation cost advantages possessed by certain regions or 
parts of regions not indicated in the least cost programs. 
Differences in the predicted and actual utilization of storage facil­
ities were encountered. Generally, the utilization of terminal elevator 
and wholesale grain processing storage facilities was higher under the 
predicted least cost shipping-storage pattern than under actual conditions 
of 1954. Conversely, utilization of country elevator facilities was ac­
tually higher in 1954 than that predicted from solution of the least cost 
shipping-storage programs. In both the actual and predicted utilization 
patterns, storage facilities of the plains states were less fully utilized 
than in the central and eastern com belt areas of the North Central 
Region. Utilization of facilities in the plains states was lower in the 
predicted utilization pattern than under actual 1954 conditions. The 
major deviation between the actual and predicted location of storage 
stocks by region was in the case of wheat. The least cost program called 
for a smaller proportion of total wheat stocks to be located in the plains 
states of Kansas, North Dakota and South Dakota and relatively more wheat 
to be located in tenninal markets such as Kansas City and Minneapolis 
located in proximity to the major wheat producing areas. 
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In Chapter VII a critique of the analytical framework and technique 
were presented in which suggestions were made as to possible means of ex­
tending the analytical framework and technique to grain marketing problems 
related to the one considered in this study. 
B. Conclusions 
The basic objective of the foregoing analysis was to determine the 
least cost location of commercial grain storage stocks in a ten state area 
of the North Central United States in 1954-. The achievement of that basic 
objective required (a) the determination and description of the institu­
tional and economic characteristics of the commercial grain marketing 
system, (b) the construction of an operationally feasible analytical mod­
el, and (c) application of available data to the analytical model. The 
major conclusions reached as a result of the study can be best presented 
in terms of the basic objective and the three procedural stages described 
above. 
(1) Bulk grain storage capacity of country elevator, terminal eleva­
tor and wholesale grain processing plants in the North Central United 
States in 1954 varied from no storage capacity in the case of seme whole­
sale grain processing plants to over 10,000,000 bushels in the case of 
seme tenninal elevator plants. To the extent that economies of scale ex­
ist in the storage of grain, storage costs differed among these plants. 
(2) Grain marketing plants located in terminal or primary grain mar­
kets have access to extensive grain supply and demand areas by virtue of 
the fact that such plants are located at the confluence of a vast network 
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of transportation media. The storage capacity of plants in terminal mar­
kets generally exceeded the capacity of interior grain marketing plants. 
The rail freight rate structure for grain providing for storage in transit 
permitted grain to be stored in tenninal markets for later reshipment 
without penalty in terms of transportation costs. 
(3) Storage of grain is undertaken to satisfy consumer demand for 
grain in time. However, consumers of grain demand grain at a given place 
as well as at a given time. In considering the least cost location of 
grain storage stocks both properties of consumer demand must be consid­
ered. 
(4) In the short run when plant storage capacity is fixed grain must 
be stored in existing storage facilities. Given the objective of securing 
the least cost location of grain storage stocks in a given time period and 
considering the dual properties of consumer demand for grain and the con­
clusions reached in (l) and (2) above, areas of economic choice exist in 
locating stocks between plants within and between geographic areas. 
(5) This study indicated that in 1954 
(a) terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants 
would generally be utilized to a higher degree in the least 
cost location of grain storage stocks than would country 
elevator plants ; 
(b) terminal elevator and wholesale grain processing plants 
would generally be utilized to a higher degree in the least 
cost location of grain storage stocks than under the actual 
conditions of 1954; 
(c) grain storage facilities located in terminal or primary 
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grain markets would be utilized to a higher degree than 
facilities located in interior grain markets in the leas 
cost and actual storage stock location patterns; 
(d) grain storage facilities of the central and eastern com 
belt would be utilized to a higher degree than facilitie 
the plains states in both the least cost and actual stor 
stock location patterns ; and 
(e) grain storage facilities of the plains states would be u 
lized to a lesser extent in the least cost location of s-
age stocks than under the actual conditions of 1954. 
(6) The deviations of the actual shipping-storage patterns of 195-
from the least cost patterns may be the result of several factors incli 
ing 
(a) uncertainty with respect to the level and characteristic: 
the various determinants of the location problem; 
(b) precautions taken by entrepreneurs of grain marketing fi] 
to meet uncertainty; 
(c) within year variations not provided for in the analytical 
model; 
(d) the aggregation involved in the analytical model; and 
(e) actual inefficiency in the grain marketing system in 195' 
(7) The analysis pertained to only the year 1954. However, on th< 
basis of ten-year trends in the production and marketing of grain in tl 
North Central United States, it was concluded that commercial grain st< 
age capacity will not need to be expanded as much in the plains states 
in the central com belt. 
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(8) The analytical framework employed in this study could be extended 
to provide insight into long run storage stock location problems by pro­
viding for explicit consideration of uncertainty in regional grain supply 
and demand and the functional relationships between each of those vari­
ables and price. 
(9) The linear programming technique can be a useful analytical tool 
in providing insight into other grain marketing problems and public policy 
issues. 
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